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MTV scoops Beeb chart 
Chart owner CIN has signed kv.w.v.y.^^ albums chart rundowns and when pluggers are not work- It completes the s 
MTV which shatters Top of the Pops' monopoly of TV coverage of the official UK music charts. MTV Europe will launch its two-hour prime-time CIN chart show. Hh- List UK. on July 6 as part oTa strategy to ~T5Uit3"its UK audience. The show, broadcast at 6pm MUSIC TELEVISION 

the charts on Sunday effec- afternoons is unaffected, j" TOTP, which is Hit List UK, which will be n Thursdays, four offered for sponsorship, 

albums chart rundowns and highlights from the indie, dance and metal charts. While MTV is currently available in only 2.3m homes in the UK, it reaches 36.2m homes across Europe. Brent Hansen, director of programming and production for MTV Europe, says the show will be largely promo video based. Sections from sessions already recorded for MTV could also be used. It will not be pluggable, however. "We will be choosing our acts over the weekend. 

when pluggers < ing," says Hansen, Adrian Wistreich, chief executive : of CIN, the joint venture between the BPI and MW publisher Spotlight, ap- proached MTV with the charts in the autumn. He says: "This is the most significant new deal since CIN launched two years ago. "It offers an opportunity for pan-European exposure to UK record companies." Hansen says the chart is an important part of MTV's pan- European service. 

ipletes the station's trio of charts, he says, adding 
and theTmropearTcounlHown. Keith McMillan, producer of ITV's 2.5m audience Chart Show, says he does not con- sider MTV to be a competitor. "The Chart Show is establish- ed on ITV," he says. "We have the best audience appreciation figures there are." A TOTP spokesman says MTV's viewing figures do not threaten the BBC's show, which currently attracts 7m 

Sampling accird nears 
The MCPS has tabled initiative which could herald the first industry accord on sampling. The music publishers' so- ciety has written to the BPI suggesting talks on sample clearance. The matter has now been referred to the BPI rights committee meeting on July 14. To date there has been little dialogue between industry bodies on the complex issue. Sony Music UK business af- 

fairs director Jonathan Sternberg, who chairs the BPI rights committee, says: "This is a very difficult area because 
Although companies using uncleared samples are liable to legal action, most disputes have been settled out of court. But both sample users and copyright owners have voiced a desire for a standard pro- cedure to speed up clearance. MCPS commercial director, 

German label 
blocks KWS 
ZYX Records has won an in- junction against a rival ver- sion of its single Please Don't Go by Double You, A German court has ordered the withdrawal of the KWS version licensed to Rough Trade Germany by UK indie Network Records. v ZYX threatens^ 

i_^ain.5l.Jiehyark^rr-the~U K where the KWS single reached number one. A similar suit may follow in the US. says the German label. ZYX licensed the single from Kalinn .Jahel DWA^ for most of Europe and " The KWS version ; .. after Network had failed cense Double You for itself. 

Graham Churchill says it would not be possible to estab- lish fixed rates of payment for samples. BPI legal affairs director Sara John says: "We may take a different view from the MCPS but will be happy to work towards a standard pro- cedure." The BPI is planning a sam- pling seminar for members in early September. Feature p21. 

Wooiies rethinks 

singles rundown 
Woolworth is understood to be considering launching its own singles chart. Though most multiples al- ready use marketing-led al- bums charts, none have sing- les countdowns compiled in-store. Record company sales direc- tors are convinced that Woolworth's move is imminent. Commercial director Chris Ashe was unavailable for com- ment, but a spokesman con- firmed, "Our policy on singles charts is under review," But Woolworth — which ac- counts for around 207i of the singles market — is thought to 

be reviewing whether more suited to its ( profile would help deliver higher sales. The Kingfisher-owned chain sells a higher proportion of pop and easy listening product than its rivals. CIN chief executive Adrian Wistreich says he is not aware of any retailer moving towards an in-store singles chart. "Anyone doing so would have to review the impact of such a chart on the industry accord that has developed through the CIN operation," he adds. 

BPI chief backs rival to NMS 
Obestein is to be the keynote take place in Manchester from speaker New York's New Music Sem- ■, In The City. The participation of the such a 

September 12-16. "Speaking as chairman ol the BPI, I have to say that 
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St Jota Ambulance in cash plea 
is calling the granting of licences for Other bodies like the FA have s such as the Knebworth been quick to help, but the m ovide the facil they 

The first aid charity is ask- ing the music industry to "put something back" in return for 

- -_t St thing." John Ambulance only charges promoters for '' Tim Parsons, a director of attendance promoter MCP, denies accusa- vuau*. tions that St John Ambulance Jane Chegwin, responsible has been undervalued by pro- for the charity's fund-raising moters. He says, "St John Am- 

Black: 'a lot of scope' 
Black lands 
EMI hot-seat 
Clive Black has been promoted to A&R director at EMI, filling the vacancy left by Nick Gatfield's departure for Poly- Gram in April. Black has been at EMI for eight years and at 28 is the company's youngest ever di- rector. Previously general manager of A&R, he has been acting head of department for 

He says he now hopes to be- come more involved in the cre- ative aspects of the job. In the past his signings have includ- ed Brother Beyond and Marc Almond. "We have a tremendous suc- cess with UK acts overseas and the breadth of EMl's labels gives me a lot of scope to expand on that success," he 
Black, the son of lyricist Don Black, entered the industry at 16 as a publisher with Island Music. 

St John Ambulance is due to attend forthcoming events in- cluding the Reading and Glas- tonbury festivals. Chegwin says, 'This is a crucial time of year. We will not boycott events but we may i a no longer be able to provide pay the standard of service ex- 'hat they ask us, and pected." 

Now Virgins aie 

falls on Classics 
Virgin Classics has axed five of its 11 UK staff, retaining the remainder for a trial per- iod, writes Phil Sommerich. Three staff, including Kath- erine Copisarow, who joined the label as general manager for its launch five years ago and has been in control since MD Simon Foster moved to BMG earlier this year, left last Friday. Two more, including mar- keting manager Liam Toner, are to go later. Discussions on the future of 10 staff who mar- ket product in overseas terri- tories are continuing. The cuts follow a wider shake-up of the Virgin Music 

>1-. 

Copisai 
Group two weeks ago in which 80 staff lost their jobs. Ken Berry, Virgin Music Group managing director, says "Virgin Classics will continue to develop as a separate label under the EMI Classics um- brella." 

And Richard Lyttleton, president of EMI Classics In- ternational, confirms that EMI is "exploring every av- 
sics as an independent label". EMI refuses to comment on reports that Jonathan Miall, manager of planning and busi- ness development at EMI Classics International, is to become Virgin Classics' label manager. It will only say Miall "has been involved in the dis- cussions with Virgin Classics". Virgin Classics' June re- leases will be delayed until July, when they will be distri- buted by PolyGram. 

XFM takes on London rivals 
The backers of temporary indie radio station XFM will bid for one of the full-time London-wide FM franchises to be advertised in October. The move will pitch XFM against Kiss FM, Jazz FM, Melody and LBC Talkback, which must all re-apply for their current frequencies. XFM programme controller 

Sammy Jacob says the station, which launched for 28 days earlier this year, will go back on air in Islington and Cam- den for four weeks from Sep- tember 14, to prove further its ability to run a competitive full-time service. "We want to hammer home the success of XFM and also raise its profile again," says 

Jacob. The results of surveys conducted during its first- month-long run have shown there is a demand for the sta- tion, he adds. The research, conducted by RSGB, gives XFM a 10% reach among 15 to 24-year-olds in London behind Capital (49%) Kiss (29%) and Radio One (18%). 

Sony reveals HHiniiisc packagiiii 
3ony will launch MiniDis display boxes that combine CD and cassette packaging fea- tures and fit into existing cas- sette racking systems. The outer case (11cm x 9cm X 1.5cm) is the same height as a cassette box but features rounded corners that will slot into plastic racks designed by Sony for home and in-store use. The disc is held in its pro- tective caddy on four "posts" within the box. A clear back gives access to the track-list- ing and the inner sleeve slides out like that of a CD, 
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Sony UK group managing director Haydn Abbott says pre-recorded MiniDisc titles will cost "probably the same" as CDs. Tapes for Philips' rival DCC digital tape format, to be launched in September, will also retail at CD prices. Blank discs and tapes will cost around £5. Pricing will be a crucial issue since record companies, led by Warner Music, and re- tailers are worried that MiniDisc will threaten CD sales. 
While all the majors, includ- ing Sony, will release DCC titles, the only major compan- ies so far to have officially 

backed MiniDisc Sony's own record labels. Sony stressed at a MiniDisc briefing in Salzburg last week that it is confident Warner will produce MiniDisc titles. Sony Music Entertain- ment chairman Michael Schulhof claims, "BMG will follow Warners. And MCA will follow (its parent) Matsushita because Matsushita will manufacture the hardware". Schulhof adds, "MiniDisc will enhance and supplement sales and will not detract at all from CD sales." 

Top Of The Pops may still be languishing despite its much-trumpeted new format, but MTV Europe's decision to launch a chart show based on the official CIN sales chart brings new hope for the international prospects of British acts. It has long been a complaint that new UK music has found it difficult to win exposure abroad. The new Hit List UK guarantees it coverage across Europe. MTV may still be at the lower end of its growth curve in the UK, but its penetration on the 
make it a real force. The fragmentation of media, of which the growth of MTV is just a part, is a mixed blessing for the industry in that better targeting often comes at the expense of higher costs. But the introduction of a new mass market vehicle for British music in Europe — and potentially on MTV in the US — can only be 
The British contingent at this week's New Music Seminar in New York is expected to be one of the smallest for some time. It makes the decision of BPI chairman Maurice Oberstein to throw his weight behind the UK's own music business convention, In The City, very timely. The organisers have faced a tough job in persuading the industry that a weekend in drizzly Manchester is a more alluring prospect than either Cannes or New York. But there are signs that the m e dowi attractions of the northern city are now in fact working in its favour. Holding a working convention in the UK has always made sense. But with fewer and fewer executives able to justify an overseas shindig during this deepest of downturns, participation in In The City may well turn out to have a certain recessionary chic. 



OPINION 

Earning my living largely from the secondary marketing of music and from catalogue exploitation, I have welcomed the growing reputation of this area of our business. While those at the sharp end are seeking out the next decade's catalogue, some of us can work away at selling music of all sorts to people of all sorts, many of whom will be lapsed or infrequent music buyers. But I am surprised by the industry's reluctance to exploit a natural extension of the business — the branded album. A couple of years back, my brother Phil and I pioneered the concept together with Peter Powell at James Grant Management. This gave companies who felt that music was an important part of their marketing mix the opportunity to "brand" album artwork with their logo or advertising by-line in return for a contribution to TV advertising costs (as with the Cadbury- sponsored And AH Because The Lady Loves album). We have now released four such compilations, aimed at various segments of the market, with considerable success. Yet many companies view the concept with suspicion and are unwilling to license material, even though we have paid our royalties on nearly a million albums. Of course it's essential for some artists to be sold and marketed in a dignified fashion enhancing status and ensuring longevity (witness Paul McGuinness's shrewd handling of U2). Yet we have to accept that 
has a sell-by date and we must make the most of it while the opportunity lasts. Being in the record business is not like having an oil well in the backyard. We do not need to sell our copyrights short, but to survive we must remind ourselves that the music business is exactly that, a business. John Cokell is joint managing director of The Hit Label with his brother Phil. 

MEWS 

Sail day boosts Conifer suite 
Classical label Conifer is ex- pecting an audience of 2.5m for the launch of its Tall Ships Suite during the Columbus quincentenary celebrations in Liverpool in August, writes Phil Sommerick. The work has been commis- sioned for the climax of Eur- ope's celebration of the anni- versary by the UK Tall Ships Committee. More than 100 sailing vessels — the largest wind- Tall Ships: on the Mersey 

jammer fleet in modern times — are racing across the Atlan- tic to arrive in Liverpool on August 12-16. The orchestral suite by Mer- sey-based composers Dave Roylance and Bob Galvin will receive its concert premiere from the Royal Liverpool Phil- harmonic on August 15. Throughout the festivities Conifer's new recording of the work will be broadcast through seven miles of PA sys- 

tem along the Mersey. Conifer's marketing director Brian Hopkins says Liverpool retailers are promising "en- thusiastic" support for the re- lease of the disc on July 27. On August 14 a separate open-air concert is being held at the city's Albert Dock. Among the opera singers per- forming at the Fanfair for a New World gala evening are Montserrat Caballe, Dennis O'Neill and Rita Hunter. 

FiS pSans annual 

minbership levy 
PRS is considering a radical plan to introduce an annual fee for its songwriter members to help meet increasing costs. The PRS general council is looking into the scheme after a proposal to charge for every song registered was ruled out. Members felt it would discour- age the society's 19,700 mem- bers from logging songs. They are currently required to pay a one-off registration fee of just £25 on joining PRS. Chief executive Michael Freegard says a high propor- tion of PRS's administration bill goes on registering writers who do not earn much in roy- alties; the costs are borne by its high-earning members. "This is just another way of spreading the costs and would have the effect of slightly re- 

Freegard: redistributing 
ducing the way the successful subsidise the unsuccessful writers," says Freegard. Other royalty collection agencies around the world charge an annual fee, he adds. US body ASCAP charges $10 per year (£5.50), deducted from royalties. 

Freegard says any PRS charge would probably be higher than the ASCAP fee. The PRS council is still con- sidering the proposal, how- ever, and a decision will not be made until early 1993. General council member and MD of Rondor Music Stu- art Hornall says, "This is an issue which is being aired as part of the day-to-day business of PRS." He says a plan to charge per song was dropped as it could stop writers from registering songs until they began earn- 
until it is picked up. A writer could lose income by logging a song late, after it had been used abroad without his or her knowledge, he says. 

Tii mtmDDiimum order 
Terry Blood Dist n has cle. TBD raised th )t the result of a fall 
to help stimulate business Nick Leese says the company year," he says. dth small indie retailers. The revised price, which ex- ends until September 1, mings the distributor in line vith rivals including Pinna- 

help shops n requests more quick- r as well as keep up stocks in slack trading period. Leese says the new price 

TBD's distribution service to nore than 15,000 independent etailers nationwide repre- ents around 40% of its busi- 

Emap sees profits rise 
Publisher Emap is poised for another round of acquisitions in print and radio after launching a £77.9ra rights 

The group, which took a con- trolling stake in London dance music station Kiss FM in De- cember, announced the issue as it published its 1992 results. 

Following a strong second half recovery, Emap reported a 9% rise in pre-tax profits for the year to March 28 to £27.1m on turnover of £269.4m. Chief executive Robin Mil- ler says the group, which pub- lishes music titles Smash Hits, Q, Kerrang!, Raw and Select, 

aims to take advantage of any opportunities to expand its radio and magazine business. Over the past 12 months Emap has spent £17m on launching 20 consumer maga- zines, four business titles and seven exhibitions. In the last three years the group has spent £121m on acquisitions. 

Melior heads 
debate line-up 
Heritage Minister David Mel- ior leads a heavyweight line up of speakers on the future of broadcasting at the 1992 Radio Academy Festival. Melior and out-going BBC director general Michael Checkland will analyse the corporation's future as it ap- proaches the 1996 renewal of its charter. And recently appointed Classic FM controller Michael Bukht will dicuss the plans for the UK's first INR station. The festival runs on July 14 and 15 at the Birmingham In- ternational Convention Centre. Details are available from 071-839 1461. 
^oSidays m the 
son for iordoff 
Sunch bidders 
Bidders at the 17th Nordoff- Robbins Music Therapy char- ity lunch on June 26 will have four chances to compete for ex- penses-paid holidays abroad. In addition to the free con- cert shoot and Music Week front page already announced, they will be able to make of- fers for 10 other lots to be auc- tioned by Dave Dee. The final line-up comprises: a three-day trip to New York or Los Angeles, including tickets to see Elton John in concert; a week for 10-12 people in Lord Linley's villa in Mustique: three nights in Los Angeles, including dinner with Dudley Moore; a week in Hong Kong; a Robert Johnson- style National guitar; a hand- made Spanish guitar and foot- ball signed by Rod Stewart; a cricket lesson with Ian Bot- ham; a speaking part in Mich- ael Winner's next film; an 180- CD complete Mozart Edition; and sponsorship of a race at Newbury in September. A record 874 guests are to set to attend this year's lunch. Last year the auction raised £250,000. 
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NEWSFILE 
NEWS 

M to relay Musk Day concerts 
Independent radio will cele- brate the Government-spon- sored National Music Day with a two-hour show broad- cast live from three separate concerts tied in to the June 28 

The programme, which will go out on up to 45 stations across the country, is being produced by MCM Networking 

and funded by the day's main sponsor, Coca-Cola. It will come live from Ham- mersmith Odeon, where Mick dagger is heading a blues night with Ronnie Wood, the Charlie Watts quintet and Gary Moore, as well as the ANC 80th anniversary cel- ebrations at Brixton Academy headlined by Tracey Chap- 

be fixed. Doug Adamson, European director of MCM, says: "This is independent radio finally showing it can do at least as well — and better — than the BBC can," he says. The signals will be fed back to Capital Radio's head- quarters in London, where the 

programme will be mixed by MCM, says Adamson. Links will be provided by reports from earlier in the day, mak- ing up a National Music Day special. The event's official station. Radio Two, has cleared its schedules for 15 continuous hours of broadcasting on the day featuring 35 presenters. 

Boots returns 
to press ads in 
new campaign 
Boots is planning a return to black and white press adver- tising in a bid to raise its pro- file as a music and video outlet and to challenge WH Smith and Woolworth head on for the family music market. Apart from special Christ- mas promotions, the last lime Boots ran advertising for its Sound and Vision division was more than three years ago, says sales buyer Steve Reynolds. Record companies will be presented with the new art- work, produced in conjunction with advertising agency CDP. ir the next fortnight. The co-op c 

signed ad lay-out which can be adapted for different titles. Marketing services man- ager for Sound Vision Steve Cherton says Boots needs to work harder than chains such as Woolworth — which de- s with m video at the front of the ground floor — because its Sound and Vision departments are gen- erally on the first floor. 

Ministers salute 

music's key rofe 
Two government ministers gave official backing to the UK record industry in front of 120 delegates at last week's IFPI annual council meeting in London. The support was welcomed by the BPI, coming weeks after the Labour Party turned on the industry by launching a campaign on CD pricing. Parliamentary under secre- tary at the National Heritage ministry Robert Key and Ed- ward Leigh, under secretary for technology at the Depart- ment of Trade and Industry, both backed the industry's  ) British life. 

Key: backing music 
Key told the meeting on Wednesday: 'The pop industry 

like Live Aid". Although neither Key nor Leigh would be drawn on pol- icy matters. Key said the DTI will continue to hold responsi- bility for copyright and techni- cal matters. The National Heritage ministry will have a closer relationship with the in- dustry. giving it a direct link to the cabinet and access to lobbying the DTI. "This is a new situation be- cause now you have a minister responsible for music and arts. Before he was responsible for something bigger and grander. 

Geldof plans morning pop 
Channel Four is set to expand early mt its musical coverage with the launches award of its £10m breakfast Execul TV contract to the company set up by Bob Geldof and the launch of two new music series i the si 

September, producer Charlie says The Big Break- st will offer a "variable regu- r music slot", which may in- )lve live performances. Meanwhile the channel's schedules, announced two-hour last week, include t 

one-off programmes. Mojo Working, a 13-par series to be launched on Juni 24, will offer documentaries oi the roots of popular music Meanwhile Extreme East wil screen seven half-hour film: on East European must youth culture from July 

BMG Records has increased the price of its deluxe CD albums to £8.14 to establish a w/t price differential between standard and deluxe releases, says chairman John Preston. 
Sony Music Entertainment (UK) chairman and chief executive Paul Russell has joined Maurice Oberstein, LG Wood and John Deacon as a board member of the Brits Trust. 

>^ 'ds following his signing of a long-term deal with the label will be Tubular Bells 11. The work will be premiered al'a charity concert at Edinburgh Castle on September 4 which will be broadcast on BBC2. 
Paul Falzon has been appointed senior A&R manager at Arcade Records, He previously held the position of music buyer at EUK. 
Jazz label GRP is mounting its first sales and marketing campaign to celebrate its 10th anniversary this month. The campaign includes GRP and subsidiary labels Impulse and American Decca. 
University College Salford is holding five-day Megaclasses on the music industry for 16-18- year-olds from August 10-14 
Nick Kounoupias has joined MCPS from solicitors Turner Kenneth Brown to head the society's legal affairs department. 
Album sleeve design and TV commercials company Peacock Marketing & Design has. installed a Scitex system including paintbox and repro functions as part of its expansion programme. 
Cost cutting and improved advertising revenue boosted independent radio group GWR's interim profits from £32,509 last year to £254,984 in the six months to March. 

Factory 

THE ADVENTURE 

BABIES 

THE ALBUM - LAUGH 

THE SINGLE-BARKING MAD 

UT NOW FOR THE SUMMER OF '92 
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LETTERS 

SHJ will hit rich seam 
While I'm delighted that you had fun at your Lionel Richie gig (Comment, June 6), I was somewhat dismayed by your comments with regards to SL2 and Shut Up And Dance. To imply that these young, homegrown talents are re- sponsible for the currently de- pressed album market seems somewhat impatient — On a Ragga Tip is only SL2's second 

est desire for them (alongside our other young, British acts such as The Prodigy and Nu- Matic) is to eventually break albums. We are more than aware of the long-term dangers of the compilation market, and are gradually attempting to devel- op raw British talent into the sort of album acts who might give the business its desper- 

not be offered encouragement and plaudits, rather than hav- ing our acts used as a scape- goat for the industry's prob- lems? Admittedly there has been no number one artist album to emerge from the rave scene yet — this perhaps looks as unlikely now as a string of Top five rave singles would have looked a couple of years ago. j 

will become an album act on a sales par with Lionel richie, but it seems somewhat absurd for the virtues of middle-aged, American MOR to be extolled at the expense of genuinely ex- citing and successful British 
Richard Russell A&R manager XL Recordings, 17-19 Alma Road 

New acts on 
cutting edge 
As a publishing A&R man- ager, I can only agree that the industry could do with a few more Lionel Richies (M\V, June 6). However, it is not the role of Music Week to comment on which acts should or shouldn't 

, Whether SL2 go on i ,large amounts of albur mains to be seen. But despil 
> sell 

A&R staff lay 
down gauntlet 
l feel it is a totally unjustified generalisation to say that A&R staff are inefficient and technically ignorant (Studios slam labels' A&R staff, MW, June 6). As A&R co-ordinator of WEA Records, I have eight- 

Milipl© deals put 

squeeze on indies 

-i economic climate, they have contributed to selling massive quantities of compilation al- 
The industry needs class songwriters, but we would slide into a melange of bland- ness if we were to .lose the vi- tal cutting edge that acts like SL2 provide. Dave Wibberley Momentum Music 17-19 Alma Road London SW18 

perience in both New York and London and have to answer to senior personnel, managers and artists when presented with bills from stu- 
amount we were quoted. In a lot of cases, artists use a lot more time than their daily lockout rate, eat and drink, and use phones and cabs without realising that there are charges for all of these things. We try and make allowances for some of them but when the 

I am writing with reference to has a lot to do with the record tailer — whether it be Woolies the ongoing campaign by Jack companies' attitude to us. Yes, or an indie — is having a good Hughes of The Independent on they are quick to say how time." Sunday. much they need us and that no They say they treat all re- 1 realise that in the past you new product would be broken tailers the same way as they have commented with con- if we weren't here. However, are not there to negotiate tempt at the way that this at the same time, they are terms or conditions, newspaper has continued its kicking us in the teeth with I put it to Bard that they let cause for cheaper CDs. It is ob- their deals with the multiples, all their members be consider- vious from your comments in I have always been on the ed when it comes to investigat- the past that you are not pre- side of Bob Lewis and Bard in ing the deals that some of their pared to listen to the many in- the past. Now I am convinced members get. dependent retailers who are that Bard is just a toothless ti- Paul Assirati behind the campaign. ger when it comes to looking Proprietor, See These . . . Let's face it, there are not after its members in light of 12a Pottergate that many indies left and this his comments "no record re- Norwich 

Copyright law 
is not a 'gag' 
I really must take issue with your trite assumption that "copyright law is being used as a gag . , . (MW, May 30). The purpose of the copyright law is for the copyright owner to be able to control the right to copy, whether this be to do with photocopying in a public library or the sampling of the bills come in, they're almost invariably over budget and it's up to us to explain why there's nothing left in the coffers. Perhaps, instead of com- plaining, most studio man- agers should spend a week as an A&R co-ordinator. They they'd soon see how the shoe fits on the other foot! Robyn Machesney A&R Co-ordinator WEA Records 28 Kensington Church Street London W8 

Eurmnsion on song 
For years this country — and no doubt have forced some of will spawn an act as successful the UK music business in par- these critics to eat their words. as Abba on each occasion, but ticular — has adopted a rare The 1988 winner from Swit- with 800m viewers this year contempt for the Eurovision zerland, Ne Parlez Pas Son its potential exposure value to Song Contest and, indeed, the Moi, was passed over for UK new talent is without parallel. European music scene. release. Celine Dion has since Tim Spencer The emergence of successful gone on to US success. 24 Amhurst Road European acts in the past No one is suggesting that Hackney couple of years, however, will every Eurovision Song contest London E8 

owner's works. If you take away that right, there is no basis upon which the entitlement to royalty pay- ment could be established. It may well be that the Stones were inspired by R&B music from the States, but even if they did copy an old drum pattern or guitar riff, they certainly never had the need to sample them. Peter Knight Jr Global Music 171 Southgate Road London N1 

MAX BUSINESS. MIN ORDER 
TBD's minimum order value now only £50 for the whole of the Summer.* 

At TBD we have always believed in providing the maximum level of service to our customers and as part of that service we want to help you to maximise your product range at the minimum of risk. So, for a limited period you'll find our minimum order value is down by £25, leaving you free to order smaller amounts of stock as and when you need them, making full use of our proven following day delivery service. "Offer runs until Stsl August 1992. 
1> 24 Dfuvtnr ► 40 

j Terry Blood Diitribution, Unit One, Bosey 
r- ► UKs ► NEW =s ► THE NO.! DISTRIBUTOR IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT. ole Budneu Perk, Newcnll.-und.r-lyme, Sluffordshlre. 5T5 701 Telesol.s: (07821 566511 40 lines, Administration; (07821 566566, Fox' 107821 56540(1 T.I Wm pionn r 
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J* Z ★ Listen to JAZZ FM 102.2 the 20th & 21st June to win a copy of CLASSIC JAZZ-FUNK VOL 3 or a trip for 2 ★ ★ for 2 WEEKS SN BARBADOS courtesy of Tropical Places. See 1TV Oracle p359 for other holiday details ★ 

Classic Jazz-Funk vol3 

DAVID BENDETH Feel The Real 
AL Di MEDIA - Roller Jubilee 
HERBIE HANCOCK Saturday Night 
DONALD BYRD - Love Has Come Around 
RAMSEY LEWIS - Spring High 

BOB JAMES-Westchester Lady 
KOOL & THE GANG - Summer Madness 
RAMSEY LEWIS AND EARTH, WIND & FIRE Sun Goddess 
STEVE KHAN - Darlin' Darlin' Baby 
AQUARIAN DREAM You 're A Star 
LENNY WHITE-Best Of Friends 

Compiled with Love, Designed for Life. A Beechwood Music Company. Distributed by The Total Record Company via BMG (UK) Ltd. Order thru' BMG Telesales. Shipping from 
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MARKET PREVIEW 

Albums 
In a world where TV compilations of oldies largely consist of the same high-profile hits selected from a well-thumbed copy of British Hit Singles, it's clear that Dino takes more 
assembling its thematic collections. Its latest offering, Let's Talk About Love, focuses on the more melodic and relaxed end of the rap spectrum. Sure it's got its share of big hits, but the real delights are tracks like The Rain by Oran Juice Jones and the exceptional new On A Sunday Afternoon by A Lighter Shade Of Brown. Due shortly as a single on Dino's Hype label, it's got all the ingredients needed to be a summer hit. His last two albums (The 

Very Best Of and Sleeping With The Past) both reached number one, and the title track of his new album is already a substantial hit, so you don't have to be a Mastermind to predict that Elton John's The One is going to be a major success. The good news is that it's also a damn fine album. Stepping back into the timewarp, the recent spate of punk compilations seems to have dried up, at least temporarily, as everybody looks for the next back catalogue bonanza. Sony may just have read the runes correctly, with its exceptional compilation The Boys Are Back In Town neatly juxtaposing lightweight glitter and more substantial closely related rock nuggets from the early Seventies. Includes tracks by the Sweet, Slade, BTO, Thin Lizzy, Roxy Music and Mott The Hoople's All The Young Dudes, which is also 

RED HOT & DANCE (Columbia). Successor to the Porter- penned Red Hot & Blue AIDS-benefit album is a powerful and stylish dance compilation, with Seal's Crazy, Sabrina Johnston's Peace and Crystal Waters' Gypsy Woman all radically re-interpreted by the globe's grooviest mixmasters, while the presence of previously unreleased George Michael tracks is a bonus. 
Singles 
It's breathy, it's less than perfect technically, and it's another remake — but Mariah Carey's revamp of the Jackson 5's I'll Be There should be massive. It's actually a duet (with the uncredited Troy Lorenz) 

m 

Joe Public: jack su 
Unplugged series — underlines its melodic strength. A major hit, too, will be Dannii Minogue's foray into Jackson territory, Show You The Way To Go. Not released until next month, it's a track from the upcoming NME 40th birthday album. Thanks largely to the patronage of Michael Jackson, Britain is finally learning to appreciate jack swing, and one of the prime contenders to happen along in his wake is Live And 

Learn by Joe Public. Fashionably fusing a friendly rap with an instand hooky chorus, this R&B flavoured anthem is a cert. The delicate and deft touch demonstrated on her last single have set up Vanessa William's Just For Tonight. Unfortunately, though it operates in similar territory to Save The Best For Last, it is a somewhat leaden and over- produced track, which will disappoint many. 
SOPHIE B HAWKINS: Damn I Wish I Was Your Lover. (Columbia). Brooklyn babe's self-penned multi-textured and multi-format debut is a compelling confection. Soulfully shuffling and coyly chiming, it's armed with a killer hook, and knows it. A curious early fade threatens, before Sophie builds it up again. Alan Jones 

After his successful work with The Sounds Of Blackness, CJ Mackintosh seems to be the fa- voured remixer for giving a UK feel to gospel influenced tunes from the US. He has done a great job on Sabrina Johnston's I Wanna Sing (East West), a lovely uplifting track that should make up for the disappointing chart per- formance of Friendship. He has also worked wonders on the spiritual Hold Your Head Up High from the new US vo- cal quartet 4 Love (Union City Recording UCRT5). Essex-based Sunscream de- serve to have a hit with their third Sony Soho Square single. Love U More is catchy song which first saw light of day a year ago on white label and now arrives with remixes from Farley/Heller, The Band Of Gypsies and Slam. Other homegrown product to watch out for includes the innovative spaced out Once Upon A Dancefioor by Planet X (ffrr FX166); the classy garage sound of Pleasure And Pain by So Damn Tuff (East West); and We Got It All by Juliette James (Pulse 8 12LOSE26), a breezy happy house tune. As for rave singles, the pick of the crop are; Come On by DJ Seduction (ffrreedom TABX 111), a chartbound crowd-pleasing hardcore track which also includes a complete reconstruction of Hardcore Heaven; Take It by Alex Lee (React 12BACT7) an upbeat tuneful Italian favourite; The Wobbler by Xenophobia (Kickin' Records KICK20), a crazy high-speed hardcore workout; and the Mental Eclipse MP from Wishdokta introducing Mental Col- lapse (Kickin Records KICK16MP), which bring to- 

Q C 

JOEY NEGRO: Enter You Fantasy EP (Ten Records): Dave Lee dishes up four tasty disco extravaganzas on this value for money EP, which should have no trouble match- ing the Top 40 success of his Do What You Feel. Love Fan- tasy is the lead track, but Get Up, Enter Your Mind and Everybody are just as impres- sive. AndyBeevers 

The singular success of TV Crimes augurs well for a re- vitalised Black Sabbath. The new album Dehumanizer (IRS Records), out this week, prom- ises an equally lively chart 
Chicago band Trouble have quality stamped all over their debut album Manic Frustra- tion (Def America). WASP, that creature of the canny Blackie Lawless, breathe new vigour into that most moribund of musical con- ventions — the rock opera. The Crimson Idol (Parlophone) is best described as a modern, metal Tommy and undoubted- ly looks to The Who milestone for inspiration. The band's scheduled appearance at this 

year's Monsters Of Rock show will boost interest. Megadeth's new single, Symphony Of Destruction (Capitol/Parlophone) comes in a sufficient number of formats and contains enough live tracks (including Peace Sells) to ensure it a chart run. The 12-inch and CD feature the unreleased Breakpoint and Go To Hell. An album is expected "early this summer", according to the label. A&M's Gun are still seek- ing a single to match the suc- cess of Taking On The World, Perhaps Welcome To The Real World may do just that. The band's place on the current Def Leppard tour enhances then- chances considerably. 
FAITH NO MORE: Angel Dust (Slash/London). Boldly refusing to play safe by releas- ing a "son of The Real Thing, FNM have instead sired a bas- tard melange of styles by way of follow-up. Brash, provoca- tive and certainly unpredict- able, Angel Dust will win as many new fans as it will con- found those who bought Epic. Andrew Martin 

Pianist/conductor Daniel Barenboim is to take a cen- tral role in Warner's plans for Teldec and the newly-acquired Erato label. For Teldec he begins the sec- ond part of his Mozart piano concerto cycle with the Berlin Philharmonic with an album coupling the Jeunehomme concerto and No 17, and the award-winning four-disc box of late concertos issued last year is now appearing as single discs, one album coup- ling Nos 20 and 21, another 

Nos 22 and 23. Barenboim has also signed long-term exclusive contracts with Erato and Teldec, the French label issuing a Ravel disc with the Chicago Sym- phony Orchestra in the au- tumn, to be followed by Brahm's German Requiem, Richard Strauss's Alpine Sym- phony, Schubert piano Im- promptus, a cycle of Brahms symphonies, the Verdi Requiem and much else. Teldec's plans include the issue on CD and laser disc of Barenboim's Bayreuth Ring cycle and a Bruckner cycle with the Berlin Philharmonic. Erato has also launched the first two discs of a new cycle of Bach's organ works played by Marie-Claire Alain on the 1714-vintage Silbermann or- gan of Freiburg Cathedral. Pickwick's Allegro early music label makes its most ambitious issue yet with Bach's St John Passion in a two-disc box. Musicologist Andreas Ki •oper directs Czechoslovak forces in a star- tlingly different performance, lightning tempos and strong articulation bound to cause a critical furore. 
On Wings Of Song: Felicity Lott (soprano), Ann Murray (mezzo), Graham Johnson (piano). EMI. The second disc of duets from the two divas is again a delight, their feisty version of the Cat Duet is a show-stopper, but the Purcell and French songs are equally stunning. Phil Sommerich 

odd records, which means there's no better place to start than that strange pair of cult heroes Joe Meek and Captain Beefhcart, From Line come= 

Vol 2 of the Joe Meek Story (TRCD 901082), which fea- tures the poppiest of his pro- ductions, and from Sequel there's The Alternative Cap- tain Beefheart (NEXCD 215) on which the Captain's stay at Buddah is fleshed out (rather than phased out). The result is a must for collectors. Even better is Rocking At The Star Club (Columbia 4689502) which captures The Beatles live in Hamburg, but in 1962, after they'd signed with EMI. The sound quality is only so-so but the set catches them at that magical moment between becoming writers (there's an early version of I Saw Her Standing There) and energetic recyclers of the glor- ies of rock'n'roll. Lots of fun, but of more collectorly interest, is What About Us (NEXCD 204) a 25- track collection of Merseybeat nuggets from the Pye archives. Similarly collectable is the Paul McCartney produced al- bum of his brother Mike, McGear (SEECD 339) which neatly blends Scaffold humour with Beatles lyricism. George Jones features on two fascinating outings, Dancetown USA (CDCHM 156), a live album from 1965 which captures Jones at his prime, and My Very Special Guests (Epic 4714112) from 1979 on which he duets with the likes of Elvis Costello, Willie Nelson and Linda Ronstadt. 
VARIOUS ARTISTS: Sh This Disco (RCD 00210). 1 naff title, notwithstandi: this sampler of the delights the Ryko label, featuring I likes of Jerry Jeff Walk Devo, King Sunny Ade a John & Mary, is truly fim Phil Har 
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CHART FOCUS 
I I foreign songs take JL JL each of the top three places this week, with star performer Nick Berry's remake of Buddy Holly's Heartbeat accelerating from number seven to number two. With Erasure's star already beginning to fall — their sales are down on last week's — Berry has an outside chance of his second number one. His only previous hit, Every Loser Wins, reached number one in 1986. Even though its latest audience figure (5.3 million) is barely enough to place it among Britain's Top 100 shows, Top Of The Pops is still a major influence on singles buyers, and the fact that it wasn't screened until Saturday evening last week, too late to have an effect, has resulted in a more stable, less volatile Top 20 than normal. Without the usual exposure which sends their sales into orbit, breakers outside the Top 10 made little progress, and the only new entry to the Top 

10 is Elton John's The One, which simply crawled up a notch from number 11 to switch places with Guns N' 
Perhaps the way to curb the volatility of the chart is simply toaxeTOTP. U2's Even Better Than The Real Thing debuts at number 13 on the singles chart, while their outstanding achievement of last week in placing seven albums on the chart simultaneously is nearly matched again. This time, there's six in the Top 75, with another couple just outside. The last act to have as many 

CHART NEWCOMERS 
{ * I THE ORB: Blue Room. \AAi (W-A-U/MrModo/Big Life). They reached number 86 with Little Fluffy Clouds, and number 61 with Perpetual Dawn. This unimpressive track record gave little clue that The Orb would gatecrash the chart so high, leaving established campaigners like U2, The Mission and Loose Ends far behind in the new entry stakes. The first of two CD singles of Blue Room is one lengthy track that comes within two seconds of busting the 40 minute maximum playing time for singles. The Orb's upcoming album U.F.Orb will be released July 6. 
rTol TLC.: Ain't 2 Proud 2 . '"J Beg.(LaFaee/Arista). Femme signing/rap trio from Atlanta come on like a female equivalent of Bell Biv Devoe on this, their sample-strewn debut. Comprising three 21-year-olds, T-Boz, Left Eye and Chilli, T.L.C. have been together just over a year, and 

were the first act to be signed to L.A. and Babyface's label, thanks to fellow recording star Pebbles. Ain't 2 Proud 2 Beg has been aim seller in the US, where their second single, Baby Baby Baby, is now a hit. Both tracks are from their debut album Ooooooohhh ... On The TLC Tip, for which no UK release date has yet been confirmed. 
r^jl DIANA ROSS; One I I Shining Moment. (EMI). TV and tour dates were instrumental in giving the estimable Ross this third hit 

albums in the chart at once was Bruce Springsteen, in 1985. Last week, we attributed the U2 surge to the wonder of Woolies. However, the discount on the group's back catalogue which triggered the extra sales is actually available to all retailers. At the top of the album chart, Lionel Richie's Back To Front continues to turn in impressive results. Number one for a third week, it has already shipped over a quarter of a million units. Meanwhile, at the opposite end of the album chart, 
at all, being a double-pack single featuring fight mixes of 

System 7's principal meVnberls Steve Hillage. who also helped out on the Orb record (see below) and had a Top 10 solo album with the KippyisITL in 1976. The ambient dance ofthe Orb and System 7 is really no more than a version of that style. Alan Jones 

from her current album, The Force Behind The Power, following When You Tell Me That You Love Me (number two) and the title track (number 27). In all, the 48-year-old songstress has had 70 UK hits, this being her 44th as a solo artist. 
f^T] MARTYN JOSEPH: I I Dolphine Make Me Cry. (Epic). A sensitive singer/songwriter for the Nineties, Martyn Joseph served his apprenticeship for six years with independent labels before making his major league debut with this single. 
nationwide tour, having guested at a dozen dates by Mary Black only last month, Joseph had impressive sales of 30,000 claimed for his last album, An Aching And A Longing. His debut album, Being There, produced by Ben Wisch, is to be released shortly on Sony label Epic. Alan Jones 

Index of unit Last sales. 100=weekly week average in 1991 Albums 81 Singles 113 Music Video 59 

'/o diff This week last year 

SINGLE MARKET SHARE BY FORMAT 

3 DIVA Annie Lennox (RCA) 4 THE COMMITMENTS (0ST) 
5 CURTIS STIGERS Curtis Stigers (Ai 6 AS UGLY AS THEY WANNABE Ugly Kid Joe (Mercury) Best selling debut albums by previously uncharted aci June 6 1992. Compiled by ERA from Gallup data. 

Fallen Angels 
' & bonus track 

j)r * Soldier Blue 
f o out 22nd June 0 

See Buffy Sainte-Marie live Monday 29th June, Hammersmith Odeon 
Also available the album "Coincidence and Likely Stories" 
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NEW RELEASES ALBUMS 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Send new release details to general manager Graham Walker, ERA, Eighth Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR. Tel; 071-620 3636. Fax: 071-928 2881 
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THE WORLD IS LISTENING 

ARE YOU? 

RIGHT SAID FRED 
LOVE DECADE 

HUE & CRY 
BETTY WRIGHT 
WISHBONE ASH 
NEW ATLANTIC 

GAT DECOR 
JOHN MARTYN 

PRESENCE 
TERRORIZE 
CONTROL 

BASS VALUE 
SONJA KRISTIN A 

L.C.G.C. 
NEBULA II 

TO LICENSE THESE ACTS AND MANY MANY MORE PLEASE CONTACT 
BOB CUNNINGHAM IN NEW YORK (212 719 1600) OR IN LONDON ON (071-498 0788) 
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TOP 75 SINGLILIL 
THE OFFICIAL jtusicweek CHART 

rnn (Distributor, 1 S ■ 1 Artfst (Producer) Pubilshor ^ bel 7" (12-) (Distributor) 

D ABBA-ESQUE (EP) O Efosure (Bascombel Bocu 38 ma FOUR SEASONS IN ONE DAY Capitol CL 655/-(E) TCCL655/CDCL655 
CMUTE laATCDMUTE 144 39 3. t 

1 DON'T CARE LondonLON318/-/LONCS318/LONCD3l8(F) 
2 7 HEARTBEAT Columbia 6581517/-(SM) 6581514/6581512 40 QU] DOLPHINS MAKE ME CRY Martvn Joseph (Wisch) EMI Epic 6581347/-(SM) 6581344/6581342 
3 ^ PLEASE DON'T GO/GAME BOY @ KWS (KingAVilliams/Gamble) EMI:Kool Kal/EMI l.'.OfK NWKiT. 46 NVVKC46/NWKCD46 41 cs] RUSTY CAGE Soundgarden (Oale/Soundgarden) MCA A&M AM 874/AMY 723^(0 
4 = HAZARD Richard Marx IMarxl EMI Capitol CL 654/-(El TCCL654/CDCL654 (s) 42 « 3 XPRESS YOURSELF 1 Family Foundation (Johnny J)CC 380PEW(T)1(W) PEWMC1/PEWCD1 
5 « TOOFUNKY pic 6580587/6580586 (SM) 43 3, a i SENSE 1 The Lightning Seeds (Broudie/Rogers) Chrysalis/BMC Virgin VSfD 1414(F) VSCOT1414 
6 6 

SOMETHING GOOD «rrF(X)187(R PCS 187/FCO187 44 32 3 1 WANT YOU NEAR ME Capitol CL 659/-(E) TCCL659/CDCL659 
7 3 JUMP RuffH use 6578547/6578546 (SM) 45 M DREAMS EP Rhythm Quest (Hadfield)KoolKat/EMI Network NWKIT) 40 (P) NWKC 40/NWKCD 40 
8 3 IT ONLY TAKES A MINUTE Take That (Wright) MCA ^CA 74321101007/-(BMG) A 46 « 3 ENDLESS ART Setanta(121AH0Ul(E) TCAHOU'COAHOU 1 
9 s EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU Ugly Kit) Joe IDom/Ugly Kid Joel CC MercufyMERlX) 367(F) MERMC367/MERCD367 46 DZ3 GOOD LOVER D-lnfluence (D-lnfluence/Mickey D) CC EastWestA8573fT)(W) A85730A 8573CD 

10 " THE ONE Ellon John (Thomas) Big Pig ejsmcI&ejs^bS 48 36 3 HANG ON IN THERE BABY i Curiosity (Adams/Taylor) WC RCA PB45377/PT 45378 (BMG) PK45377/PD 45378 (s) 
11 >« KNOCKIN' ON HEAVEN'S DOOR Guns N' Roses (Clink/Guns N' Roses) Sony GeffenGFS(T)21(W) GFSC21/GFST021 (s) 49 DDI NOTGONNACHANGE Swing Out Sister (O'Duffy) 10 Fontana SWING 10(12) (F) 
12 Inew] BLUE ROOM BSTSBLRDATS 50 33 2 TV CRIMES Black Sabbath (Mack) Intersong/Niji IRS(12|EIRSP(D) 178(E) •/C0EIRSS178 
13 ma EVEN BETTER THAN THE REAL THING U2 (Lillywhile/Eno/lanois) Blue Ml '^CISBSKS 51 « S KEEPONWALKIN' CeCePeniston (Hurley) Sony A&MAMIY) 878(F) AMMC878/AMC0 878 
14 » CONTROLLING ME Dead Oceanic |Harry|WC/NTV 63 GOOD MOGOODMCD 52 D33 WHAT HAVE YOU DONE {IS THIS ALL) One Tribe featuring Gem (Kelly/Smith) Rhythm King Inner Rhythm-/HEART 03 (P) •/HEART 03CO 
15 3. THE WORLD IS STONE Cyndi Lauper (Laupcrl PolyGram/CC Epic 6579707/-(SM) 6579704/6579702 53 « RUNAWAY Deee-Lite (Deee-Lite) EMI E!ek(raEKR148fT)(W) EKR148C/EKR148CD 
16 30 2 

BELL BOTTOMED TEAR Go! Discs GOD 78/-(F) G0DMC78/G0DC078 54 32 SET YOUR LOVING FREE Arista74321100587/74321100581 (BMG) 
17 " 3 MOTORCYCLE EMPTINESS Cotor ibia65808B65ra(SM) 55 13 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Epic6576607/-/6576608 (SM) onnelly 6576602 ® 
18 ^ AIN'T 2 PROUD 2 BEG A rista 1152657M52K1BMGU A 56 « DON'T BE AFRAID MCA MCS(T) 1632 (BMG) -/MCSTD1632 
19 '3 S FRIDAY, I'M IN LOVE 57 « BACK TO THE OLD SCHOOL Dec Bassheads(Bassheads)EMI onslrucrionjEMHlTO^(Ej 
20 DS ONE SHINING MOMENT Diana Ross lAsherl BMG tceSdeS A 58 3. 2 HEARTBEAT (TAINAI KAIKIII) Virgin Am. VUS57/-/VUSC 57(F) David Sylvian/Ryuichi Sakamoto (Sakamoto/Sylvian) Various VUSCD 57 
21 M TEMPLE OF DREAMS ^ Kickin./KICK12(SRD) -/KICK 12C0 59 3a s PAPUA NEW GUINEA Jumpir The Future Sound Of London (FS Of London) Skratch r & Pumpin' (12)T0T 17(R) (P) MCSTOT17/CDSTOT17 
22 3 3 DON'T YOU WORRY 'BOUT A THING Incognito (Maunick/Bull) Jobele/EMI TalkinLoudTlK(X1211F) TLKMC21/ILKC021 60 32 6 YOU WON'T SEE ME CRY Wilson Phillips (Ballard) EMI/MCA TCs£cOSBK34 

IWE - 2 THE SOUND OF CRYING Prefab Sprout IMcAloonl EMI KilchenwafeSK58/-(SM) SKTC 58/SKCD58 61 5, 3 DOGS WITH NO TAILS A&M AM 856/- (F) AMMC866/AMCD 705 
24 » ii MY LOVIN' Eastvi En Vogue (McElroy/Foslerl Rondor fest America A 8578(1) (W) A8578C/A8578CD (s) 62 36 3 |BELIEVE IN MIRACLES | ^ Col * ll

 
25 « 3 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN Inner City (Saunderson) Otive On/EMI TenTEN(X|405(F| TENC405/rENC0405 63 ma AIN'T MY BEATING HEART Ten Sharp (Hoogeboezem/Hermes) Sony 

Coiumb^6580947/^(S^1) 
26 Ca l'1"L BE gHERHE IMCA/R Coo)lemPoCOOLfx|35K0Ol

0
,JC^ia 64 32 3 A LITTLE BIT MORE Dr Hook (Haffkine) Bygosh EMI I121EMCT 6(E) TCEMCT 6/CDEMCT 6 

27 33 3 PRECIOUS Annie Lennox (Lipsonl La Lennoxa/BMG RCA 74321100257/-(BMG) 65 mi ROUGH BOY ZZTop(Ham)CC Warner Bros W0111/-(W) W0111C/W0111CD 
28 36 , BALLROOM BLITZ Reprise W 0105(1) (W) W0105OW0105C0 66 60 3 PAC-MAN ffrreedom-ZTABX 110(F) 
29 .6 .0 ONARAGGATIP XLXLS29/XLT29(WI XLC29/XLS29CO 67 mi DOES THIS HURT7/BOO! FOREVER The Boo Radleys (Buller/The Boo Radleys) Rhythm King Creation CRE128(T)(P) •/CRESCD128 
30 ca LIKE A CHILDAGAIN Vertigo MYTH 13(12) (F) 68 1» " DEEPLY DIPPY 0 Right Said Fred (Tommy D) Hit & Run Tug(12)SNOG3(BMGl 
31 36 a MOVE ME NO MOUNTAIN Ten TEN(X) 400(F) TENC400/TENDG400 CD ERNIE (THE FASTEST MILKMAN IN THE WEST) Benny Hill (Ridley) CC EMI ERN1/-/TCERN1/CDERN1 (E) 
32 oa HANGIN' ON A STRING (KNUCKLES REMIX) TESSS 70 I' 3 UNTIL YOU COME BACK TO ME CooltempoCOOUX) 254(E) COOLMC 254/COOLCO 254 
33 13 3 MIDLIFE CRISIS Slash LASH 37/-(F) LASCS37/IASCD37 71 S6 3 SEARCHIN' FOR MY RIZLA B ig Giant -/BGT 02 (RTM/PO/P) 
34 33 5 ONE REASON WHY Crarg McLachlan (Husseyl WOSony EpSS(r72 72 62 2 2 DEEP Gang Starr (DJ Premier/The Guru) EMI CooltempoCOOL(X)256(EI •/COOLCD256 
35 Da O.P.P, Big Lile BLRITWLRC 74BLSD74 Ifl Naughty By Nature (Naughty By Nalurel T-Boy/Naughly/Jobete 73 1" 3 FEED MY FRANKENSTEIN Alice Cooper (Collins) Zomba/WDEMI Epic 6580927/6580926 (SM) •/6580922 
36 Da CRUCIFY Tori Amos (Sioetson/Slanley) Sword And Stone East West A 7479/-(W) A7479DA7479CD 74 66 2 ALWAYS THE LAST TO KNOW Del Amitn (Norton) PolyGram AMMC8^WAMCD870 
37 ca GOOD STUFF B52s(Wasl Rondor Reprise W0109(TX|(W) W010090V/0109CDX 75 11 = 15 YEARS (EP) The Levellers (Scott) Empire (3).Our (1) China-/WOKX 2020 (P) WOKMC 2020/WOKCD 2020 

As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

CRiKlFy TORI AM05 
THE NEW SINGLE tap 

m ALL FORMATS INCLUDE NEW SONGS A7479/C/CD 

Juliet Roberts Free Love 
The acclaimed single available now 
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TOP 50 /MMM CMBI 
THE OFFICIAL iiusicweek CHART    

EO j „ TOOFUNKY Geotge Michael 2 i 4 FRIDAY. I M IN LOVE The Cure 3 s 23 THE ONE Elton John 
Epic Capital FM i BALLROOM BLITZ TiaCatrcte    Wa'"elB° CydeOneFM fiction Clyde One f M ; 27CEI GOOD STUFF B-52S    — BBCRadjot Rocket Piccadilly Key 103 FM 5 28 i; at ONE REASON WHY Crotg Molaclilait____  Piccadilly Key HHf^ Network Capital FM 29 u ■ NOTGONNACHANGE Swing Out Sister omarid 'item ciworx 5 io s HAZARD Richard Marx 6 s « PRECIOUS Ann.e Lennox 7 ii « DONT YOU WORRY BOUT A THING incog 8 s 11 DONT CARE Shakespears S.ster 

Capitol Capital FM 30 4i 1 WANT YOU NEAR ME Tina Turner   Caprtol Signal RCA Clyde One FM 31 » 20 KNOCKIN" ON HEAVEN'S DOOR Guns N' Roses Geffen Clyde One FM imto Talkm Loud Chiltern Network 32 023 CONTROLLING ME Oceanic    Dead ueaa booo tnmern Netwodc London Downtown 33 rm THE WORLD IS STONE Cynd. Lauper EP,C Piccadilly Key 103 FM 9 s s SET YOUR LOVING FREE Usa Stansl.eld Ar.sia Clyde One FM 34 DOLPHINS MAKE ME CRY Martin Joseph EP'C BBC Radio 1 10 24 EVEN BETTER THAN THE REAL THING U2 Island BBC Radio 1 35 70 12 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Celine Dion with Peabo Bryson Epic Chiltern Network 11 is • THE SOUND OF CRYING Prefab Sprout KitrhnnwarA PirraH.iiy Kpy ifn fm 3fi u . LIKE A CHILD AGAIN (REMIX) The Mission Mercury BBC Radio 1 12 26 o IT ONLY TAKES A MINUTE Take That RPA civdnOnpfM 37 4b FAIR BLOWS THE WIND FOR FRANCE Pole M&G 210FM 13 is s HANG ON IN THERE BABY Cunosity RCA Chiltern Network 38 46 - FOUR SEASONS IN ONE DAY Crowded House Capitol Chiltern Network 14 23 ul BELIEVE IN MIRACLES The Pasadenas Columbia Chiltern Network 39rmYOU BRING ON THE SUN Londonbeat AnXious Chiltern Network 15 ? eMY LOVIN' En Vogue Atlantic Chiltern Network 40 HTI I'l L BE THERE Innocence Coollempo Chiltern Network 16 u p JUMP Kns Kross Columbia Clyde OnoFM 41 ^ MONSTER MOUTH Popmiays 

19 to id EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU Ugly Kid Joo Mcicury Clyde Dm;TM 44C30NE SHINING MOMENT Diana Ross 20 29 - BELL BOTTOMED TEAR The Beautiful South Go! Discs Piccadilly Key 103 FM 45 48 ■ MOTORCYCLE EMPTINESS Man.c Sneel Preachers Colombia BBC Radio 1 21 12 14 YOU WONT SEE ME CRY Wilson Phillips SBK Clyde One FM 46 CSI ESCAPING Asia Blue Atomic Power FM 22 32 LAY ALL YOUR LOVE ON ME Erasure Mule Piccadilly Key 103 FM 47 m - MOVE ME NO MOUNTAIN Soul ! I Soul Ten Chiliern Nelwork 23 17 22 KEEP ON WALKIN' Ce Ce Pen.ston A&M Clyde One FM 48 47 MIDLIFE CRISIS Fauh No More Slash Downtown 24 1. 7 LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND Don-E 4thB way Chiliern Network 49033 YOU DONT UNDERSTAND House t Of Love Fontana BBC Radio 1 25 21 39 RAINING ALL OVER THE WORLD Adventures Polydor Signal 50 4. - SOMETHING GOOD Utah Saints ffrr Chiltern Network 

TOP 10 BREAKERS REGIONAL CHOICE AIRPLAY PROFSLE 
HI u», SELECTED TITLE: DOLPHINS MAKE ME CRY siaiion Martyn Joseph (Fleming & Smallman) 
KJuTHEBUG Dire Straus Vertigo D FEELS SO GOOD Ruby Fruit Jungle Fox FM K] BBC Radio 1 FM 2 99 EATING ME ALIVE Diana Brown & Barne KSharpe (Irr 2 YOUR LOVE Chic NorthSound 2 Chiltern Network 3 6i MAKE LOVE LIKE A MAN DefLeppard Bludgeon Riffola 3 DONT GO AWAY MAD Little Village | | 1 1

 
4 621 DROVE ALL NIGHT Roy Orbison MCA 4 JOIN OUR CLUB StElienne Signal 5 es CRUCIFY Tor. Amos East West 5 BABY Billy Mackenzie Tay 6 70 AINT MY BEATING HEART Ten Sharp Columbia 6 SENTIMENTAL Alexander O'Neal Aire FM Stations showing most play for selected title 7 80 JUST FOR TONIGHT Vanessa Williams Polydor 7 YOU ARE IN MY SYSTEM Robert Palmer Hereward TUIC poritoid.ixnnc 8 82 DONT GIVE IT UP . Larry Catlton MCA 8 NEVER SAY FOREVER Dana Lee   1 mo WEEK S CONTmBUTORS: 
9 82 BARKING MAD The Adventure Babies Factory 9 COSTA BRAVA LOVE ' Fast Freddie's Fingertips Rod P lose Rock FM JouVd'ieS ««; F«S; HeZa.d. 10 >2 LIFE IS A HIGHWAY Tom Cochrane Capitol 10 CALL MY NAME Love&Sas A.reFM J^^^Roso^Rock' FM, Signal; ond d0 ^appcaf on las 1 week's UN top JOO Top ,0,.Has showing mas. „9i.„a, bias. listening in the UK;; 
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VIRGIN NAMES TOP CREW 
Virgin's newly-merged dance department is set to rival the corporate might of the Sony Dance Division in the wake of the EMI takeover. But the company's roster of acts has been cut by about one- third as labels such as Union City Recordings, More Protein and 
Virgin and Circa dance. There are no changes to a four- strong team headed by dance A&R boss Rob Manley with promotions by Simon Gavin and Carmella Raffini. They will now handle acts as diverse as Frankie Knuckles, William Orbit and E-Zee Posse. Confusion remains over which acts have been dropped but Sindecut, Unique 3 and Raw Unlimited are known to be among the casualties. Manley insists Boy George's More Protein will not be cut, despite doubts over its future after a series of flops. But he admits a lot of acts had to go: "It was long overdue for a lot of those projects." Manley adds: "This is a good dance department to run.' Virgin has also begun tc costs by bringing PR and 

marketing in-house following thi completion of its purchase by EMI on June 1. 
FX TO LAUNCH DIS POOL SYSTEM FOR HOT IMPORTS DJs would receive the latest tunes from a selection of US labels such as Nervous, Emotive, Maxi, Strictly Rhythm plus others from Belgium, Italy and Germany. The pool will be run by Roy Pearce, formerly of Rush Release. He can be contacted on: 071-924 1229. 

SUAD ill 

if ilCPS 

WARNING 
Breakbeat bandit Shut Up & Dance faces a sampling crackdown which threatens the label's future. Copyright agency MCPS has ordered the East London indie to buy licences or face court 

d samples it claims SUAD used on its compilation album, which was released in February. And the cost could cripple SUAD just a month after it agreed to give away all its profits on the hit 'Raving I'm Raving' following Marc Cohn's objections to the use of his original melody. SUAD manager Simon Goffe believes the label is being used as a scapegoat for all sampling infringements and says: "It has never been our intention to evade payment." But in a recent Melody Maker interview SUAD producers PJ and Smiley were quoted as saying: "We'd never ask permission to use a sample again. If people don't like it they can fuck off. They can sue 
The label was given until Friday June 12 to respond to MCPS demands. 
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12" • CD 
7" • CASSETTE 

12" 
'10 MINUTES OF SOUL', ^ 

'THE DUBB', ' 
'ROGER'S FOREST MIX' 
- REMIXED BY ROGER S , 

; P LBi-iS 
'BRUCE FOREST CLUE MIX' 

.CD.ALSO FEATURES 
'ROGER'|§fiB|® 
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 J If you thought there wrae no good ideas left for novelty tracks check out 'I Want To Be Together.' Featuring the voice of the gormless Brummie from the cult Prudential TV ad (above), the track is already a firm favourite with raving felly addicts. Now actor Dave Williams has recorded a complete version, adding MC cliches such as "everybody in the place" to his 

Police pressure has forced the West London Stadium to pull the 
contracts with son le of the international artists due to appear al tne summer snows. , nlav But just weeks before stars like Maxi Priest were du p al Heartbeat 92, the event was blocked. And despite fran^l, negotiations the council-owned West London Stadium could agree a new date with promoter Robert Lee.   One Love promoter Dexter Ricketts is now seeking a "ew 
for his event, which was due to be staged at the West London Stadium on August 2. 

o go oi it to be together". Williams, currently all bearded and Shakespearean for a very different role, has even agreed to appear on a club PA tour for the track being promoed by Hard Discs. Jive Records is considering a full release soon. And then no doubt we can expect his long suffering wife's reply record: "I want to be able to go out all the time." 

A Hammersmith and Fulham council spokesman says the date were cancelled after local police complained about msufticient planning and security arrangements. Police Inspector Michael Hallowes adds; "Local residents are concerned about noise, traffic and spectator safety." Last year's hugely successful One Love concert c of 15,000 with no major incidents. 
crowd i MAXI PRIEST 

IJ Club- land's favourite label £ danced into spring this year was Pete Tong's ffrr. Big sellers Orbital, DJ Seduction, and Salt 'N' Pepa pushed the London Records 

label to the top of the dance sales league for January to March, a new RM survey reveals. Production House of Willesden, North London, came in a slamming second, helped along by Acen's 'Close Your 

Eyes' and 'Keep The Fire Burning' by House Crew. Indie ravers Reinforced, Suburban Base and SUAD all crept in ahead of the major-backed Columbia, Ten and Cooltempo. For the full Top 100, see [ ' 

The 21st century was supposed to bring with it all manner of wonderful luxuries and entertainments. With the year 2000 just years away we are still waiting tor buses to the moon and health-giving happiness pills. But in the meantime there is no shortage of products trying to take us part of the way with computer generated 
If you're fed up with jigging round the living room Prism Leisure's latest video offers a Dance In Cyberspace. It is just one of a batch matching new generation graphics with a techno beat to produce the ultimate TV trip. Prism's clubland promotion aims to take its product direct to those with the most tired legs and most active minds. And a 12-inch from the soundtrack by Dr Devious called 'Cyberdream' is due in early July. Among the imports vying for the same territory are some notable Japanese 

Mm 

ii ii 

tapes and the impressive 83-minufe '3Lux' from Studio K7 in Berin. The specially commissioned hardbeat soundtrack includes the work of Neutron 9000 and Spice. If futuristic sounds are what you want, then Artificial Intelligence is for you. "It is definitely not ambient," says Warp's Rob Mitchell. Instead he prefers to describe it as "electronic music for the mind". The album is a reaction to a new mellower strand of techno arriving at Warp HQ. Contributors include Musicology, Richie Hawtin from the Plus 8 label and the unsigned Autechre. With Euro labels like R&S exploring the moodier side of techno too, this could be a trend to watch for the next century. But don't worry, there'll still be mugs of tea and Coronation Street when we get there. 

AVAILABLE NOW 
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7 lonesome mixes 
36 minutes of music 

including DJ Pierre mixes 

COOKIE CREW 
brother like sister 

L <0 TRADE MARK 
Vv < 

2 12" singles released 
simultaneously, which 
include the main source 
remix of 'love will bring us 
back together' 

A 44 SOMETIMES I RHYME SLOW. Nic 

A48 - TAKE THIS HEART, Ric 24 f. El TEARS IN HEAVEN, Enc ddpton A 49 HONEY LOVE, R Kelly & Public ^ 50 w EVERYTHING CHANGES, Ka 

43 «o CELINE DION. Ce 4 as 0000000HHH...0N THE TLC, TL 

 i 

21 » BIachtungbaby.u; «t TOO LEGIT TO QUIT, Hamr 
u CHECK YOUR HEAD, Th 16 4i AS UGLY AS THEV WANT TO BE, Ugly Kid A17 .. CU NO MORE TEARS. . 
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| Funhouse at PSV Club, Royce I Road, Hulme, Manchester. 10pm-2am. Upstairs; Thursday, Friday, Saturday. Downstairs: Saturday only, except for n Fridays. 
jj 475/8K downstairs; 2K upstairs/ separate pool room; holds fund raising events. 

~| "There isn't one. We get hippies, ravers, 3, dog-on-string types — it's a real mix of mad people. We do a body search at the door." — Andy Stratford, promoter. j [ Downstairs — techno of all styles; American acid, Detroit, Belgian. No mainstream sounds. Upstairs — reggae, soul calypso. 
E23 Regular DJs: Derek C, Mike Smoke, Aitch. Guest DJs and PAs include Doctor D, Spinmasters, N'Vita and Orca. 

Holy Ghost 'Psycho Missus'; DJ Red Alert And Pepsi 'Slammer BP'; X-Static 'My Inspiration'; Manix 'Try To Love Me'; Transformer 2 'Pacific Symphony Too'. 
I2Q3SS3 "The venue is good, it's big and has a nice chill out area upstairs." — Mike Smoke. 

"Saturday is the night. Upstairs is a dubby sort of vibe, downstairs is a really eclectic, urban vibe. The music policy guarantees a frenzied, full floor. It's for the headstrong, not the laid back." — Andy Moore, Reactor. 
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1 Una I WANNA SING-Sabrina Johnston 2 (1) DON'T YOU WANT ME-Felix 3 ■fl4VJ THE HUNTER - Herbal Infusion 5) REVIVAL-MartineGirault 4) GOT ME DELIRIOUS-Rep A LITTLE BIT MORE-Kym Sims 
|| NEVER-West End 

(East West) (Hooj Choons) 
(Opaz) (Pleasure Garden) (East West) i Brown &BarrieK.Sharpe (ffrr)   (Republic) UK 14??' UNITED STATE OF LOVE —Supereal (Guerilla) 10 KHa HEY FELLAS-Simone (Strictly Rhythm) 

A guide to the most essential new club tunes as featured on "IFM's "Essential Selection", with Pete Tong, broadcast every Sunday between 7-8pm. Compiled by "Vibe" returns from: City Sounds/Vinyl Zone/Black Market/Zoom (London), (Sag Eastern Bloc/Underground (Manchester). 23rd Precinct (Glasgow), 3 Beat (Liverpool), Warp (Sheffield). 
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If you want to stay ahead of the beat, you need Music Week. For only a fraction of the cost of one import 12", Music Week brings you all the latest news, new releases, charts and information you need to raise the temperature at your next gig. Music Week's complete DJ service includes: 
★ All new UK dance releases on single and album ★ Gallup top singles and album chart ★ 
★ Peter long's Nightlife Top 10 from the Essential Solution Show ★ Cool Cuts Chart ★ 

★ Club Chart Top 100 — as featured in the Mark Goodier show ★ 
★ The UK's fastest and most accurate dance sales chart ★ 

★ James Hamilton's DJ Directory, new releases, reviews, bpms & gossip ★ 
Plus indie charts, talent features, radio playlists and more. All brought to your door faster than any other music title. 
If you would like all this for only £1.88 per week - saving £32 on the cover price over a year, plus a free Music Week Directory worth £30 (out next January) just fill in the subscription form below and send it to the address shown 

12 also includes unreleased track "smile" (from John Peel session) 
END npOl PRODUCT END 658173 7 

THE FARM ON END PRODUCT IS EXCLUSIVELY LICENSED TO SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT (U.K.) LTD R NOW! SONY MUSIC OPERATIONS. TEL: 0298 395151 
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RECORDINGS 

"1 EBJ Soul Sense, 16 Stuart Street, Luton. ^ 1 ■ e not just a rave 
11 shop, we also carry hardcore dance, garage, soul.'even reggae. We don't want the shop | known as a rave haven, even though the 

is saturated with it." - Gary Burt, owner. 
rave is popular 

INTRODUCE 

FOURPLAY 

beats 

shop 

pTOTHMCTj "Although I do shop in London, Soul Sen: 
they get a lot of good imports - garage, soul, hip hop - and their stock of old soul records is excellent. Gary is very efficient and customers are always pleasantly surprised to find they always come out with what they wanted — even difficult-to-get old product." — Stumpy 

20 79 BELL 21 i, .. YOU WON T SEE 
Fill ACTS 23 u n KEEP 

Fill TRACKS 
TOP 10 

REGULAR PRICE 

XL 
FOURPLAY 

15 

:: 
US foil 11 

T1H3E NOISE FACTORY 
OJ'S UNITE 

;\ GLIDE A 
eq 

Cool Outs clubline 
0898 334334 
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XLFP 1 XLFP 1CD 
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LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY, GEORGIA JONES, DAI BASS TOTAL HOUSE PATROL, ESSENCE NUBIAN Strong Enough EP' (Select/Active Records/Elektra EXT 

(SJiri ■ftory 

.m This Moment 

C-FORCE 'Strange Voyage' (Better Days 12BET-102, via Great Asset) Eating Me Alive 

MESSIAH 'Temple Of Dreams (Remix)' (Kickin Records KICK 12TR. via SRD) 

A Little B@t tyiore The New Single 

Out Now 

Features mixes by Joey Negro and Steve "Silk" Hurley 

RM DANCE UPDATE I 

12 also includes unreleased track "smile" (from John Peel session) 
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"The UK s 

Hands up the purists who still believe that UK garage isn't fit to lick the DMs of its Stateside role model. Shame on 1 you. Take a listen or three to Deep ' Collective's new double-headed killer and think again. Crafted by the Sensory Productions team of Robert R Mello, Zaki Dee and Adam Holden, 'Keep It i Open' and 'Jumping' certainly give our Atlantic cousins cause for concern, e is very healthy," agrees Mello, who works in London's Zoom Records (Dee works at Black Market). "It would be nice if we could throw it back in their faces." The London-based trio are definitely on a roll, having masterminded both the 'Sensory Elements Vol. 1' EP and the awesome 'Disco Elements' platter. All three are DJs, having spun at one-nighters such as Lift The Nation, but their time is now being gobbled up by recording projects, including a 'Sensory Elements' sequel. An audience is certainly there. Among the many pundits who have praised their work is one Tony Humphries, and the lads are dead chuffed. "We're always quite surprised when people pick up on anything we do," says Mello. "We do it for ourselves and it's nice when someone else appreciates what we're about." Dafydd Chong 

—4' 

Bump are selling the proverbial coals to Newcastle. Their 'I'm Rushing', which was inspired by the NY dub sounds of Todd Terry and David Morales and given a UK edge, is now scoring in the Big Apple courtesy of WBLS Radio. It is also about to reach a wider audience here thanks to a full release on the new Sony dance offshoot SEP. The track brilliantly adds up to far more than the sum of its parts, which are effectively a hypnotic organ theme, the simplest of basslines and the infectious "I know I'm rushing just a little bit too fast" vocal sample from an early Strictly Rhythm release. It is the work of London-based studio owner Steve Travell with help from DJ Marc Auerbach. Travell says 'I'm Rushing' began as a low budget project with the sole aim of attracting remixing work. It has achieved that, winning them projects such as reworking Sue Chaloner's 'Answer My Prayer'. But it has also surprised its creators by going on to be one of this year's bigger club records. AndyBeevers 
Available Direcl for ONLY £1 Book, CPL, 120-126 Lavend. or phone 081-640 6031 will 

>9 (plus £2.75 p&p| frc 

CHART HOOK r 
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE UK TOP 75 - 1991 ' ★ Top 75 Singles and Albums for eoch week of the year. | ★ Chart profiles for all hit artists and titles. ★ Running times for every bit single. ★ Review of Ihe year and market analysis. I , And: catalogue number information; biographies of the year's Top 100 singles artists; best I N of year charts; how Ihe charts ore compiled. | 
PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITHilUSkweekl' 

£14.99 (plus £2.75 p&p) - Total £17.74. rs — Please send me copies of The Chart Book < $39.99 (plus $10.00 p&p) - Total $49.99. (Or £29.50 all inclusive - Eurocheques must be made out in £ sterling) 
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22 i. SLOW MOTION. Co A23 ?a DO IT TO ME, lionci 24 is B3 TEARS IN HEAVEN, EncCiapron A 48 . TAKE THIS HEART, Ric A 49 - HONEY LOVE, R Kelly & Put 
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46 ,i AS UGLY ASTHEYWflNTTOBE,UglyKiJ. A 47 41 pg NO MORE TEARS, Om Osboume A48 « FOR MY BROKEN HEART. RebaMcEn A49 BRAND NEWMAN. Brooks&Dunn 



Gavin King and Claudio Guissani are the first to admit their debut single, 'Cellar 4', bombed last summer. But, thanks to a chance meeting in London dance shop City Sounds, they are on their way to an infinitely more successful follow up. In the West End shop late last year with their new track 'Some Justice', they noticed someone grooving in the corner who turned out to be none other than producer/writer Mickey Finn. Finn's writing and mixing helped the lads produce a trailblazing rave track meshing a Run DMC break beat and slow revving bass sounds with Ce Ce Rogers wailing an inspirational, soul gospel hook. Finn also financed the original white label which has sold more than 14,500 copies since last November. Urban Shakedown had some difficulty getting permission for the Rogers lift from 'Some Day', but now, says Finn, "Ce Ce is raving about the track and wants to come over from New York to sing it live with us." Sarah Davis 

Five Get Mean In The East End — Chapter Two. With the funky embers of their debut, 'You've Got A Hold On Me', still aglow, Closer Than Close are ready to stoke up their disco inferno again. 'A New Life', their butt-wiggling, summery follow-up, is currently sitting pretty in the Kiss and Choice playlists. "It started off as a garage tune," explains team member Todd Alabaster, "but then we realised that we were going with the flow, and it just wasn't us, so we changed it." 
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Inuskweek 
For Everyone in the Business of Music 20 JUNE 1992 

SEXY! $EXY! $EXY! 

Raving Not Drowning 
Dancing across the Atlantic 
with the new rave wave 

Trade Secrets: 
An importers' guide to 
what's hot, and what's not 

GROOVING 

TO THE UK 

DANCEBEAT 

Brief Encounters: 
From royalties to drug 
busts, the lawyer steps in 



■HE 

Delighted to 

serve the 

Music Industry 

Accountancy services: 
royalty, tour and other audits, 
corporate and personal tax, 
international tax planning and 
withholding taxes, mergers and 
acquisitions, corporate recovery, 
financial investigations, catalogue 
valuations, litigation support. 

KPMG has member firms in 123 
countries and specialist media and 
entertainment partners in over 
50 countries. 

Consultancy services: 
strategic analysis, feasibility and other 
studies, business planning, financial 
control, technology management, 
people issues. 

Contact David Murrell 
KPMG Peat Marwick 
1 Puddle Dock, Blackfriars, 
London EC4V 3PD. 
Telephone 071 236 8000. 

Peat Marwick 
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BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

INTRODUCTION 
1992 — and the UK music market has never been so fluid. New acts. New styles of music. New styles of do- ing business. By rights it shouldn't be the case: doomsters have suggested for years that the talent well will dry up. But it never does. That's why the hundreds of UK delegates who are this week in New York for the New Music Seminar will once again wield a dis- proportionate influence. This edition of Music Week's annual NMS special focuses on some of the lawyers, accountants, exporters, importers and labels — especially dance labels — who are helping create a buzz in the UK. And as European dance music, and UK rave in par- ticular, begins to take off in the US, it is worth remem- bering that it was a UK panel at the NMS which predicted it all two years ago. If it proves nothing else it is that the UK is always worth listening to. Steve Redmond Editor 

CONTENTS 

path for touring US at 

Brits with attitude: Right Said Fred, Definition Of Sound and The Farm 

HELP AT HAM 

Acts looking to hit big in the US explain how professional 
advice gives them that extra edge. By Paula McGinley 

7 Singles Saviour 

10 Stepping Out Stateside 
maker is the story of UK dance 

12 Rave Wave Now is the chance for British rave music to sell in the US 
13 New York Groove Leading import/export companies say what they want from NMS 

A Music Week Publication. Editor: Steve Redmond. Group Special Projects editor: Karen Faux, Pro- duction editor: Duncan Holland. Ad manager: Marc Gregory. Ad production assistant: Kate Mackenzie. Publisher: Tony Evans. Printed by Pensord Press. 

Kevin Sampson Manager, The Farm "We signed a US licensing deal with SireAVarners in March 1991 and our lawyers. The Simkins Partnership, were obviously instrumental in putting together a contract that worked in our 
"We also used an LA firm, Owen Sloane & Partners, to put us in the picture about local law and clarify a few points. "There are things to look out for when you're trying to crack the US, one of which is CD packaging. About 20% of royalty payments are deducted to pay packaging costs and although some lawyers will put up a case not to pay up, most accept it as a fait accompli. "A good lawyer will also include a clause in the contract to the effect that the record company will offer to support a tour financially and will spend money on independent radio promotions people who can really influence sales in the US. "When it comes to our accounts we use Martin Greene Ravden. The Farm have toured the US three times but only playing to 1,500-2,000 capacity venues so they haven't made huge profits out of the live scene. "However, if the band become really big in the US and start making millions of dollars then we'll need to take on a full time US accountant because there will be things like bank accounts and Federal Identity — the equivalent of our National Insurance — to consider. "Before we went out on tour to the US our accountants sat us down and told what was in store, mainly the unpredictability of withholding tax. "That advice was really useful because it's very easy to work out a touring budget only to find that 

Fred Fairbrass Right Said Fred "When you're looking for a lawyer or accountant it comes down to a chemical reaction — you either like the person or you don't. Personal recommendations from people you trust also colour your decision. Our accountants are Martin Greene Ravden and Compton Carr are our lawyers. Professional advice doesn't come cheap so it's up to you to judge whether it's worth it and we definitely feel it is. "When we started to break into the US we wanted to remain with both firms. US lawyers, in particular, have a bigger reach than UK lawyers. They're almost like secondary management and are very expensive. We didn't feel in need of their services. "The US music industry is huge and varied and if you don't know the game you'll get screwed. The' market is biased to live acts and a band has to calculate whether it's worth spending £200,000 on a tour straight away or had better to wait for the second album. "Martin Greene Ravden are crucial when it comes to the US because they know the pitfalls. We rely on them to get to grips with the points system — which is low in the US compared with other territories —PRS payments, personal tax and withholding tax. They advise us how to earn money and what to claim as a recoupable expenses. "Our accountants are like a watch-dog. They check our advances, chase up our licensing deals in the US and monitor our sales against royalty payments which is important because there's always a danger of selling 

5m records but only getting royalties for 3m. "We haven't come up against any legal problems in the US, but we know we've got a good firm of lawyers to help us out it it comes to that. Professional advice is vital, especially if you're working in an unfamiliar territory." 

Keith Cooper Head of Gee Street Management "The US is very important to Stereo MCs because rap music goes down very well over there. The band were the first UK rap act to reach the US Top 40 last June and the single, Elevate My Mind, is still getting radio play. "Professional advice is very important when you're taking a band to the US because there are so many different things to be 
"I'll use a US lawyer if I'm doing a deal with a US company, but the rest of the time 1 work with my lawyer or the band's firm, Statham Gill. I've been working with a US immigration specialist, Maureen Baker of Traffic Control, for about five years. She is invaluable when it comes to unravelling the red tape "Getting work permits is complex, time consuming and 

who is totally conversant with the US system to get it right — otherwise the band will be turned back at the airport, "Lots of US record companies omit to tell you about certain requirements because they presume you already know, so good legal advice is paramount. For example, lots of bands think you can tour the US, drop into Canada and then stroll back into the US, but it's more complicated than that. > 

"When an American band is touring UK or Europe, we represent them, set up their tax arrangements and whatever contractual 
necessary," says John Cohen, partner, Clintons. "They get all sorts of problems when they're here — on last year's Billy Joel tour, we dealt with drug charges against the keyboard 
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THE SMKINS PARTNERSHIP 

SOLICITORS 

45-51 Whitfield Street, London W1P 5RJ 
Telephone 071-631 1050 
Facsimile 071-436 2744 

Accounts Preparation • Bookkeeping • Company Auditing • 
Distribution Arrangements • Film • Photography • 

Investment, Insurance & Pensions Services* 
International Financial Planning Services • Management Advice 

• Overseas Corporations • Publishing arrangements • Royalty Auditing 
• Record Licensing • Secretarial & Nominee Services • Theatre 

• Tour Accounting in the United Kingdom & Europe including negotiating with the 
Inland Revenue for a reduced rate of withholding tax. 

• Tour Co-ordination Services • UK Companies • VAT • Video • 

"MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER ACCOUNTANT" 

Sloane no 112a & b Westbourne Grove ■□□□ □□ Chepstow Road : ]{ / ! [ JQ London W2 5RU f ir ir i mr~\ Tel 071-221 3292 and 071-792 1084 rJLJ I ■l_i Fax 071-229 4810 [JLlLI I JU 

Certified Accountants &Co. 

business affairs 

"I've found that it's the very successful artists touring Europe who don't want 
as advice," says Eddie Grossman, partner, Martin Greene Ravden. "They're quite happy to go to Germany, gross $lm, pay around $200,000 in withholding tax, get a certificate and go home with it. All it is to them is a short- term cashflow problem." 

Stereo MC's: small pri 
> Accountants only really come into play when you're making a lot of money. We use Mansfield & Co in the UK and Braveman CPA in the US and the two firms do liaise which I think is very important. "The bigger the band, the more important professional advice becomes. A small band is not such a huge business, but once that band starts generating income then lawyers and accountants 

Definition Of Sound "The Don" —Musician "Lawyers and accountants are very important to make sure you're not getting ripped off whether you're making money in the UK or the US. You may be selling records but you need to reap the benefits and with professional advice you can make sure you do. "We use two lawyers in the UK — Alexis Grower for most things and Compton Carr for our management contract. We have a manager for the US so we would always aim to use her lawyers if we needed to. "Record companies don't always explain things very clearly, they just get on with the job so you can be left in the dark. It's the lawyers and accountants who let you know what's going 
"Our accountants are Newman & Co and they take care of all our finances. The biggest issue for any band is tax. Obviously you don't want to be saddled with a huge tax bill which cancels out any royalty payments so our accountants keep tabs on our expenditure and advise us how and where to invest our money, which is particularly crucia when you're planning for a long 

"wehaven't toured in the US yet, but when we do our accountants will be very important. When you're out on the road you need someone to handle the complex finances 
involved, especially when you overseas. As an artist I thin* „ you're taken more seriously u y have an accountant and a law and I strongly appreciate thei role in the development ol ^ Definition Of Sound." ^ NMS 92 SUPPLEMENT MUSIC WEEK 20. I JUNE I#2 



BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

Financial muscle: Gloria Estefan and Salt 'N' Pepa 

ON THE 

CASE... 
For a US act touring the UK a music 
lawyer can prove the vital link. 
Grant Goddard finds out how 

W leaves its homeland for . . a European tour, it _.evitably neglects some business arrangements until it arrives at the other end. Eddie Grossman, partner at accountants Martin Greene Ravden recalls one such frantic phone call: 'They say; 'We're in Germany, we've started the tour, and we've found out that such-and-such is going to happen. Can you help us?' The answer is 'yes', but it becomes a very delicate international planning operation." Grossman says such late requests have never prevented him from successfully managing an act's tour finances, though he does prefer greater notice. Alan Broach, partner in the media & entertainment department of accountants Touche Ross, recounts similar tribulations: "People used to phone me up and say 'We're going on tour next week. Can you make sure we don't get hit for tax anywhere? Thanks very much, Alan. Goodbye.' You'd have to pick up one of the trade magazines to find out where they were actually going." To try and avoid such belated requests for their services, Touche Ross produces a regular information bulletin distributed free to managers and agents around the world. "World 

Performance Taxation", launched at this year's Midem, provides a country by country guide to the ever-changing fiscal regulations pertinent to touring entertainers. "The response from America, particularly Memphis, has been phenomenal," says Broach. "We are thinking of going to lecture at one of the country and western music conferences to talk about touring in Europe." Americans' uncertainty about European geography is another problem commonly resolved by British professionals, helping to avoid simple but otherwise costly planning errors: "Sometimes I get a call from the States saying a band is doing UK dates at Wembley Arena, NEC, SECC and Dublin," says Eddie Grossman. "And I say: 'Dublin's in a foreign country'. And they say; 'Oh really, since when?' And I say: 'Since 1921'." Martin Greene Raveden handled tour accountancy for recent European visits by Gloria Estefan, Salt 'N' Pepa and Bonnie Raitt, and Grossman feels his role is as integral to the success of the tour team as the trucking 
Royalty accounting is a further service UK professionals offer US clients alongside tour work. As well as financial management of tours by Tina Turner, Bryan Adams and Dred Zeppelin, accountants OJ Kilkenny & Co ► 

"With a royalty audit, you're 
guaranteed the work will actually come off," says Stephen Abery of Stephen Abery & Co. "An artist thinks about it and then perhaps they do a new deal, then they're on recoups, and they believe there's no point 
because they won't get any money out of it. They're ahead of the game." 

% 

i 

SIEPH 

TEL (+44) 935 5133 

Andrew Tristram Steven Cpepe>wa£nA 
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BUSINESS AFFAIRS 
"We tend to use a UK limited company as the financial touring base for an American act touring Europe," says Alan Broach, partner in the media and 
department, Touche Ross & Co. "The 
very easy way for artists to reclaim VAT on their costs. For one tour last year, the VAT reclaimed was $170,000 for the UK alone, which makes a big difference to torn- profit." 

"Often companies simply do not account for a particular record sold in a particular territory by a particular artist," explains partner Patrick Savage. "Record companies often miss the escalation clause where, if an artist has sold over 1m records in a particular territory, they get paid an extra royalty point." Stephen Abery of accountants Stephen Abery & Co stresses the need for American acts to have a local royalty auditor who understands the changing European market conditions. He cites the example of France where, until three years ago, TV advertising of records was 
"Prior to that, returns [detailed on royalty statements] would only have been faulty product. It was very rare to see high returns," Abery says. "But TV advertising imposed on France the need to take back returns, which changes your royalty requirements." The tendency for British dance music producers to sample Seventies soul tracks provides plenty of work for British lawyers acting for US clients. Lawyers Cameron Markby Hewitt represent drummer Billy Cobham whose music is probably sampled "every 10 minutes," according to rent law partner Tony 

f 

is and did the 

Alan Broach: of Touche Ross 
"Because it's usually a dance track that's only going to sell a few thousand copies, there's no value in litigating it," says Morris. "You make a realistic guess at what a proper fee would be and usually treat it as an advance against the royalty." Clintons acts as lawyers for between 50 and 100 US clients, including the Michael Jackson-owned ATV Publishing catalogue. During Jackson's last UK to r.Cli pirate merchandise sales outside Wembley by persuading a judge that court offers could be served by a "person duly authorised"rather than a 

Paul Woolf of Woolf Seddon 
"We sent out a team of gentlemen of reasonable muscular physique," recalls Clintons partner John Cohen, "with 250 orders stamped by the court. We had a room at Wembley stacked to the ceiling with seized bootleg merchandise." A law firm's work can extend across a whole range of complementary areas when acting for an American client. As well as having worked for New Kids On The Block, The Blues Brothers and rap entrepreneur Luke Skyy walker, Woolf Seddon took on the soundtrack to Highlander, as Paul Woolf 
"We negotiated for Queen to score the soundtrack, then we 

went to EMIR, soundtrack deal. We ne with Michael Kamen who dtd61* 
some ofthe incidental music. And we negotiated with EMI Music ?or a publishing deal. All that was put together here and our clipni were based in California." Guy Rippon of accountants Rippon & Partners feels there a many functions for which an rC 

American artist is betterolf using a small to medium sized UK firm "It's about making the record companies aware ofthe commitment ofthe US artist whv they are coming over here, and what they hope to achieve," says Rippon. "Their recordings might have been sold on as part of an old catalogue package, but it's important for them to get record company support." But for every carefully worded application for withholding tax or groundbreaking deal, there is inevitably an example of professional help needed to mop up an artist's messy business affairs. Martin Taylor, tax partner with HW Fisher Media Group, has recently been appointed accountant to two members of an internationally known band he describes as "the forerunners of heavy rock." "It's an absolute bloody mess, but someone needs to sort it out," says Taylor, 'There's not much 
sr of damage 

[ntertainment [aw Associates ltd 

" We let other people do the talking" 

"Top Music Lawyers" 
(Music Business International - June 1990) 

^ "Taking the US approach to the UK" 
(Music Week - July 1991) 

^ "Leading Entertainment lawyer" 
(RTE Radio - November 1991) 

"One of Englands top 
Entertainment lawyers" 
(Radio New Zealand - November 1991) 

"Top Music Biz lawyer" 
(Metal Hammer - October 1991) 

^ "Prominent Music Business Lawyer" 
(Band It - Decembeer 1991) 

CONTACT JOHN E. GIACOBBI, EDUARD VAN EYKE, MARK BROWNING OR TASHA STANFORD 
Telephone 081 968 3300 Facsimile 081 968 1702 

'Canalot' Studio 48 
222 Kensal Road London W10 

Business Affairs & Management Consultants to the Entertainment Industry. 
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The UK's insatiable appetite 
for all forms of dance music has 
kept the singles market buoyant in 
the past five years. Alan Jones reports 

With volumes Hat or fall- ing, it might be an exaggeration to say that „ • the UK is bucking the worldwide decline in singles sales, but its market is certainly more healthy than any other major territory's. When UK singles sales reached their all-time high of 89.1m in 1979, the UK accounted for one in nine singles sold worldwide, 
The primary reason why the . UK market remains relatively buoyant while sales decline at an alarming rate elsewhere is the continued rise of dance music, which has made inroads overseas, but is more eagerly embraced in the UK than anywhere else in the 
From a starting point of 26% in 1987, dance has upped its share of unit sales in the UK inexorably, reaching 27% in 1988, 28% in 1989, 33% in 1990 and 34% in 1991. In the first quarter of 1992, dance accounted for nearly 40% of all Top 75 hits in the UK, and generated an even greater percentage of income, as its sales are more heavily skewed towards the high ticket CD and 12-inch markets than other types of 
Typically, any dance record that hasn't crossed over to the pop audience (defined as one that hasn't gone Top 20) will sell almost exclusively in long form formats. A survey of dance hits charting between 21 and 75 in a typical week shows that all registered between 61% and 100% of their sales on 12-inch/CD, with 

cassette and seven-inch typically accounting for a mere 16% of sales. The fact that the singles chart has been hijacked by dance acts is one which industry veteran and record company boss Pete Waterman feels is due as much to the lack of strong material coming from other areas, as to its 
Waterman says; "One of the problems is that we — the British record industry — don't give punters what they want. When we do, records sell regardless of whether or not they are dance. Right Said Fred and Shakespears Sister both flew over the counter. "Unfortunately there's no depth any more — where there used to be 20 records selling in quantity, there are now maybe five. There are just not enough good records around," he says. "To some extent it's easy to target the dance market, but it's much harder to get it right with a pop record, and too often we're getting it wrong, while those who make dance records are getting it right." But the increasing dominance of dance singles is a problem even for big companies, as David Steele, former head of marketing at Circa, explains: "The trouble with dance music is that you're not selling artists. Very few of them command an audience that is either loyal enough to stick with them as a singles act, or buy their albums." Even so, Steele agrees that even where an album has already sold in substantial quantities, it is often extremely useful to 

nix of a third or fourth single. "A new mix can put a whole different perspective on a track, and turn it into a major hit," he says. "While we're obviously delighted when that happens, for a company of our size, with our overheads, the name of the game is selling albums; the single is simply a marketing tool. Steele adds: "It's very unlikely that Circa would make money out of a Top 30 dance hit — and though it presents the opportunity to recoup by licensing for compilations, it needs to act as a catalyst for album sales." With a rapidly declining audience of younger teenagers — who, along with the 9-12 age group, have formed the core market for singles in the UK in recent years — with a tendancy to spend more of their finite 
like Game Boys and other computer games, the UK singles market has changed shape considerably. Few teen idols are now in evidence, and the chart increasingly caters for AOR breakouts (Curtis Stigers, Michael Bolton, Ten Sharp), rock acts with fairly small cult followings (L7, The Levellers, Swervedriver) and state-of-the-art dance hits nurtured by the clubs. The traditional singles audience has clearly diminished to a great extent, surrendering the high ground to dance breakthroughs. In many respects, it is the t> 

IF YOU WANT THE BEST FOR 
YOUR ARTISTE 

LOOK NO FURTHER 

Exclusively representing the best house, dance, techno and popular artistes for club, track and live dates throughout Europe, the Middle and Far East and Australasia 

Albert Samuel, Guy Anderson and Gary Howard will be at the Royalton to discuss your individual needs all this week, and we wish all our existing clients and friends a successful seminar. 

MISSION CONTROL ARTISTS AGENCY 63 LANT STREET LONDON SE1 1QN TEL: (44-71) 417 7022 FAX: (44-71) 378 0516 
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DANCE 
Pioneering Eighties UK dance label SlreetSounds is 
business with an operation that includes a studio and a 
production arm. MD Morgan Khan says: "Our 24-track recording studio and 16-track demo suite will be used_ exclusively to develop our licensed and 
It has also just clinched an exclusive licensing deal 
Chicago-based labels Saber and Dangerous. 

► indies which are in the best position to exploit the popularity of dance singles. Danny Donnelly runs Suburban Base with a staff of four, himself included.'Two devote their time to the label upstairs, while the other pair run the record shop — Boogie Times — downstairs. As a result, overheads are minimal, and each of the label's 13 singles has made a profit. Having a shop means they can more easily canvass grassroots opinion and judge the ebb and flow of the market. Donnelly says: "I think the fact that dance music is now such a big part of the singles market is a good thing, and 1 don't think it's going to go away. There will always be a club scene and dance singles are the only thing that for that. "If at n that dance music will inci share of the market. There's really not much point in people buying rock records on singles' unless there are bonus tracks or something else that isn't easily available on album," he says. The point is well-made; while record companies present dance hits in a bewildering array of mixes, some aimed at house fans, others at hip hop fans and so on, rock tracks don't lend themselves to this fine tuning, and are rarely even extended to give "added-value" over album 
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Donnelly is one of a growing coterie of small dance label proprietors whose enthusiasm and ability to provide what the grassroots audience requires has saved the singles market from a steep decline. Nowhere else but in the UK is there such an appetite for dance music singles, or indeed for singles generally, and Waterman, a man whose instincts are rarely wrong, believes it will remain both viable and vital. And although much of his company's recent success has been with dance music, he reckons "something will happen," and the pendulum will swing back towards pop. "We have just finished a new Bananarama album," he says, adding with typical confidence, "It's us at our best, and them at their best. There's a definite number one there. I think we can prove that if you give people good pop music they'll buy it." It's a point not lost on East West, whose Simply Red album Stars has sold more than 2m units in the UK. Vital to its success have been the four Top 40 singles the album has yielded, and even though it, like Circa, t find singles especially -- :n themselves, East ..   pent a significant amount of money on commissioning dance mixes of the tracks. While the typical Simply Red 

fan is unlikely to be over-impressed by sparse gar^ reworkings of the group's material, the dedicated dance is. That purchase of the record sends it soaring up the chart generating mainstream TV an I radio play for the original mix of the song, and precipitates an increase in sales of the album. Thus it is that even indirectly dance singles are important to majors, and must form part of their overall strategy. More importantly, some might argue they help to preserve as more ' than a living fossil the greatest weekly indicator of popularity the Top 40. 
indicator that is set ontim i for sc 

lucrative ir 

despite its contraction si halcyon days of 1979, more singles are sold in the UK today than either 20 or 30 years ago. Even in 1965, when the Beatles were at their peak, fewer singles were sold per year, and they helped generate only 24m album sales, compared to the 139m sold in the year to March 1992. Increasingly a profit centre in j itself for smaller entrepreneurs, the single is likely to remain a necessary evil for the majors. 1 Given its many twists and turns, it may once more see better days, as Waterman expects. Certainly, the single retains a i magic that albums find difficult ' to match, and the world would be a poorer place for its passing, m 
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THE ESSENTIAL PROMOTION AND 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY WOULD LIKE TO 
APOLOGISE FOR NOT BEING PRESENT AT 

NMS 13. 
WE'D LOVE TO BE WITH YOU BUT WE ARE 

JUST TOO BUSY HERE IN THE UK! 
SUCCESSFUL CLUB AND RADIO PROMOTION FOR SHANICE, 
ROZALLA, OPUS III. DE LA SOUL. YOTHU YINDI, BLUE PEARL, 

NAUGHTY BY NATURE, APOLLO 440, ANN CONSUELO, 
LINDY LAYTON AND MANY MORE. 

ARTIST MANAGEMENT; OPUS Ml. LINDY LAYTON, MASSIVO, 
ULTRAGROOVE, UNDERCOVER AND PAUL VARNEY. 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RAISE THE PROFILE OF 
YOUR ARTIST OR LABEL IN THE UK THEN CALL: 

TIM SMITH NOW! 

72 Wardour Street,London WlV3HP.Telephone: (01144) 71 287 2619Fax: (01144)71 734 8797 
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DANCE 

From once being a net importer of dance music the UK has now taken on the role of the exporter. For small labels like Acid Jazz, the European market can be particularly important. "Europe takes soul and jazz more seriously," explains label owner Eddie Filler, "We sell more records in Greece, than we do in Britain — bizarre but 

Once, the British dance scene seemed almost as 
ice cream. For 25 years, the UK's dance market was unashamedly dominated by American music and trends — from Motown in the Sixties to house music in the Eighties. During this period the UK's own dance music seemed happy to slavishly imitate American models — its status with dance fans reflected in low sales and indifference. But in the past four years this situation has changed drastically. Now American artists often take up only 20% of the places in sales charts they once would have overwhelmed, replaced instead by a new breed of popular and innovative British dance artists. As Ken Grunbaum, head of Chrysalis dance label Cooltempo explains, the shift has been dramatic. "When Cooltempo and most dance labels started in the mid Eighties, it was all about American music. Labels were set up to do licensing deals with America for one-off tracks. Now, the nature of our roster has altered completely. Four years ago, Cooltempo was 90% American artists and records, now, it's 30% or even, 20%. The influence has changed enormously." Nowhere has the UK's divergence with US-based music and trends been more evident 

than with the fate of rap music in the UK. Over the past four years, the US rap market has gone form strength to strength — as evidenced by the phenomenal success of America's newest million selling rap discovery Kris Kross. However, as Simon Quance, label manager of Island associate Gee St Records, explains, over the same period rap's British market has been dented by the growth of the UK 

Stepping ou 

Where the US was once the most influx 
are stealing the scene. Tony Farsidesre^ 

the "From what I've w kids who were getting into rap are now finding the rave scene — and especially the ragga/rave/rap fusion — is fitting the bill better," he says. "With groups like Outlaw, it's going to be an interesting test to see what market we can pitch them in successfully and grow their sales base on," says Quance. Another indicator of the recent difference between US and UK's tastes is the almost complete lack of impact of the biggest US teenage black music phenomenon, swingbeat. Since 1988 swingbeat acts like Guy, Bobby Brown and Bel Biv Devoe have dominated America's black music mainstream, doing so with a radio friendly mix of soul and hip hop. But, while a group like Motown's Boyz II Men has shifted more than 4m copies of the Cooleyhighharmony LP in the US, they remain unknown here, outside a tiny specialist 

Trend Setters: bands 
audience. Jeff Young, head of A&R at MCA, attributes swingbeat's lack of popular success to the resistance of 
stuff, for instance, is great; but w. can't get radio into it," he says. "We get the people you'd expect, but you need more than that — you need Radio One." Others disagree, Ian Dewhirst, MD of Beechwood music, has sold more than 20,000 copies of his swingbeat compilation, Mastercuts — New Jack Swing, and sees great potential for the music. "There's no reason why Boyz II Men should sell so man) 

translate at all to Britain," he says. "The whole key is educating the market — you can't ignore 4m 
However, in swingbeat's absence, the UK's soul market has seen an explosion of homegrown talent. The once widely held assumption that only the Americans can produce true soul acts, is a thing of the past. As Acid Jazz supremo Eddie Filler suggests, many believe the opposite to be true. "It comes down to the word soul. Americans have forgotten what soul really is; they've forgotten how to record 

RTM Sales & Marketing 

The Alternative Sales & Distribution Service 

Committed Sales Force 
Experienced Label Management 

Marketing Services 
Demix Dance Department 

Specialist Video Department 

RTM • GREAT MUSIC, GREAT LABELS, GREAT STAFF 

Contact us on 081-802 8696 

WATCH OUT FOR 
manix 

'try to love me/hardcore junglism' 
(plus remixes) 
rufige cru 

"killer muffin/krisp biscuit" 
young head 

'bad bad man/ i love hardcore" 
already available is 

SUDDEN DBF 
& 

THE LIMITED EDITION ENFORCERS EP 
including 

4 HERO, TEK9, IS THIS, 
SIMON 'BASSLINE' SMITH 

& SPECIAL K remixes of 
BASIC RHYTHMS AND NEUROSIS 

US contact: 212 866 1337 
Distributed by SRD on 081 -802 3000 

REMEMBER IF THE BEATS AIN'T 
SLAMMING THEN IT AIN'T 

REINFORCED 
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litial dance base, young UK newbloods 
ports on the exciting new breed of acts 

iy and Omar 
it and where it comes fr says. One area in which the US influence has remained strong is providing a siring of house based pop-dance hits — such as Crystal Waters' Gypsy Woman, Ce Ce Penniston's Finally and Kym Sims' Too Blind To See It. Tracks like these lead Cooltempo's Ken Grunbaum to suggest US music will re-assert itself in the UK when the time is right. "Things come and go but they're still always there. If you look at what people are playing, there's an enormous variety," he says. "1 think things come to the 

fore when there's great records around. For instance, the US garage thing happened here because there were some really great tracks about at that time." In the meantime, UK labels — big and small — look set to build upon their newly found independence; getting used to setting trends, where once they followed, and enjoying the 
The only blight on the horizon might be a shift on the part of that most unreliable of factors — the British Public. But the UK industry has lived with that for a long, long time. gg] 

It's slow going for now dance records from domestic US talent at present: shops, distributors and labels all feel that the explosion of Euro dance in -ecent months has led to a lull ot home, with stalwart soul and house producers barely keeping things ticking over writes Stu Lambert. However, the word is out -oast-to-coast on The Movement's Jump, on Sunshine Records. Tipped by Rich Hernandez of City Sound Record Pool, NY and Stephen at Streetsounds in LA, Jump is a techno number with a slower hip hop midbreak. Hernandez reports that New York is reggae-crazy, with reggae-hiphop fusions flavour of the month following Columbia's highly rated Dancehall Reggaespagnol album. Profile's Poor Righteous Teachers, who have made some noteworthy straight rap albums, are mixing in some reggae on their newest tracks. Hernandez notes that small labels are "popping up everywhere"; the one to keep an eye on is the Maxi label, though its biggest success so far is a British track, Helpless (I Don't Know What To Do 

Without You) by Urbanize. The Strictly Rhythm label continues to be respected: Simone's Hey Fellas is its current track. E-Legal and Freeze—both labels with involvement from Todd Terry and a deep house tendency — New Groove and Nervous are also making strong release showings at the moment. Tracks making it through to cutting-edge radio are showing a "very retro-sounding, pop-orientated Seventies trend," says Joey Carvello, Atlantic Records' senior director of dance music and crossover projects. House, especially with a commercial feel, is still really big news: Steve Hurley's camp can do no wrong and E-Smoove's mixes are also currently hot. Carvello is doubtful about the breadth of interest in techno, at least on the East Coast. He still sees it as strictly a West Coast passion, though Hot 97 In New York is beginning to programme som< techno. The rap scene is still very strong, with breaking new acts including Das EFX, whose Atco single They Want EFX is storming the dance chart right now, and the Double X Posse. 

The UK youth market has deserted rap in favour of rave music. Where, once, up to 40% of a Public Enemy single's sales would be accounted for by seven-inch — the favoured youth format— now, sales are mostly accounted for by 12-inch. Sony's Steve Ripley. "We were shrink- wrapping a Public Enemy patch to the 
because it was the kids that were buying it. And that's stopped now." 

THE TWO BEST LABELS Oil THE PLANET 

JULIETTE JAIMES - We Got it All 
SUE CHALONER - Answer my Prayer 

DEBBIE MALONE - Running From My Love 
RUZALLA - Megamix Feat Bom to Love You, FalUi. Everybodir's Free » Are You ready to By 

BAND OF GYPSIES - On A Natural High 
RECKLESS - Time to Make The Floor Burn 

URBAN HYPE - A Trip to Itumpton 
ERIRE -1 Just can't give you up 

CHOPS EMC + EXTENSIVE - Isrealites 
O'LUSION - Take Me There 

INTUITION - Untitled 
DAYEENE - Around the World 

Contact: Frank Sansom (Managing Director) Steve Long (ASH Director) 
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Catching the new rave wave 
Rave's big chance to make a splash in the US is now. Kwaku Lutterodt reports 

Hullabaloo MD Kevin Rae believes that the zealous promotional approach of the larger UK independent labels is beginning to backfire. "There is a tendency a them it to ;r promote ' white labels," he says. "This gives high club chart placings and creates a false buzz. Sales of the promo then kill off demand for the official release, so it fails to enter the national 

Rave has had a slow build in the US but that could prove no bad thing. After 18 months of Rozalla's rave anthem Everybody's Free bubbling under on import, Pulse 8 has now clinched a licensing deal with Epic for the album and she is signed direct to it for future 
Meanwhile Dutch act LA Style's residency inBillboard's Hot 100 is boosting expectations of a rave summer stateside. Rave is a British invention. Although techno was developed in Detroit by the likes of Derrick May, Juan Atkins and Inner City's Kevin Saunderson in the late Eighties, it was inspired by the electronic music of European acts such as Kraftwerk, Gary Numan and Depeche Mode. Now it is the new European hybrids using ragga, fast break beats and vocal and industrial samples which are creating a buzz in the US. However, when it comes to predicting a fully fledged rave explosion this summer Nick Titchener, partner in the Brothers Organisation is 

cautious. "DJ Westbam on the German Low Spirit label — which we look after — received lots of US press following the May Day rave in Cologne but his album has yet to be picked up there." Neil Rushton, head of Network Records, the company behind Altern 8 and KWS, believes that rave is developing in much the same way — and at the same pace — as it did in the UK. He says, "People keep telling me that techno doesn't sell in America. It makes me laugh. When I did the first techno compilation in 1988 for Virgin in the UK the experts were saying exactly the same thing. A year later Inner City had sold literally millions of records." But now it seems that US majors are showing belief in the fact that rave can shift and UK acts recently picked up include N- Joi (RCA), Nomad (Capitol), The Prodigy (Elektra), Rozalla (Epic) and Altern 8 (Virgin America). The national distribution muscle of a major label deal may be essential for breaking the acts to a mass market in the US, but The Prodigy's Liam Hewlett is one 

Altern 8: 
artist determined to avoid the commercial gloss that inevitably goes with it. "In the UK the rave scene started off as an underground thing and as it has developed it has held on to its respect," says Hewlett. The American underground scene has a decided bias towards hardcore, which has been sustained by UK labels such as Guerilla, D Zone, Suburban Base, Rising High and Production House, exported through 

specialists such as Mo's Music and Greyhound. Vinyl Solution has just cemented a deal with Columbia on the back of the buzz created by Eon's hardcore track, Spice. A&R consultant D J Saul Kane says "It was a big LA track. With the exception of Rozalla and 2 Unlimited most of the UK's commercial rave artists have not excited Americans. They're not into pianos and singing." At Production House, hopes are riding high for Acen whose Close Your Eyes has been the longest stayer in MWs dance chart so far this year. Some European labels are now opting to have their main offices in the UK, recognising it as a stronger springboard to other territories. The Brothers Organisation is currently building the profile of Belgian techno label SNM from a UK base, with a view to eventually breaking it in the US. The message is clear in the US this year, new music means rave. Rave means Europe — and Europe most definitely means the 
TOP 10 DANCE SINGLES FOR FIRST QUARTER 1992 ACEN SON'ZOFAIOOP DA LOOP ERA KICKS LIKE A MULE 

SHUT UP AND DANCE DJ DOC scon NEBULAR DJ PROFESSOR MANIX 

1 CLOSE YOUR EYES 2 FAR OUT 3 THE BOUNCER 4 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A CRACKHEAD/GREENMAN 5 THEN.H.S. EP 6 SEANCE/ATHEAMA 7 ROCK ME STEADY 8 OBLIVION (HEAD IN THE CLOUDS) 9 I FEEL THIS WAY M&M FEAT RACHEL WALLACE 10 INJECTED WITH A POISON/ FREE YOUR BODY PRAGA KHAN FEAT JADE 4U Source: CIN 
Of the 10 best-selling dance singles in the UK during the first quarter of this year, only one has so far shown up in the main US dance charts: Praga Khan's Free Your Body/Injected With A Poison, which has just surfaced in the Billboard club chart. Despite being the top-selling dance record in the UK, Acen's Close Your Eyes has generated only one or two enquiries from America. It has topped a regional techno chart, but has not yet been licensed. "The buzz on export is good and the track is up for grabs — hopefully someone will pick up on it," says Raj Malkani, director of Acen's label Production House. Simon Goffe, who represents the Shut Up And Dance and Tribal Bass labels as MD of Heavyweight Management, believes that only a big techno or rave hit will open doors and minds in the US. "Majors over there pick up on things far too late — they are very reluctant to commit themselves to a single," he says. SUAD's Autobiography Of A Crackhead/Green Man attracted initial interest from Island, EMI, Chrysalis and a number of independents in America, but so far has only been licensed for a compilation album on EMI, a tactic Goffe feels is a wait-and-see measure. Even a UK Top 10 can't automatically expect to crack it Stateside: The Bouncer, admittedly a very British sound has no US takers for release. 

ELEVATION • CAN YOU FEEL IT 
LOST • TEN COMMANDMENTS 

TOTALIS • MAELSTROM 

OUT NOW 
DER KLANG DER FAMILIE 

BERLIN 1992 

OUT SOON 
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IMPORT/EXPORT 

IN A l\IEW YORi 

STATE OF MIND 

The UK s leading import/export companies will be seeking out new deals 
and renewing old contacts at the NMS. Sarah Davis convasses their views 

APT Peter Thompson, general manager 
AFT specialises primarily in guitar bands but is assessing the dance market with a view to developing its dance side. Says Thompson, "Over the years we've built up a relationship with a number of North American companies such as Network. "We also hope to finalise deals with US labels that we've been in negotiations with, including Shimmy Discs. With a seminar like this, one good deal is worth going for and we had a couple of reasonable successes last year with Mammoth, Tomato Records and Some Bizarre." 

CONTACT (UK) LIMITED Geoff Kite, general manager Mike Slocombe, consultant 
An export company specialising in dance product, Contact also licenses products and prepares special pressings. "As an export company we really enjoy NMS," says Kite. "It's good to hear what is coming out of the US and to check the stores to see what is happening regarding UK music and to see if there are areas not being serviced by their wholesalers or the customers we supply. "It's also useful to glean what the radio stations are looking for. The emphasis has shifted so 'here's much more vinyl being exported, especially from UK independents." 

GREAT ASSET Raz Gole, partner (pictured) Patrick Harrington, partner John Warwick, export manager 
i ~| Great Asset deals strictly with 1 t j—-jP leading dance ' - /VSnl product. It imports and exports worldwide with strong sales 7. " for hot UK music J the US, particularly hardcore and garage. "We're going to the NMS to "nprove our existing 

relationships with our export customers and to license records. We have signed a new label and we're going to see if there's anything over there we can release over here. We are now licensed to put out all releases by Future Sounds UK Recordings, owned by Terry Baldwin from Detroit. And we're going to party!" says Raz Gole. "We've been before and it was good, very successful, and we met new and old faces. We hope to strengthen what we've got and 
LASGO EXPORTS Charlie Paulinski, sales manager (pictured) Martin O'Donnell, CD sales Paul Burrows, sales Martin Clench, indie dance sales 

exporter of all UK major and independent labels' products; dance, rock, pop, jazz, oldies, reggae, classical and selected European imports. It has an extensive range of budget CDs and a large video selection (PAL). "We have seen a significant growth in our US business over the last 12 months, and the NMS enables us to see the people who may not get the chance to go to Europe. More ground can be covered in a 20-minute conversation than in hours of transatlantic calls," says Paulinksi. "We offer a tremendous variety of items from the latest releases, imports, budget ranges and overstocks. Such a selection means that clients can use us as their European one-stop without having to consolidate from dozens of other suppliers, or having to wait a long time before having enough product to ship. This means that they have more to offer their 
LIGHTNING Mike Gething, sales director Phil Evans, assistant sales manager Tom Smith, sales executive 

Steve Parsons, sales e 
Worldwide exporter of all album formats, 12-inch and related merchandise, such as calendars and T-shirts, Lightning offers a wide range of titles and has a fully computerised system. "We have been to NMS every year for four years. The timing is ideal — its place in the year between Midem is perfect — it's partly why we go," says Gething. "It also gives us the chance to meet American clients on their own doorstep and improve our relations with them — we're probably one of the better represented exporters in America. NMS isn't so much a selling trip as a PR enterprise. The atmosphere isn't a highly charged sales one as at Midem — we talk to our US customers daily anyway — the point of NMS is to sit down and tell them more about our business and vice 
MO'S MUSIC MACHINE Norris Czechowicz, MD Simon Baker. US buyer Steve Canueto, export Doug Osbourne, European buyer (pictured) Launched in May 1991, Mo's Music Machine 

TOTAL RECORDS Henry Semmence, MD (pictured) Fran O'Donnell, director Bob Cunningham, overseas product Chris Nuttall (All Round The World) 
Total is a marketing, sales and distribution company. It 

It s< is the 

distributing ■a independent P1, . dance releases, in ' particular artists selling 3,000 to 4,000 units. The sales team are all DJs or clubbers. "In order to get the best releases and quickly, it is imperative that we have a close relationship with our transatlantic buddies," says Baker. "Putting a face to the sound of a voice will be interesting, but more important is making sure they understand what type of new releases will sell for our company and specifying that speed and quality is what we're looking for — and vice versa for export product. I'll also be looking into the possibility of licensing new material for our new label, The Whitehouse." 

range of acts from ei artists such as Hue & Cry to new acts such as Right Said Fred "We go to NMS for PR reasons." says Semmence. "We see more of the right labels there than at Midem. I use it as a forum for meeting people. I speak to many of my UK labels there: it's quicker than meeting them in London. I meet with my labels including 3 Beat Records and Hamster Records, to see if there are any joint projects possible. I tend not to go to the seminars. "I don't find them overly relevant. A couple last year were really dire." 

WINDSONG INTERNATIONAL Steve Bradley, director 
Windsong is a worldwide exporter/distribution company specialising in all music types including new releases, back catalogue, exclusive product, overstocks and deletions. "This year's NMS will provide us with a cost effective platform to see as many US accounts as possible," says Bradley. "We didn't attend last year so it will give us a chance to catch up on any market developments — not so easy by phone or fax during a usual week. "We're specifically looking for a distribution partner to work with our exclusive products such as Connoisseur or the Windsong In Concert series. One point we'd like to discuss is why US customers do not consider 'made in the EC sufficient documentation for goods manufactured, for example, in England, Germany and the Netherlands." 

NMS could benefit its visitors by instituting a contact system. "Last year we couldn't find anyone," says Greyhound director Paull Callaghan, and his complaint is echoed by the majority of attendees. The solution could be a e like ' at Narm: a secretary seated at a desk who takes messages and places them in alphabetically ordered pigeonholes for collection. Lightning sales director Mike Gething welcomes the idea. "Once I got used to the A-Z pigeonhole system at Narm I checked it every couple of hours and there were always messages there. It was really efficient." 
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The UK's No1 Exporter of All Audio Product 
Fast 9 Efficient % Friendly 

As usual, we will have our representatives in New York for the New Music 
Seminar. If you wish to arrange an appointment, please contact Mike Gething 

or Tom Smith at the Mariott Marquis, from 15th June until 21st June. 
You can also contact us in London on the numbers given below. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 
Lightning Export Ltd. Unit 3, Forest Works, Forest Rd, London El 7 6JF Phone: (081) 503 2030 Fax: (081) 527 8629 

LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR OF PRE-RECORDED 
jjjjpi MUSIC INTHE UNITED STATES! 

DISHIB UIOBS HUGE INVENTORY ♦ DYNAMITE PRICES 
WEEKLY SALES ♦ PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

FULL SERVICE AD DEPT. 4- SAME DAY SHIPPING 

MUSIC ♦All major and independent labels! 
LARGEST SELECTION OF INDEPENDENT MUSIC: 
♦SIGHT, 4TH & B'WAY, A.I.R., ALSHIRE, AMHERST, BENSON, BERACAH, BLACK TOP, CHEETAH, CHESKY, CONCORD 
JAZZ, CUTTING, DCC COMPACT CLASSICS. DELTA/LASERLIGHT, DISNEY, DYNAMIX II, EFFECT, FIESTA, GUCCI, 
HANNIBAL, HEARTBEAT, HOT PRODUCTIONS. ICHIBAN, JOEY BOY. K-TEL, LIGHT, MALACO. MANGO, MIC MAC. 
NASTY MIX, NEWTOWN MUSIC, NEXT PLATEAU, ON-TOP, PANDISC, PARADISE, PILZ, POW WOW, QUALITY, RAS, 
ROUNDER, RYKO, SAVOY, SELECT, SHANACHIE, SHEFFIELD LAB, SINDROME, SOUND OF GOSPEL. SPARROW^ 
TELARC, UNIDISC, VANGUARD, VP, WAX TRAX, WESTBOUND AND MUCH MORE! 

ACCESSORIES ♦ Full-line distributor of: 
ALLSOP, AMARAY, ALPHA, BASF, CASE LOGIC, CNI, DISC HOTEL, DISCWASHER, EDS, EMPAK, FUJI, GEMINI, GENEVA. 
GOLDSTAR. KINYO, KOSS, LIFT, LABTEC, LASERLINE, MAXELL, NAPA VALLEY, PASSO SAVOY. RECOTON SCENA. 
SCOTCH, SONY, SOLIDEX, STANTON, SONY ACCESSORIES, TDK, CD-ROM PLUS PROFESSIONAL/INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCTS! 
CALL US TODAY AND LET US MEET ALL YOUR DISTRIBUTION NEEDS' 

U.S. NATIONAL TOLL FREE: 1-800-329-7664 ♦ (305) 621-0070 ♦ FAX' 621-0465 
15959 N.W. 15th AVENUE. MIAMI. FLORIDA 33169 
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IMPORT/EXPORT 

i 

Wise UK importers are pinpointing specialist US product, says Valerie Potter 
The difficulties that British record exporters have experienced in trading with the US has been the subject of much recent public discussion. But less well publicised has been the success of the UK import companies in exploiting niche markets by bringing non-parallel US product into the UK and re- exporting it to Europe. It is an area that relies heavily on specialist knowledge, both where product is available and where to exploit it. For some companies, it is a very specialised part of their overall activities. Caroline International, for example, tends to import from US independent labels on a special order basis to service 

However, European Music Services has built on its operation to the extent that about 40% of its business now comes from the US. Director Mike Denton says that while it rarely sells large volumes of any single release, it shifts smaller quantities across a range of around 10.000 titles. 'It's more or less specialist things," explains his partner. Barry Ereira, "which never get Placed on anybody's release sheets because no one thinks hey're worth bothering about, at if you get enough of those and you re selling tens and fifteens of a couple of thousand titles, it re?Jesents big business." Most import companies pride themselves on the length of service of their staff, recognising them as an invaluable source of knowledge about what is exul ^ imPorters store an nsive reference index on rohiputer, retain numerous n±gUesandals<'welcome 'formation and requests passed 
MUSIC WEEK20 JUNE 1992 

on by suppliers and retailers. "The information comes in virtually 24 hours a day — what's coming up, what's different about it, limited editions etc," explains Denton. "It all helps." David Pegg, managing director of Pinnacle Imports, for which the US is a major supply source, identifies two types of product that importers handle for the UK and Europe — "mainstream product, which has something different about it though the States isn't quite so interesting for that any more or from new bands, where the buzz is just beginning or that we're helping to break," he says. According to Pegg, the ability to gauge the potential of product comes down to knowledgeable staff. "There's nothing scientific; it's people's knowledge of, and close contact with what's happening out there in the real world of gigs and shops," he says. Once they have arranged to 

import US product, companies often go further than passively making it available. Dance music frequently breaks through word of mouth and club airings, but in the pop and rock Geld, EMS targets retailers by advertising product in the trade papers and inserting Gyers into the packaging of its regular shipments. But there are restrictions on how far the publicity can go. "Like most independent distributors over here, nine times out of 10, budgets for advertising come from the label and inevitably some labels have exceptionally good product but just haven't got the finance behind them to do a major campaign," says Denton. Identifying individual success stories in which importers have directly helped to break US product in Europe can be difficult. However, it is widely acknowledged that import 
EXPORTING TO THE US 

A number of companies are managing to operate successfully in the face of the restrictions on exporting product to the US by concentrating on non-parallel product, reissues and independent labels. "You cater for the customer," says Lasgo sales manager Charlie PauiinskJ. "There's a wealth of independent product here and people who have no licences in America whatsoever, new artists who are trying to make it, and so forth. We export them, they generate a buzz over in 

America and it sells." Lightning Exports sales director Mike Gething reports that the US is the company's largest export territory, despite copyright difficulties. He points out that credit control can also be a problem, but manages to largely eradicate it by dealing with a select number of companies. "Really," he says, "our aims for the NMS are not to pick up new customers, so much as to look at ways in which we can develop business even more with the ones that we've already got." 

companies boosted the careers of En Vogue and Brand New Heavies recently, by making their US records available in the UK. And they had a big part to play in the success of the Seattle- based Sub Pop label, to which Nirvana were originally signed. But once a buzz for a particular release has been created in Europe, UK labels are quick to acquire the rights to it — and promptly slap a ban on future imports. Import companies are resigned to the fact that they are often used as an official market research tool by record companies. "I think the import companies have always played a role in breaking product, which UK companies then pick up on," says Pinnacle's David Pegg, while EMS's Mike Denton adds, "I like that kind of situation: you feel you've achieved something." Both companies are hoping to expand their US business. Regular trips to the US and attendance at industry conventions help maintain vital contacts. At this year's Midem, Mike Denton and Barry Ereira sought out the smaller independent companies, who, like themselves, tend to specialise, rather than the bigger exporters. "Anyone can import from the majors and you're almost selling identical products," says Ereira. "It's when you go a bit deeper, you find more limited editions and things which aren't classed as major releases over there,but have got a big market in Europe." Imagination and good old product knowledge are, as ever, the key to convincing customers that importers can offer something they can't get from their own home markets. HI 

Dealing with wholesalers directly, says EMS's Mike Denton, provides a centralised source of business and information. "For the range of products that we do, we'd have to hold accounts with all the American record companies, the indies, and everybody else," he says. "If you had information 
every American 
company, we'd be here for thirty-six hours 
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"FOR ALMOST 2 YEARS WE'VE WAITED AND WAITED AND WAITED... MUSIC IS BACK." 
'THE BEST IN EUROPE,,. NOT JUST ANOTHER ANONYMOUS CLONE..." 

"THE NAME STREETSOUNDS EVOKES A WAY OF LIFE" 
CO MCE ^ 

Streetsounds pioneered the contemporary concept of dance compilations and this time we will nofl be confined to looking to license material only for our albums. We will be aggressively signing and developing new artists, producers, mixers and songwriters from the US, UK and Europe. 

FINISHED MASTERS - LABEL DEALS • GARAGE • SWING « HOUSE - ARTISTS - PRODUCERS - MIXERS • SOUL • R&B - RAP • TECHNO - SONGWRITERS HARDCORE - JAZZ/FUNK 

Inclusion of your tracks on STREET- SOUNDS means you may get a free broadcast-quality promo video clip produced and directed by THE DANCE CHANNEL 

The latest, greatest dance tracks. The best of clubland and 'saBS-danee' radio. 
Swing beat/Nu-Jack meets Rap - Awesome! 

DJs NOW SALE The hardest techno and hardcore sounds any raver is likely to hear (this side of Mars)! 
{AS WELL AS TfHJE MEW SEBSBES, WE WBLL BE BE-LBCEEMSIING VARIOUS CATALOGUE ALBUMS) 

THE ONLY FASHION ACCESSORIES FOR TF 
'WEa& ^SemmitsMCTL 

i=iSkEM! STREETSOUNDS IS A LIFESTYI SANDS OF RECORD BUYERS & MUSIC LOVERS Kl THEIR DREAM ALIVE 

ir&SEH 
2X24-TRACK RECORDING STUDIOS • 16-TRACK PROGRAMMING/DEMO SUITE • DANCE STUDIO 

'D.c. wme capital OAm&m* 
rMKE mm.£MtcSISCMJXmMMEM., THE DANCE CHANNEL IS MUSIC TV WHEN YOU WANT IT... NOT WHEN YOU CAN GET IT!! 

THE DABMCE CHANNEL has teamed up with the legendary STREETS®iDMKSS label to provide a new multi-media entertainment video format for the '90s. You can watch the most happening dance videos and newly-generated 'mini concerts' from international stars to tilftL new up-and-coming bands in 60 mins of non-stop home video explosive action. 
STREETSOUNDS AND THE DANCE CHANNEL ARE LOOKING TO INDEPENDENTLY LICENSE AND SIGN NEW AUDIO AND VISUAL PRODUCTS For further information, contact Morgan Khan, STREETSOUNDS, C/O Hendricks Terry Jervis, THE DANCE CHANNEL, Bray Film Records Ltd., Bray Film Studios, Down Place, Water Studios, Down Place, Water Oakley, Windsor, Berks Oakley, Windsor, Berks SL 4 5UG, United Kingdom SL 4 5UG, United Kingdom lei 0658 773902/22 111 lei 0628 773902/22111 fax 0628 30535/781871 fax0628 30535/781871 STREETSOUNDS is licensed by Hendricks Rec< 
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d[@X© KYM SIMS 'A Little Bit More' (Atco B8528T, via WEA/EastWest) Bip Bip 

BAMBAATAA & THE 

aKi featuring Viola 
F^f n7, via Pinnacle) 

■s# mm mix versions frfDuledl^pflwert^BoniU^^Bnc I _ ^CL A^boticaj^^ocodal^^ftrll^Obpm 1 
MATT COVINGTON , ' whire-'oui Jane 29 ZTjr zang 29" We Got One' DJ Magic Mlke.s chlJnkiCr ^ Kr (Expansion EXPANDjai. Ota-PinpacSef ^ ^126.5-126-.4bpfn Ba^fThe Planet, . An exquisite squeaH/'whihryingrfalsetlo soul x---.V9j2 ■•vlntaae^0-126:6x127bDm Oriqma swaver. this eartv'Seventies Curts Mayfield 

TOP 10 Bl 
D u THE BUG 

^^jPfecSto 
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. BABY GOT BACK, 
4 j UNDEBTBEEaDGEBe M 5 s MYLOVlN'tYOU' A6 t QAI^IWiSHIWAS , A 7 . IF YOU ASKED M' A8 it ACHY BREAKY HI 

AlOto THE BEST THINGS IN L 

WS OOM'W GIVE A FU * K CM^^FS 
WE ARE NOT A POP RECORD LABEL 

WE ARE STRICTLY UNDERGROUND! 
SONIC EXPERIENCE — PROTIEN REMIXES — OUT 22 JUNE 
MULTI CORE — STRESSED — OUT SOON 
HACKNEY HARDCORE — CAUGHT WITH A SPLIFF — OUT SOON 
MDEMM — MOVE YOUR FEET — OUT NOW 
Watch out for the Sonic Experience LP "DEF TILL DAWiM' Dist Thru SRD UK. (S.U-R for the True Raver!) umi^ 

A16 n COME & TALK TC l' 10 RM DANCE UPDATE 
a E3 CLOSER TO ME, The Outfield 

AM n I WILL REMEMBER YOU, An A 21 ?! YOU WON'T SEE ME CRY, Wilson Phillip 22 n SLOW MOTION, Color I A23 n DOITTOME, Lio 1 is IB TEARS IN HEAVEN, Ei. A 49 HONEY LOVE, RH 50 a EVERYTHING CHANGES, Ko 

■3 <o CELINE DION, Ce 44 « OOOOOOOHHH...ONTHETLC.TIC UFace 45 « TOO LEGIT TO QUIT, Hammer Capitol 46 .. AS UGLY AS THEY WANT TO BE, Ugly Kid Joe StarJoit     ^ YD tt AS UGLY AS THEY WANT TO BE « CHECK YOUR HEAD, The Beaslie Boys Capitol A47 « IB NO MORE TEARS, day L 
u FOR MY BROKEN HEART.Re 74 « BACK TO FRONT, L,,;n A49 ■ BRAND NEW MAN, Btoo 



top dance 

RM's indisprasoble guide to who's hot this year, compiled from first quarter saSes 
data from MWs dance singles chart, the most accurate in the USC 

El FFRR IQ SUBURBAN BASE 
Orbital, DJ Seduction, Salt 'N' Pepa, Brand New Heavies Tap 3 b, fe Ep 0rb.ta| ' 1 " 
2 27 HARDCORE HEAVEN/YOU AND ME DJ Seduction 3 45 EXPRESSION Salt 'N' Pepa Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor; Tracy Bennett/081-741 1234/081-741 1656/PolyGram 

] PRODUCTION HOUSE 
Acen, House Crew, X-Static, D.M.S. 1 1 CLOSE YOUR EYES Acen 2 12 WE ARE HARDCORE House Crew 3 163 KEEP THE FIRE BURNING House Crew Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Raj Malkani/081-9i 8870/081-960 0719/Self 

Q REINFORCED 
Nebula ll/Manix/One II One/Basic Rhythm 1 6 SEANCE/ATHEAMA Nebula II 2 8 OBLIVION (HEAD IN THE CLOUDS) Manix 3 46 MANIC MINDS (EP) Manix Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Dego/081-459 76 459 7634/SRD 

Son'z Of A Loop Da Loop Era/M&M/Q-Bass/Phuture 
1 2 FAR OUT Son'z Of A Loop Da Loop Era 2 9 I FEEL THIS WAY M&M feat Rachel Wallace 3 99 HARDCORE WILL NEVER DIE Q-Bass Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Danny Donnelly/0708 727029/0708 734179/Southern 

] PWL CONTINENTAL 
© B DJ Professor/2 Unlimited/Cappella/R.A.F. 1 7 ROCK ME STEADY DJ Professor 2 24 TWILIGHT ZONE 2 Unlimited 3 118 TAKE ME AWAY Cappella/Loleatta Holloway Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Phil France/071-403 0007/071-403 3390/Warner Music 

Q COLUMBIA 
Clivilles & Cole/Pasadenas/Mass Order/Paris Red 1 28 I'M DOING FINE NOW Pasadenas 2 32 A DEEPER LOVE Clivilles & Cole 3 41 PRIDE (IN THE NAME OF LOVE) Clivilles & Cole Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Rob Stringer/071-734 8181/071-734 4321/Sony Music 1992 © cin 

If 
SUBntH 
BASE RECORDS 

12 also includes unreleased track "smile" (from John Peel session) 
END en PRODUCT END 658173 7-6-2-4 
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Ball Polygram Video 
il& Passion SMV 

: Live At The... SMV 

Life BMG Video 

pftll 
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THE FARM ON END PRODUCT IS EXCLUSIVELY LICENSED TO SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT (U.K.) LTD IR NOW1 SONY MUSIC OPERATIONS. TEL; 0298 395151 



Tl- 
| SHUT UP AND DANCE 

© Shut Up And Dance/Ragga Twins/Nicolette/Rum & Black 1 4 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A CRACKHEAD/GREEN MAN Shut Up & Dance 2 19 MIXED TRUTH/BRING UP THE MIC SOME MORE Ragga Twins 3 392 WICKED Rum & Black Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor; Smiley/P.J,/071-254 2943/071-923 4198/Pinnacle 
TEN 
Inner City/Soul II Soul/Blow/Marafhon 1 13 HALLELUJAH '92 Inner City 2 60 JOY Soul II Soul 3 76 CUTTER Blow Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Mick Clark/071-71 0941/071-221 5414/PolyGram 

ElCOOLTEMPO 
Urban Soul/DJ Power/Adeva/Kenny Thomas 1 15 ALWAYS Urban Soul 2 26 EVERYBODY PUMP DJ Power 3 48 DON'T LET IT SHOW ON YOUR FACE Adeva Conlact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Simon Dunmore/071-221 2213/071-221 6455/EMI 

top (© dance labels 

IB RISING HIGH 
Project I/Interface/Hypnotist/Friends Lovers & Family 1 14 CHEEBA (EP) Project 1 2 98 TOYTOWN (EP) Interface 3 156 THE HARDCORE EP Hypnotist Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Caspar Pound/071-278 2448/071-837 7434/SRD 

IE XL 
Liquid/Prodigy/Nu-Matic/SL2 1 16 SWEET HARMONY Liquid 2 31 EVERYBODY IN THE PLACE/G-FC 3 108 HARD TIMES NU-ME ;k Halkes/071-870 

IH MCA 
Teddy Riley & Tammy Lucas/Mr Fingers/Adamski/lf 1 25 IS IT GOOD TO YOU Teddy Riley feat Tammy Luce 2 33 CLOSER Mr Fingers 3 128 GET YOUR BODY! Adamski feat Nina Hagen Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Jeff Young/071-437 9797/071-437 3121/BMG 

IE TRIBAL BASS 
Kicks Like A Mule/Demon Boyz/Blapps Posse 1 3 THE BOUNCER Kicks Like A Mule 2 89 DETT Demon Boyz 3 392 DON'T HOLD BACK 91 Blapps Posse Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dislributor: Simon Goffe/ 0038/071-497 8909/SRD 

HA&M 
Ce Ce Peniston/Overweight Pooch/Barry White/Crystal Waters 1 30 FINALLY Ce Ce Peniston 2 104 WE GOT A LOVE THANG Ce Ce Peniston 3 118 1 LIKE IT Overweight Pooch/Ce Ce Peniston Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor; Steve Wolfe/071-736 3311/071-731 4606/PolyGram 

IB PULSE 8 
© IH Reckless/Rozalla/Debbie Malone/Rave Nation 1 38 RECKLESS KARNAGE Reckless 2 68 RESCUE ME (CRAZY ABOUT YOUR LOVE) Debbie Malone 3 93 ARE YOU READY TO FLY Rozalla Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Steve Long/071-224 9405/071-224 9425/BMG 

m © 

m m ragga jazz rave 

m\ 

ESTABLISHED 1988 

FROM 'LFO TO 'RAVING I'M RAVING1 

NO COMPROMISE UNDERGROUND 

DANCE MUSIC CLUB PROMOTION 

■MESSAGE OVER 
A16 « C0ME& TALK TC ; 12 RM DANCE UPDATE 

» E13 TEARS IN HEAVEN, Ef.c Clapton 

is G13 CLOSER TO ME, The 0l AM SOMETIMES I RHYME SLOW, Nil 

23 ?! LUCK OF THE DRAW, Bonnie Rg 
45 w TOO LEGIT TO QUITpra   46 .i AS UGLY AS THEY WANT TO BE, Ug A47 a E33NO MORE TEARS, 0,n Osh; 6 « FOR MY BROKEN HEART. Rpha A 43 BRAND NEW MAN, Br 



EH! ABSOLUTE 2 
© DJ Doc Scott/Pied Piper/Glide 1 5 THE N.H.S. EP DJ Doc Scott 2 228 HOOKED ON HOPE (EP) Pied Piper 3 787 ALRIGHT Glide Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Simon Smith/Derby (0332) 296203/(0332) 290671/SRD 

IQ R&S/OUTER RHYTHM 
Digital Excitation/Sonic Solution/R.H.C./Human Resource 1 62 PURE PLEASURE Digital Excitation 2 91 BEATSTIME Sonic Solution 3 110 FEVER CALLED LOVE R.H.C. Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Renaat Van Der Papeliere/London 071-372 3959/071-372 4634/Belgium (010 32 91 242148)/Pinnacle 

] top © dance labels [ 

HO ARISTA 
Shawn Christopher/Alison Limerick/Lisa Stansfield/Tom Browne 1 44 DON'T LOSE THE MAGIC Shawn Christopher 2 56 MAKE IT ON MY OWN Alison Limerick 3 258 FUNKIN' FOR JAMAICA (1991 REMIX) Tom Browne Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Chris Cooke/071-973 8040/071-371 9324/BMG 

IB ORBITAL 
- © D.J. Trace/After Dark/Invisible Men/Tom Tom 1 29 INCEPTION D.J. Trace 2 43 COME WITH ME (TONIGHT) After Dark 3 333 AFTER DARK (EP) After Dark Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Mehesh Bajai/071-487 4691/071-487 5317/BMG 

a 

a 

S3 PROFILE 
^ B © Praga Khan feat Jade 4 U/Roel Butzen/Taz/Rayna 1 10 INJECTED WITH A POISON/FREE YOUR BODY Praga Khan feat Jade 4 U 2 246 VIOLENT WAKE UP Roel Butzen 3 654 FREE YOUR LOVE Taz Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Andy Cleary/081-749 8777/081-749 3703/Pinnacle 

SI PWL INTERNATIONAL 
g © Toxic Two/Opus Ill/Vision Masters 1 22 RAVE GENERATOR Toxic Two 2 64 IT'S A FINE DAY Opus III 3 413 KEEP ON PUMPIN' IT Vision Masters/Tony King/Kylie Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Phil France/081-403 

S3 ATCO/EAST WEST 
Kym Sims/Yes/Corina 1 20 TAKE MY ADVICE Kym Sims 2 77 TOO BLIND TO SEE IT Kym Sims 3 1065 OWNER OF A LONELY HEART Yes Contacl/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Ian Wilson/071-371 5633/071-371 5518/Warner Music 

S3 RCA/DE CONSTRUCTION 
a a M People/N-Joi/Marina Van-Rooy/Black Box 1 37 COLOUR MY LIFE M People 2 58 LIVE IN MANCHESTER (PARTS 1+2) N-Joi 3 313 HOW CAN I LOVE YOU MORE? M People Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Keith Blackhurst/071-700 6657/071-700 0230/BMG 

53 WARNER BROS 
Chaka Khan/Chic/Thompson Twins/Karyn White 1 57 LOVE YOU ALL MY LIFETIME Chaka Khan 2 113 CHIC MYSTIQUE Chic 3 115 THE SAINT Thompson Twins Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Kate Askey/071-4i 1414/071-486 6892/Warner Music 

The UK's No1 Exporter 
of All Audio Product 

Fast • Efficient • Friendly 
As usual, we will have our representatives in New York for the New Music 

Seminar. If you wish to arrange an appointment, please contact Mike Gething 
or Tom Smith at the Mariott Marquis, from I5th June until 21st June. 

You can also contact us in London on the numbers given below. 
We look forward to hearing from you. 

Lightning Export Ltd. Unit 3, Forest Works, Forest Rd, London E17 6JF Phone: (081) 503 2030 Fax: (081) 527 8629 

DEO 

Ball Polygram Video 0849943 
I & Passion SMV 

: Live At The... SMV 

i asE 

M DANCE UPDATE 13 

12 also includes unreieased track "smile" (from John Peel session) 
™fai PRODUCT END 658173 7 

LA 
THE FARM ON END PRODUCT > IS EXCLUSIVELY LICENSED TO ■ SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT (U.K.) LTD ORDER NOW! SONY MUSIC OPERATIONS. TEL; 0298 395151 
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Tl1 

11 DON'T CARE Sha'J s SET YOUR LOVING : 10 ■ EVEN BETTER TH 11 i> THE SOUND OF 

19 u io EVERYTHING ABO 

© Copyright ERA. Com) 
TOP 10 Bi 

? I DROVE ALL NIGHT 

US TO 

THE BEST THINGS IN L LIVE AND LEARN 

BIIzyx 

] top (Q) dance labels 
eg CHINA H 

Jennifer Lucas/lnteractive/L.A. Style/Misteria 1 99 TAKE ON HIGHER Jennifer Lucas 2 105 WHO IS ELVIS? Interactive 3 138 JAMES BROWN IS DEAD LA. Style Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Christine Vincent/081-902 6398/081-902 5896/Revolver/Pinnacle 

El STRESS © 

M EMl|| 

El RAIDERS/POLYDOR0 

El ELEKTRA|| 

El DEF JAM/COLUMBIA Q 

El C1TYBEAT @ H] 

£3 3 BEAT @ [g 

EE WARP 0) 

-8468090/0817484104/PolyGrar 

ob Milchell/Sheffleld (0742) 757586/(0742) 
EU 4TH + B'WAY© □ 11 

EEj MOTOWN { 

02 5031/071-602 5039/Pinnacte 
eg MUTE I 

eH MOVING SHADOW ^ 
C^ntat^^^'on^a^D^ib^onBob (O43®) 749930/(0M^ 

eg m.o.s. 
Jontact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstri 

Cg PERSPECTIVE/A&M |S V 

est DUSTED SOUND/SONY SOHO2 ^ Q 
Contact/Telephone/ 
ATLANTIC/EAST WEST | 
Conlact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstributor:lanWilsorV071-: 

eg TALK1N LOUD □ 

ED EPIC | 
Co^acbTelephone/Fax/Dlstrlbulor: Gordon CharllonA)71-734 

PTI EAST WEST AMERICA | En Vogue/Escofferys/Smoove/Das EFX 

ES NETWORK || g 

EH KLF COMMUNICATIONS [|g 
Contacl/Telcphone/Fax/Distrlbutor; PO Box 283, Bucks HP2J 

EH EXPANSION Q Helen Baylor/AJA/Leroy Hutson/Calvin Brooks Telephone/Distributor: 071-381 8315/Pinnacle 
ES circa m 

itor:AshleyNewton/071 -22 
BS LOVE/POLYDOR | 

/Teiephone/Fax/Dlstributor: Dave DorrelV071-284 4090/PolyGK 
eH BIG LIFE || 

Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstributor: Tim Parry/071-323 3€ 
14 RM DANCE UPDATE 

ES jive 11 
Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstributor:Sh 

El CAPITOL ^ 

El CHAMPION © MIG29/Ron Towers/Hysteria/Blast Contact/Telephone"" " 
| URBAN | 

El BLACKMARKET HI 

m RHYTHM SECTION ^ || 
are^tch^OB^SOS 9200/Rennie 081-748 8233/Greyhouncl/M( 

EH FLYING UK © End/Korda/Nexy Lanton/Dlgital Boy Contact/Tolephone/Fax/Distrlbutor: Rachel Tumer/081-741 1 
R-1 JUMPIN' & PUMPIN' || g 

3W Pryor/071-486 4488/071-465 0770/EMI 

El BAD BOY © 
Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstributor: 

A 45 ■ BABY-BABY-BABY, ILi 

A48 ■ TAKE THIS HEART, Richard V 24 » [53 TEARS IN HEAVEN, E-i 50 «i EVERYTHING CHANGES, KiihyTroccol 

20 II WYNONNA. Wynonir 
22 » CHECK YOUR HEAD, Th 

44 « OOOOOOOHHH...ONTHETLC.TLC Laface 45 w TOO LEGIT TO QUIT, Hammer Capilol 46 .. AS UGLV AS THEY WANT TO 8E, Ugly Kid Joe Slaidoa A47 uCH NO MORE TEARS, OrryOsboume Epic 
25 r] NEVERMIND. N.. 

A 48 « FOR MY BROKEN HEART. Reba I A49 ■ BRAND NEW MAN. Broote 8. Dunn 



01 GEM 51 p 0 
Tclephono/Distrlbutor: 0782 815621- 

ng hype! 0 [^) DJPC/SYiKO ^ e/Pax/DlstributOf" I 
El REACT © 

E3 splish © 

| top © dance labels 

Contact/T clephonc/'Fax/Distribi 
gg ETERNAL © 

E3 NINJA TUNE V NW1/D.J. Food/Euphoreal Contnct/Telephono/Fax/Distribi 
EB BIG BEAT ^ 

El OVAL/EAST WEST ^ 
Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dislributor: Charlie C 

E3 PRODUCE ^ People Get Ready/The Farm 
BO RCAU 

EH VINYL SOLUTION 0 g Bizarre Inc/Gunshot/Midi Rain/Eon 
El DEAD DEAD GOOD © »anlc/Digital Orgasm/Joy Sa 
El final vinyl | 

Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstril 
EJ GUERILLA || 

El POLYDOR| 

B3 TON SON TON© 
Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distributor: Rob 

EE D-ZONE || Turntable Symphony/Teki 
El MERCURY ^ Lldell Townsell/Black Sheep/Bobby Konders/Zoid Contact/Telephone/Fax/Distrlbulor: Wendy K/081- 
El WILD BUNCH/CIRCA Q 

EO ACID JAZZ ^ Snowboy feat Noel McKoy/Colonc 

m STRICTLY UNDERGROUND 

m CREATION 

03 DEBUT 

E! ALL AROUND THE WORLD © 
ComacOTellephone/Fax/Dlstrlbiilor: Matt C3dman/(0254) 264120 

03 VIRGIN AMERICA ^ Paula Abdul/Frankle Knuckles Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstrlbutor: Ashley Newton/071-221 7535 
00 ELICIT [S] 

m THE WHITE LABEL HI Frequency/Magus Project/Lords Of Acid Contacl/Tclephone/Fax/Dlslrlbutor: Adele Nozedar/07 
03 SONY SOHO2^ 

El ONE LITTLE INDIAN © 

ETil WARRIOR H N.A.MJBass Probe/Vinyl Vandals Contact/Telephone/Fax/Dlstributor: Andrev/ Be 
EU MOTORCITY Q © icas/Billy Griffin/Elgins/Contoui 
03 MUTANT gD X-Men/Matrix Rise 
Ea KICKIN g] 

EES RUBY RED 0 

m d.e.f. h 

ES EAST WEST HI Simply Red/Sabrina Johnston/Bets; Contact/T elephone/Fax/Dlstrlbutor: 
EH MUSIC OF LIFE 1 Daddy Freddy/Kllla Ir 
ESI SLAM JAM g| 

m REVERB m 

[E3 URBAN/ACID JAZZ | 

Ball Polygram Video 

: Live At The... SMV 

Life BMG Video 

tfiriJ'rE 

12 also includes unreleased track "smile" (from John Peel session) 
ID 658173 7 ■ 6 ■ 2 ' 4 

■J 
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Tl1 tooests 

WHETHER munching on the Big Apple this week or staying at home, there's no shortage of dates for the diary, starting with Saturday 20 at New York's Webster Hall (125 East 11th) where 20 DJs including Tony Humphries, Todd Terry and Kevin Saunderson play four rooms with Moby among the PAs, all for AIDS research. Details on 212 529 2600 ... Also worth catching at NMS this week - Blake Baxter and Fierce Ruling Diva at The Limelight... Hot hip hop at the Ritz on Wednesday with Arrested Development, Gang Starr and House Of Pain ... On Friday there is an early evening battle for DJ world supremacy at The Ritz... The legendary Last Poets join Arrested Development at Sweet Jane's op Saturday... And as if that's not enough, how about the panels looking at the new dance indies on Friday, 12.30pm, at The Majestic ... Kevin Saunderson and XL's Nick Halkes will be in the North Ballroom on Thursday at 4.30pm for "Techno: Make Way For The New Rave" .. . Earlier that day at 12.30pm Moby, Frankie Knuckles, Louie Vega, Tommy Musto and Steve Anderson join Larry Flick's panel "Getting Started As A Mixer Or Reproducer" . .. Before 

't 

pi 

Dance busily planning Red Hot & Rap after launching the RH&D album . f hi-groovelocity is guaranteed w.th Deee-Lite 
partying at Linford Film Studios, Battersea. this Thursday to launch the'Infinity Within album ... 
On the same night The Orb offer a journey through the Cosmos at London's Planetarium for a media launch of the album 'U.F.ORB . Hopefully their chanting of highspots from The Koran won't cause the protests recently sparked in Brighton ... This Saturday Les Adams and RM's James Hamilton will be megamixing a continuous 'Halfway House Parly' on Capital FM 6-8pm promising a more upfront selection than in their New Year's Eve show ,.. Futuf&gauQiLOf London's Brian Dougans and Garry Cockbain have remixed Dougan's 1988 hit 'SJakj^Hufnanoid'. It's due out on July 20 ... Paul Gotel is to contribute a mix on the new Nu Colours single ... Evelyn 'Champagne' King's 'Shame' is rushed out (to beat bootleggers perhaps) for next week rather than July 20 ... And Virgin's immaculately groomed dance promotions team (pictured p1) invites calls from DJs it really should know about on 081 968 6688 .. . AND THE BEAT GOES ON! 

ERASURE 

HJC 
norms 
studios 

TOOK A CHANCE ON 

NOMIS. 

45-53 Sinclair Road 
London W14 ONS 

Telephone 
071-602 6351 

Fax 
071-603 5941 

VOULEZ-VOUS? 

"ABBA-ESQUE" 
Erasure's No. 1 EP 
mixed and co-produced by 

Dave Bascombe at Nomis Studios 
(assisted by Nomis' very own 
Ben "On the NED" Darlow) 

the nomis sound Many Congratula 

ii JUST TAKE MY HEART, Mi BI9 A 43 « CH CLOSER TOME, Th. 444 SOMETIMES I RHYME SLOW, Nice tiSmooih 
A 46 - E3 WHY, Annie 11 SLOW MOTION, Coloi Me Bai A 46 TAKE THIS HE 24 ii EB TEARS IN HEAVEN, E.. A49 HONEY LOVE, R1 u EVeRVTHING CHANGES, Ka 

20 11 WYNONNA.Wvnonna 
22 it CHECK YOUR HEAD. The Bnasne i 23 II LUCK OF THE DRAW, Bt » BACK TO FRONT. Lionel B,dw 

14 «s 000Q000HHH, .ON THE TLC. TL 45 u TOO LEGIT TO QUIT, Hamnu-, 46 .1 AS UGLY AS THEY WANTTO BE, Ugly A 47 <■ 1113 NO MORE TEARS, Oiiy Osbou A46 n FOR MY BROKEN HEART, fleba N A 49 ■ BRAND NEW MAN, Biooks 81 Ounr 50 k XODUS.XCIan 



TOP 30 VIDEO TOP 15 
THE OFFICIAL Ifhusicweek CHART MUSIC VIDEO 
||| Category/running time Catmol I | I Cato'gmv/nmning Iimo Ca^' | | | WTSrT"u 
■1 , , THE LOVERS'GUIDE 2 ■I 1 3 Special Inlerest/lhr Pickwick r-BS 25 3 SpHedaV°teriRvf'hGUIDE Pickwick 2 QUEEN: At Wembley MVPsaia™ 

0 , , LEEDS UTD:OHicial'91/'92 Season t- 2 Sport/l hr20min Braveworld 17 12 i MICHAEL BALL: Michael Ball Polygram Video Music/45 min 0849943 2 , . ZZ TOP: Greatest Hits WMV CompiIation/53mjn 7699382993 "J , CHERFITNESS: A New Attitude J 3 s Special Inlerest/lhr28min FoxVideo 257650 18 ,3 23 GHOST CIC ,w Drama/2 hr! min VHR2496 3 3 2 MICFIAEL BALL: Michael Ball Polygram Video 
= 4 [new] PINGU 2^Building Igloos - BBC BBCV4812 19 19 8 THE Y PUN FAT BREAKER Virgin Special lnlerest/1 hr WD989 4 , , MICHAEL BOLTON: Soul & Passion SMV 

C , -ALIENS J 5 Sci-Fi/2hr34fnin FoxVideo 20 16 2 LIVERPOOL: Official'91/'92 Season Telstar Sport/1 hr TyE4031 5 6 s pHJER: Extravagana - Live BMG Vjde^o 
g BLAKE'S^?: Termmal/Resoue BBC . BBCV4745 21 a 2 ROSEMARY CONLEY'S WHOLE BODY PROG 2 BBC Special Interest/1 hr 2 min BBCV 4706 g j ,5 MADNESS: Divine Madness Virgin u " Compilation/1 hrSOmin WD 1003 
7 BLAKE'S 7: IVIoloch/Death watch I BBC BBCV 4744 22 it 2 RED DWARF II: Kryten BBC "■ Sci-Fi/1 hr 30 min BBCV 4749 7 w x SIMPLY RED: Moving Picture Book^ WMV 
Q 6 s THE RESCUERS DOWN UNDER Walt Disney ^ Children's/l hr17min D211422 23 30 31 FANTASIA Walt Disney Children's/1 hr 55 min 0211322 | 8 [new] STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Live At The.„ SMV 
0 , j, THE LITTLE MERMAID \ Valt Disney 0209132 24E2^IM Something Old... Pickwick 9 7 33 QUEEN: We Will Rock You Music Club 

10 ; 9 THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS Columbia Tristar 'u Drama/1 hr 53 min CVR 22819 29 rn?! STEPTOE AND SON: 65 Today BBC £-*,lkU*lCOmedy/lhr28min BBCV 4797 10 s 5 PHIL COLLINS:... But Seriously... Virgin 
11 , , THE DOORS Guild GLDB1142 79 rm RED DWARF II: Stasis Leak BBC Sci-Fi/1 hr 30 min BBCV 4750 1 1 ,2 32 QUEEN: Box Of Flix PMI 1 ' " Compilation/2hr40min MVB9913243 
12 „ 2 QUEEN: Live At Wembley PMI MVP 9912593 27 20 , MICHAEL BOLTON: Soul And Passion SMV 12 9 32 QUEEN: Greatest Flix II ^PMI 
13 8ZZ TOP: Greatest Hits WMV 7599382993 28 Eg] ABOVE THELAW VPD/MIA 13 „ , KYUEMINOGUE: Live! MVN99,3P

4^ 
14 s 21 ROBIN HOOD-PRINCEOFTHIEVESWarnerHV Action/2 hr 17 min RES 12220 2Q „ , RANGERS: Four In A Row Caledonian/Cameron Sport/1 hr CTRSC 001 - fifcl 23 39 JAMES LAST: Berlin Concert PMV/Channel 5 t Ubf Uve/lhr36min CFV 07762 
15 „ 2 MANCHESTER UTD: Official'91/'92... U 2 Sport/1 hr Braveworld 29 EE5I HITCHHIKER'S GUILDE TO THE GALAXY 1 BBC "■—M Sci-Fi/1 hr38mm BBCV4751 15 ,3 LISA STANSFIELD: Real Life BMG Video 

TH 
el 1 

■i fi 1 un 

r 
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20 JUNE1992 

TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 
THE OFFICIAL jiusicweek CHART 

fl BACK TO FRONT • Motown 5300184(F) oc 2017finallyo ^ ^ Ce Ce Peniston (Delgado/Jackson/Rurley/Various) MM 3971824 IF) R9 4A „ THE COMMITMENTS VOL 20 MCA MCAC 10506 (BMG) ^ The Commitments (Bushnell/Kfllen/Farker) MCAD10506/MCA10506 || 5300182/5300181 27 [[g|3 A SINGLES COLLECTION 1982-1992 FWITCEWD 1033(E) CO „ 1992 - THE LOVE ALBUM • ChrysalisZCHR1346CCD 1946(E) ^ 6 Carter-The Unstoppable Sex Machine (Carter USM/Painter) CHR1946 
2S «S,a«3i>hNoMore| 

il 70 prnj A JOYFUL NOISE UNTO THE CREATOR to WdM GallianoITalboll Taikinloud84808041848080218480801 Ifl m 7 DOMINGO 0 DeutscheGrammophon4371124(F) Placido Domingo (Various) 4371122/4371121 g 5 2 COMPLETELY HOOKED-THE BEST, Capitol TCESTV 2 (E| CDESTV2/ESTV2 29 33 11 The Bea^fu! South (Kelly, Go! Discs 8283104 (F) 8283102/828310 CC „,0? GREATEST HITS *11 ParlophoneTCEMTV30(E) **** Queen (Various) COEMTV3(VEMTV30 ^ a miS THING CALLED LOVE-GREATEST HITS Epic«m«iSM| ^ AlexanderO'NeallJohnson/JimmyJamyiev.is/Moir) «71714W;i7141 on ,c„ GREATEST HITS II *5 •J" 33 Queen (RichardslOueen) PerlophoneTCPMTV2IEI  CDPMTV2/PMTV2 50 ^ 2 MAIRE RCA PK 75358 (BMG) 
c 8 3, STARS * 7 J Simply Red ILsvinel East West WX427C(W) i ® EH APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION * 2 1= CU 38 Guns N'Roses ICIink) sS

 
ii ii

 R7 nn «; OUT OF TIME ★ 3 Warner Bros WX 404C (W) •J' REM|Litt/R£M) 7599264952/WX404 C , CHANGE EVERYTHING 0 u ' DelAmiltilNodonl A&M 3953854 (F| 3953852/3953851 77 „„ LEVELLING THE LAND 0 ^ u " The levellers (Seoul China WOLMaj022(P) CO 50 LOVE HURTS ★ 3 GeffenGEFC24427(BMG) Cher (Various) GEFD24427/GEF 24427 7 , LIVE AT WEMBLEY'86* ' 3 3 Queen IQueenl arlophoneTCPCSP 725(E) CDPCSP725/PCSP725 00 „ FUNKY DIVAS EasiWes •:,J 23 4 EnVoguelMcElroyl t America 7567921214 (W) 7567921212/7567921211 A, TEARS R0LL DOWN (GREATEST HITS 82-92) ★ TearsForFears(Various) Fontana5109394/5109392/5109391 (F) O , RUSHSTREETO 0 3 RictiaidMarxIMarxl Capitol TCESTU 2168 (El C0ESTU2158/ESTU2158 7/1 rm SQUARE THE CiRCLE Ji, JoanArmalrading (Armatradinq/Lylel mSm Rfl 3S 5 FEAR OF THE DARK • EMITCEM01032(E| Iron Maiden (BircWHarris) CDEMD1032/EMD1032 9 i2ioDIVA* RCA PK 75326 (BMG) PD75326/PL 75326 35 z7 17 CURTIS STIGERS fil « 10 'NGENUE Sire7599268404(Wl U 1 KD Lang (Penny/Mink/lang) 7599268402/7599268401 
10 ,5 3g USE YOUR ILLUSION II "A GeffenGEFC 24420 (BMG) 7K m , POWER OF TEN* JU 33 ' CntlsDe Burgh (Hinel A&M39718S4(F) CO GREATEST HITS *5 RCA PK 74856(BMG) Eurythmics (Stewart/Williams/lovinel PD7485643L 74856 
11 13,3UP* 1 1 Rigbl Said Fred ITommy 01 TugSNOGMCKBMG) SN0GCD1/SN0GLP1 77 an rattle and hum * 3 O# ,z u2llovinel CIDU27/U27 CO 2 5 LEGEND ★ 4 Tuff Gong BMWCX1/BMWC01/BMWX1 (F) UU Bob Marley And The Wailers (MarleylWailers/Blackwell^milh) 
12 HORMON ALLY YOURS# London 8282664(F) Tiomasl 8282562^282661 QQ NEVERMIND* JO » 38 Nirvara|Vig„iirv3na) DGCD 2442^060 24425 fid WSM THE VERY BEST 0F ELT0N J0HN * 7 Rocket8469474(F) Ut hiaa Elion John (Dudgeon/Thomas/John/FranksAVss) 8469472S469471 -lO SHADOWS AND LIGHT 0 Wilson Phillips IBallardl SBKSB-KTC 18(E) SBKCO18/SBKLP18 7Q „ ADRENAUZE* Bludgeon Rilfola 5,09784 IF) •'O Del Leppatd (Shipley/Del Leppardl 5l(19782«10978t CC METALLICA® Verrigo 51(30224 (Fl UJ Metaica (Rock/Meifield/Ulridi) 5100222^100221 Ifl REAL LOVE * 2 ! ' LsaSianslieldlOevaney/Morris) 40 no 37 G'MRLY THe BEST * 4 Capitol TCESTV HE) CDESTV1/ESTV1 CC „ ,, SHEPHERD MOONS *2 VVEAWX431C(W| 00 57 3' Enya(Ryan) 9031755722/WX431 -jc AS UGLY AS THEY WANNA BE 1 J Ugly Kid Joe (DomrUgly Kid Joel 51 .VOLUME III JUST RIGHT* ^ 1 Soul il Soul (Janie 81 Ten CDIX 100(F) fi7 m SGT PEPPER'S lonely hearts club BAND U ' The Bealles (Maninl Parlophone TCPCS 7072/C0P 7464424JPCS 7027 IE) 1 fi ,a ,= THE COMMITMENTS (OST) * 10 The Commitmenls (Bushnell/Killen/Parirerl MCA MCAC10286 (BMG) MCAD10286/MCA10286 0.7 WE CAN'T DANCE *3 ^ 31 Genesis IGenesis/DavisI Virgin GENMC 3(F) GENCD3/6ENLP3 68 75 55 SE/LL * 2 znznsciwi 
17 ,« . MICHAEL BALL* 1 ' Michael Ball IMikeSmilhl Polydor 5113304 (F) 5113302/5113301 43 33 35 emotions* Columbia 4688514 (SM) 4688512/4688511 KQ HUMAN TOUCH* Columbia4714234ISMI "■J1 Bruce Springsteen (Springsieerulandau/Piotkin/Bittan) 4714232/4714231 
18 a39USEY0URILLUSI0NI* GeffenGEFC 24415 (BMG) GEFD24415/GEF 24415 /I7 „ „ WOODFACE* Crowded House (Ftooml CapiloITCEST 2144(E) CDEST2144/EST2144 7n 5B„ HEAR MY SONG (THE BEST OF...)* emitcg02(I34(E| 'u Josef Locke (Vcriousl CDGO2034/. 
19 ,S121 THE JOSHUA TREE *6 CIDU 26/U 26 AC SOUTHERN HARMONY & MUSICAL ...OefAmericao5l22634|F| The Black Crowes IThe BlackCroweslDrakouliasI 5I22632/5122S3I 71 74 ei JHE IMMACULATE COLLECTION * 7 MMOCIWI 
on „ WISH • The Cure lAllen/rhe Corel fiction FIXHC 20(F) FIXCD 20/FIXH 20 46 38,29 THEUNF0RGETTABLE FIRE *2 Island UC 25 (F) CIO 102/- 77 51143 WAR* 2 IslandICM9733IF) '*■ U2 (Ullywhite) IMC0141/1LPS9733 71 the CRIMSON IDOL I 'arlophoneTCPCSD 118(E) C0PCS0118/PSCD118 47 32 52 EXTREMEIIPORNOGRAFFITTI * r SSm 79 U2 LIVE: UNDER A BLOOD RED SKY * 3 island on 2053 IF) IO f"1" U2|lovinel CID113/IMA3 
77Pm HITPARADE1 
C-t. UM tne Wedding Present INagle/Btoudiel RCA PK 75343 (BMG) no „ GREATEST HITS® 2ZTop (Various! 7599268462/WX459 73 7. 38 mmG UP THE NEIGHBOURS * 2 MM39716!4(F| 'J Bryan Adams (Langel 3971642/3971611 
77 „ 1S DIVINE MADNESS* Madness llanger/Winsianleyl Virgin TCV 2692(F) COV2692/V2692 nq DANGEROUS *4 431 Michael Jackson (Riley/JacksonSwedien/Borirelll Epic 4658024 (SMI 75 ^3 ALT'TUDE Ten• IF) Sy«c7M,. -;i. s.Ncs .reT '.r May) -/TENG403 
7fl „ ACHTUNG BABY * 2 « 30 Island UC 28 (F) CIDU28/U28 cn in UNFORGETTABLE-WITH LOVE • EletoaEKTHlClWl a Natalie Cole IliPuma) 755961I1492/EKT91 
25 5 GREATEST HITS 0 A&M 3971814(F) El aI „ DIAMONDS AND PEARLS ♦ J ' Phnce & The New Power Generation (Prince) Paisley Park WX432C{W1 7599253792/WX432 

TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 
•S 5 e, Title Label/Cassette (Distributor) i rt fTWlTO HAVE AND TO HOLD - THE Wl 

ARTISTS A - Z 
EDDING ALBUM 5KSSte:.:...zrrr:2 SESSiSSSS:: 

U^MODERNLOVE 
9 , , EARTHRISE - THE RAINFORI ^ z Various ELF 515419^ 

I u UkUl Various Quality Television QTV 006/QTVCD 006/- (P) 
II COUNTRY MOODS • PolyGram TV 5152994(F) ' ' 3 8 Various 5152992/5152991 PolyG^ammiSSM 

EST ALBUM 1/5154192/5154191 (F) 
19 „ , MOODS 2 Virgin Television VTMC12IFI l£- 8 6 Various VTCD12/VTLP12 19 c THE GREATEST MOMENTS IN SOUL S"5" 6 Various Dover ZOO 33/CCD 33/- IE} 

jCSii various DINCD 39/DINTV 39 
n , , RAVING WE'RE RAVING 4 2 3 Various Telstar STAC 2567/TCD 2567/STAR 2567 (BMG) C , c THE RAVE GENER8TOR • Cookie Jar JARTC 3(F) 3 3 5 various JARCD 3/JARTV 3 

•t"1 8 Various 
15 12 b KA0S THE0RY 2 Telst 
1 6 is 12 ALL W0MAN Quality Teh 

DINCD 37/DlNTV 37 ^STAC2583(BMGj 
jvision QTVC 004 (P) QTVCD 004/QTV 004 

: 1 i 
n THF SOUND OF SKA 17.35 GARAGE CITY Telst 0 ^ 3 Various Quality Television Q7VC007/QTVCD007/QTV 007 (P) rCD2584/STAR 2584 1 1 5 4 WAYNE'S WORLD (OST) Re prise 7599268054 (W) 7599268052/- 1 n ONLY FOR THE HEADSTRONG II | O Uu Various London 8283164/8283162/8283161 IF) 
O , , POWER CUTS-ROCK'S GREATEST HITS 0 3 Various Polydor 5154154/5154152/5154151 (F) IQrn DIRTY DANCING (OST) *5 I D UjU Various RCA BK 86408/BO 86408/6186408 (BMG) ^&E:; f, 
Q , 0 NOW THAT'S WHAT 1 CALL MUSIC 21 ★ 3 6 9 Various EMIA/irgin/PolyGram TCNOW 21/C0N0W 21/NOW 21 (E) 20 '6 8 TEIV,PTATI0N Quality Teh QTVCD 005/QTV 005 ZXeH^an°'he.™!'!;5.rs; .: 1 
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MID-PRICE/BUDGET DISTRIBUTION: nifsTRIRllTION: INDIt ALBUivib' 
1 , 2 THE SOUND OF SKA QualitvTelevision QTV 007 (PI 

CLASSICAL ALBUMS liDIE SINGLES' 2 , 3 levelling THE LAND China WOL,022IP, 
*3 , , HEARTLANDS DinoDINTV37(P) 

1 3 ^oTh05" Cassette/CD/LP (Distributor! 1 § IX 4 mw s LEGION BCRC 9,921 IP} 1 W.H.SMITH CLASSICS SAMPLER^ ^ SDOOVM^WHS SCMITPK) 1 1 |EP| Mule n2lMUTE 144IRTM/P) 5 j,, ALL WOMAN Quality Television QTV 004IPI 2 3 CLASSICAL COLLECTION SAMPL
c

E
d

R
dddcat mc 0DCCAT f(gj* 2 1 B £Ji|ASE D0N T G0 Network NWK(T146 (PI C } ^ THE WHITE ROOM Kip Communications JAMSLP 006IAPTI j j DISCOVER THE CUSSICS VOL II CD bqxojz/MG-BOxSTpK) 3 • 4 fumcSoIiiOOfUodon" Jumpin'&Pumpin'(12IT0T 17(P) 7 .to Harvey Too Pure PURE 10 (APT) 

7 DISCOVER THE CLASSICS VOL 1 4 1 4 TheLMtos'EP' China■ (WOKX2020)(PI 8-™ 1 Chuinbawamba Agi, Pop PROP 1, (SRD) 5ww OPERA FAVOURITES CD ...hs iopCD'u'-'h ''u'-'-'l f- 5 -^H,NJroRMYRIZW 6iq Giam ■ (BGTO 21 (PO/RTM/P, q SI , CHORUS Mule STUMM 95 IRTM/PI 0Ntw EDITIONS DEL'OISEAU-LYRE-SAMPLER ^Oiseau^Lyre 6 -^eRAE
ssS

D(EPI Suburban Base - (SUBBASE 010) ISRD) If) ,0 , TEMPTATION Quality Television QTV 005 IPI 
7 « Virtuosi o'fEngl^nd5^80'^5 CD;CFP9001/MC:TCCFP40016(FE) 7 , jTH^COMPLETESTELU R!,s/Outet Rhythm RSUK14X IP) 

METAL CHART n THE WORLD OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN Dccca Sniw i f*?,™ S^MPHCINY T00 Prohle IPROFT366HPI g < ALBINONJ/PACHELBEL/ETC CD 4190462/MC 4190464^ 9«w . ^y
E|Ja

ApL
c
1-t)°

ANGER0US Smelly Underground - (STUR 16) (SRD) 1 » WAYNE'S WORLD-OST Reprise 75OTS80MW 
IQ s BEST OF BACH CD COZ 7625322/MC LZ 7625234 IE) 10"tw ' ™!nll|SHTS FADE 2 4 ^S„ESLLUSI0N" 11 DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS CFP 1 1 1 Various CD:CFP4498/MC:TCCFP4498(E1 , 3 RAVING m^RAVING SUAD SUAD30SISUA030IIPI 2 . AS UGLY AS THEY WANNA BE "SIS" 12 s ELGAR: VIOLIN CONCERTO cd.EMX2058/MC TCEMXMMTE) 12 ' , THE DROWNERS/TO THE BIRDS NuderJUD1s|NUD1THRTMJp| 4 r SOUTHERNHARMONY..- Del 
12 BEETHOVENp SYMPHONY No. 9 cD-4278022/MC-4278024l(F6) 13 „ 3 HELP.LJSSensDONT KNOW.,.) Final Vinyl FVITIMISRDI 5 1 FEAR OF THE DARK EMITCEMD ,032 IE) 
1^ ij YOUR HUNDRED BEST TUNES 1 CD-4258472/MC 42584D74:(CFa> 14 , 3 TWO WORLDS COLLIDE Mul»DUNG17IT)IRTIWPI g j GREATEST HITS WarnerB^osWX^CIWI iC YOUR HUNDRED BEST OPERA TUNES 1 Decca ID Rt various CD:4330642/MC:4330644|F1 15 „ s JOIN OUR CLUB/PEOPLE GET REAL^^ y a USE YOUR ILLUSION! 16 15 a E ASKET CASE Vinyl Solution-ISTORM 391ISRDI q r NEVERMIND OGC OGCC 24425IBMGI 
1/ 14 HickoxfLSO CD:CIMP89arMC:CIMPC890(PKl 0 a EXTREME II-PORNOGRAFFini ^53,^95^,31 1Q ORFF: CARMINA BURANA DG • 0 » Jochum/Deutsche Oper CD.4238862/MC:4238864(F) 18-™ ' RiUpHigh Collective Rising High-IRSN 24| ISRDI ig 9 

Y0.URHUNDREDBEST0PERATUNESIJ;
I
D 433^^4330^, 10 „ 2 READY 2 GO (EP| Product,on House IPNT 0401 ISelll in ro ADRENALlZb I" Def Leppard 5109782/5,09781 

20 10 BIZET^CARMEN-SCENES AND ARIAS 20 .. «„eGR°sLe° Srlvetlone - IDRET131 IP) 11 ' Venigo 5,00224 IE) 
21 21 MOZART.^THE MARRIAGE OF RGARO^mmc TCCFpD4724

C,FE
f! 21 " 4 KEmY0UR FEET Strictly Underground■ ISTUR1}(SRD) iO n APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION GeffenGEFC 24148 (BMG) 1^ Guns N'Roses GEFD2414a/GEF 24148 

00 PUCCINI: ARIAS AND DUETS EMI Laser LL ^ Various CD:COZ7625202/MC-LZ7625204 (El 22 " 2 fe?e^aEdesSw°»eD T0 BASS Mdte I12MUTE1471IRTM/PI 12 » BLOOD SUGAR SEX MAGIK ^rne^Bms^WX441C(W) 
00 BIZET/PUCCINI/VERDI- DUETS RCA Victor " Merril/Milanov/Tebaldi CD;GL 87799/MC-GK 87799 (BMG) 23 » B ffiG

1
HNECK Rising High -IRSN 22) ISRD) 1/[ te AFTER HOURS V.rgin TCV 2684 (F) i4* Gary Moore CDV 2684/V 2684 0/1 TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 OVERTUREyETC CFP L* « MackerrasJLPO CD:CFP9000/MC;TCCFP 10UE) 24-™ t »E3

AEE™E FAMILY lEPlmQShadow.(3HADOW„1|snD] ic s REVENGE Mercury 8480374(F) 1J Kiss 8480372/8480371 20 pE 
MARIACALUSSINGSOPERA^C^d

R^S
x2123/MCTCEMX^737E<) 25-™ 1 Pahnllood Flying UK* 1FLYUK23T) IP) iC GROOVUS MAXIMUS Vertigo 5122554(F) 10 Electric Boys 5122552/5122551 

26 w Val^us0RLD0FVAUGHANWILLIAMS CD;4300932/MC:43009WC(R 26 " s s°aruY0U SATISFY ME Si(vertoneORE(TI41 (PI 07 THE WORLD OF HANDEL Decca 3 Various CD;4305002/MC:4305004(F) 27 „ , PjNKjCHAMPAGNE Dead Dead Gond GOOD ISITHRDPI 10 11 GREATEST HITS Atlantic WX463CIW) •U Fnroinnpr 7^7805112/WX 4fi9 2g „ THE COLLECTION - IN CONCERT^ CCSMSIBM^ 28-™ 1 Rein,orced.,RIVET,2,9,ISRD, 19 " ™Jam Epic 4688844ISMI 20 lg DISCOVER THE CLASSICS MASTER DISC ^ ^ PCDSC'STP^ 29 D 2 A PROFOUND GAS AcidJaaaJAZID47ITI|RE/P) 2Q 7' LEAN INTO IT Atlantic 7567822094 (W) Ofl ORFF. CARMINA BURANA Imp Classics DU » Hlc.ox/LSo CD:CIMP855/MC:CIMPC 855 (PK) 30-™ , KGJ|fyTsER M0UTH One Little Indian 61 TP7 (6, TP12, IP) 21 THE RITUAL Atlantic 7567823924 (W) 21new BAROQUE CLASSICS CQ-WHS lOISCD/MC^sToi^McfpS 31 -oFVAPORB Network NWKIT) 38 (PI 22 WAKING UP THE NEIGHBOURS A&M 3971644(F) 00 PUCCINI: TURANDOT (HIGHLIGHTS) Decca OL « Mehta^Sutherland/Pavarotti CD:4213202/MC:4213204(F1 *30 . YOU STUPID ASSHOLE/KNIFE.. r OA. " 4 Mudhoney/GasHuHer Mus.TragcdreEFA t13527(02HSRDI 23 " ST0FHEl1 7 
23 n aSMF30TH ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE SAMPLER CD 33 2I 3 NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP .N.Hus,|e IBUMP,2HPI 4504472/4^04471 
24KW THE WORLD OF OPEREm CD 4332232/MC-43322D34C(CF) 34»«f„M?,FC Divine ATHY 02[T, IP) clcu i i tree essential cbbMC 181 (dMij) 
25niw MENDELSSOHN: SYMPHONY 3,HEBR1DES,ETC^ ^ ^Comfer 35 „ „ INJKTCO WITH^A POISON/FREE... |pR0FrM,||pl 25 LEGION RC RC 91924 (P) 
36 M ITALIAN OPERATIC ARIAS CD;CFP4560/MC TCCFP4560C(E,| 36 i. 4 ffi?" FEEL IT Nova Mule -(12NOMU3HRTM/PI 2g " BADMOTORFINGER A&M 3953744 (F) 
07 „ YOUR HUNDRED BEST TUNES III Decca 01 B Various CD:4258492/MC;4258494 (F) 37 ,5 2 FLIGHT ultimateTOPP009(T) IRTM/APT) 27 B SH TupWCUO™CUPLRPE6 
38 35 MAHLER: SYMPHONY No. 5 CD 4310372/MC-4310374I(FG) 39 3, a nPA0[)VOL F Reinforced (RIVET ,218HSRDI JO ... GN'RLIES GeffenGEFC34198(BMG) A-0 GunsN'Soses GEFD24193rG£F24,98 
39 3 SS18™'9 CD:CFP4382/MC-.TCCFP4382C(FE1 39 „ ^ FIRK BURNING Suburban Base (SUBBASE 009) ISRDI 20 a UTOPIA BANISHED Earache MOSH53MCII 
^0 ^ BIZET: THE PEARL FISHERS CD.CFpD4721/MC.TCCFpD472iC(Ef) 40 « 1 Ahe'ELl:'CA' WHAT TIME lip Communications KLFUSAAIXHRTMIAPT, 30 " Lcd'zeppeI!n'B^LS ''-E^ ^EPPELI^""'SMSSS * ©ON. Compiled by Gallup , © CIN. Compiied by ERA horn G.hup data from .nd.pendgn, shops. •©ON. Compiled by Gallup 

OMARwwlem 
OMAR^howlers 

New Album on CD, LP and MC 
Live at Paradise 

THIS IS BLUES, THIS IS SOUL, THIS IS ROCK'N'ROLL 
SO GOOD THAT THIS CONCERT HAS BEEN CAPTURED FOR ETERNITY 

TOUR DATES IN JUNE: 
Wed 24th FELTHAM, MIDDX - The Rox 
Thu 25th HARBORNE B'HAM - The Junttion 
Fri 26th CLEETHORPES-Jezebels 
Sat 27th LONDON - The Wean Fiddler 
Sun 28th NORWICH-The Waterfront 
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continued from plO NEW RELEASES 

SINGLES 
highlights 

M.ER PRICE (DISTRIBUTORS) CATEGORY ^srs- — Dgnco lAPITOL Rod. 
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TOP 60 DANCE SINGLES 
 THE OFFICIAL jiusicweek CHART     

1 s Jsi, 11 la mm ||| Titje^ (Distributor) 

lltlraWHAT HAVE YOU DONE | £ I 11 1 One Tribe feat Gem Inner Rhythm HEART 03 (RTM/P) 
RfRl IMPACT (EP) Luj impact Formation FORM 12005ISelf| 36 - 3 

9R pm KOUNTER ACT £0 baa Raging Rockers Ruby Red LTD 19ISRDI 37 » 2 HDaZX-DANS,d^UnSdergroundSTUR 16,P, 
o rwi TEMPLE OF DREAMS A UM Messiah Kickin KICK 12 (SRDI OTCfaMN THE JUNGLE (EP) Z / Wia MS Six Absolute 2 ABS 004DJ (SRD) 38 » 3SmCe,S2YMPH0NYT00 Profile PROFT 366 (PI 
n nn GOOD LOVER 9Q 5 , RAIN FALLS t-O 3 FrankicKnuckles/LMichaelis Virgin America VUST 60(F) 39 31 2SS Epic 6580586 
n PCT1 THE DREAMS EP 9Q PR1 NOTGONNACHANGE Z3 baa Swing Out Sister Fonlana SWING 1012IFI 40 26 2 S^de'nDef'1 DEM Reinforced RIVET 1219ISRD) 
r , . XPRESS YOURSELF 3 Family Foundation 380 PEWT1 (Wl on i TEARS 3U 25 3 Nu Colours Wild Card CARDX1 |F) 41 32 12 En Vogue^'^1' East Was. America A 8578T ,W, 
p JJJJJ A'NT 2 PROUD 2 REG ^ 20 2, 2 TO BE FREE (BROTHER JOHW dTL|O(20||;| «o t KEEP ON WALKIN' 4Z 26 5 Ce Ce Pemston A&M AMY 878 IF) 
-j HANGIN' ON A STRING (REMIX) 99 „ , CONTROLLING ME Ot " 2 Oceanic Dead Dead Good GOOD 14T(W| 43».EE

a?r.pLETE 

o , , PENNIES FROM HEAVEN o2 2 Inner City Ten TENX 405(F) 99 „ ,2 DEEP 33 2 GangStarr Cooltempo COOLX 266 (El 44®?°^° Entity NTT! 207 (RIO/FI 
o , , SEARCHIN' FOR MY RIZLA 3 3 Ratpack Big Giant BGT 02 (PO/RTM/PI 9/1 „ , READY 2 GO (EP) 34 12 X-Static Production House PNT 040 (Selfl /icM , THE FUTURE IS BEFORE YOUR EYES '»3 29 2 Mix Race Moving Shadow SHADOW 18 ISRD) 
10^KROO," .H-^rfi 9C pm REVIVAL 33 lyjhl Martin Girault Opaz OP 001 (Selfl yic , UNTIL YOU COME BACK TO ME 40 19 Adeva Cooltempo COOLX 254 ISM) 
i 1 „ , DON'T BE AFRAID 1 1 15 2 Aaron Hall MCAMCSn632(BMG) 

TOP 10 ALBUMS 
/17„ , GOT TO BE FREE 4 / 23 3 49ers Media t2BRW 255 |F| 

1 2 EH Naughty By Nature Big Life BLRT 74 (F) no „ , REAL LOVE 40 28 3 Time Frequency Jive JIVET 307 (8MGI 
1T PR"! I'LL BE THERE I 0 UUiJ innocence Cooltempo COOLX 255 IE) s 1 ® S Tide LabeVLP/cassette /in „ , SET YOUR LOVING FREE 43 3 LisaStansheld Arista 74321100581 (BMGI 
i /] a , FUTURE SOUND (EP) Phuture Assassins Suburban Base SU8BASE 010 (SRDI n InewI MECCA AND THE SOUL BROTHERS U rEW| pele Rock & CL Smooth Elektra EKT105/- (W| cn „ ,. PASSION 3U 22 6 Gat Decor Effective 12EFFS1 IBMGI 

c , MOVE ME NO MOUNTAIN 13 Soul II Soul Ten TENX 400 IF) 9 rm A JOYFUL NEW UNTO THE CREATOR Z UU Galliano Talkin Loud 8480801/- |F| ci „ , FUN FOR ALL THE FAMILY (EP) 3 1 w 2 Hyper-On-Experience Moving Shadow SHADOW 17 (SRDI 
1 ft rm IT'S MY PLEASURE I D hiu My Friend Sam/Viola Wills Network NWKT47 IP) 9 ™ ALTITUDE 3 UUU system 7/Ullr3 Nate Ten TENG 403/- (PI 02 35 3 PLEASE DON'T GO ^ kNwKT46|PI 
n „ , DON'T YOU WORRY 'BOUT A THING I ' Incognito Talkin Loud TLKX 21 IF) n , , WHEN ONLY A FRIEND WILL DO t Mike Davis Jive HIP t27/CHIP 127IBMGI ft9 ^ HEY FELLAS 33 bui Simone Strictly Rhythm SRB 003 (Import) 
•j08 ,JUMP r f(H 6578546(SM) C . , 3 YEARS, 5 MONTHS AND 2 DAYS.. 3 Arrested Development Cooltempo CTLP 28/ZCTLP 28 (E) C/l B51 FIRES BURNING □ ^ Run Tings Suburban Base SUBBASE 009 (SRDI 
iqp™WE GOT ONE 1 3 UiJ Matt Covington Expansion EXPAND 29 IP) c , . THIS THING CALLED LOVE - GREAT 3' ' Alexander O'neal Tabu 4717141/4717144 (SMI ftft m WHAT WOULD WE DO JJLiJ'DSK Boys Own BOIX 7(F) 
"jn , i PAC-MAN t-U 3 Power-Pill ffrreedom TABX110(F1 7 „ . FUNKY DIVAS ' En Vogue Easl West America 7567921211/7567921214 |W) EC „ . NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP 3" Watergates Bump'N'Hustle BUMP 12 (P| 
91 , SOMETHING GOOD 3 Utah Saints ffrrFX187IFI O , „ FINALLY o Ce Ce Penislon A&M3971761/3971764(F) C7 M . BACK TO THE OLD SCHOOL J/ Bassheads Deconstruction/EMI 12R6310 (El 

is Win , WIN YOUR LOVE s § l£3 Josie James Expansion EXPAND 28 (PI Q r™ VOLUME III JUST RIGHT 3 ItiJ Soul II Soul Ten DIX100/CDIX100 IF) CO 2a . ROUGHNECK Project 1 Rising High RSN 22 ISRD) 
90 . 2 RUNAWAY ^3' Deee-Lite Elektra EKR148T (Wl ins 2 DEAD SERIOUS HU6 Das EFX East West America 7567918271/ (W) CO „ 2 DESEO 33 Latin Blood Flying UK FLYUK 23TIP) 
9/1 pm DREAMS OF SANTA ANNA Z-H m Orange Lemon Bad Boys BADBT 005 (RIO/F) f i ~ cmi3 BASKET CASE 3® Eon Vinyl Solution STORM 39 (SRD) 

GELFAND 

RENNERT 

FELDMAN 

& BROWN 

ACCOUNTANTS TO THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY 

TOURING • ROYALTY EXAMINATIONS • INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND TAX CLEARANCE SERVICES Representing many of the world's finest artistes, we have the experience and specialist knowledge to lead you through UK and European taxation laws. We provide financial information, box office settlements, collection of income and payment of expenses. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 

Nicholas Brown Stephen Brackman Alan Lewis 
82 BROOK STREET, LONDON W1Y 1YG TEL: 071 629 7169/071 409 0431 • FAX: 071 491 7454 
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FEATURE 

Who's afraid of the 

black box! 
i - —  

| 

§ 'iJLlJl—- 

Sampling offers rights owners' a valuable new source of income. But legal uncertainty 
surrounding sample clearances benefits only copyright lawyers, says Matthew Cole 
For most of his generation the event most vividly etched on the memory is the shooting of President Jack Kennedy. But Glen Larrusso can recall the day he first saw Black Box's promo for Ride On Time with the same chilling clarity. Holed up in his Manhattan office — a Mecca of New York disco — the Salsoul label manager had to comfort a shaken Loleatta Holloway as they watched her unmistakable vocals from Love Sensation transplanted into the miming mouth of a model "I just went crazy," he remembers. "Loleatta couldn't comprehend how they could steal her voice like that." Black Box's international hit summed up all that sampling's opponents detested most: what better embodiment of this "con" than to snatch a line from a cherished standard, pass it off as the voice of a glamour girl and name the group after the guilty studio gadget. The fact that the song's title came from a misreading of Holloway's line "right on time" simply confirmed the purists' 

prejudices. Yet three years on, digital samplers are shaking off their image as a tool for talentless cheats. Even rock acts lauded by fans of the traditional writer/performer ethos now use drum samples as part of the normal studio process. But if sampling has become a friend to musicians it is more of a bogeyman than ever to their record companies. "It is the bane of my life," says Island Records head of business affairs Ian 
Part of the problem is that publishers and record companies, with no ground rules for guidance, still beat out deals on a sample-by-sample basis. This month MCPS has taken the first tentative steps towards a dialogue with the BPI on sampling procedure — years after it first became a talking point. And once more this year's NMS will see lively discussion at its sampling panels. But real progress is elusive — largely because the issue is 
In any sampling dispute there are 

at least five parties involved, represented by as many sets of lawyers. Between them they must consider three key issues: copyright and recording; copyright and composition; and moral rights — the artist's right to maintain the integrity of his work. The latter is particularly crucial in the record industry, it 
"It is not like the film business where everyone has their price," says Hope Carr, a New York lawyer specialising in sample clearance. "There are some writers like Gilbert O'Sullivan who never want their songs used in that way." Marc Cohn's recent objections to Shut Up And Dance's use of a melody from his Walking In Memphis was such a case. Although it was not strictly about sampling, the fact that the label was almost forced to scrap 35,000 copies of a single shocked many in the industry. And it has been perceived as the latest in a series of punches that has left the samplers reeling on the ropes. 

Hope Carr, who helped Tommy Boy and Gee Street with clearances on albums by De La Soul and PM Dawn, says there is a prevailing hostility to any secondary use of copyright material, sparked by the blatant theft of early samplers. The unshakable "they shall not pass" mood of old school publishers such as ABKCO head Allen Klein is now the starting point for negotiations. Sample clearance may be becoming easier but it remains a lengthy and laborious process. "It is sometimes as if we are swimming against the tide," says Carr, Some bluntly attribute the length of that process to the industry's lawyers. "Imagine how much they are making out of all this," says Profile UK label manager Chris Childs. There is no doubt that sample clearance is big business for the specialist lawyers working in an unregulated tangle of publishers and record companies — especially when their client's view of what a sample is worth can vary widely depending on ► 
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K whether they are buying or selling. And it is a significant contributor to record company costs. Island's Ian Moss estimates that it takes up around 15% of his department's resources. "It also means that you never know how long an album is going to take to clear and how much it is going to cost," he adds. Clearing samples may take time and money but the cost of not sorting them out in advance can be even more dramatic: the record may never be released. Cold Chillin' Records learned the hard way. Its uncleared use of a Gilbert O'Sullivan sample led US District Judge Kevin Duffy to order all stocks of its Biz Markie album off retailers' shelves. But if that horrified label executives a recent action brought against Sony by Tuff City Recordings over the use of nothing more than a drum break on LL Cool J's Round The Way Girl chilled them to the bone. Tuff City's Aaron Fuchs eventually settled with Sony. But the damage has been done. Sony Music's head of dance Steve Ripley says, "It gets you wondering if you now have to start worrying about every single beat." The consequences of Fuchs' zealous protection of his Honeydrippers drum break seemed dire. Those looped drum breaks are the basis of rap, comprising around 80% of a typical backing track, according to Profile's Chris Childs. How many millions would be owed for the sampling of James Brown's Funky Drummer, Phil Collins' snare or John Bonham's drum beats from When The Levee Breaks? Jonathan Moore of production team Coldcut, one of the most notorious sample users of recent years, takes a pragmatic view: "If it starts to get silly, I'm off." And Altern 8, who have found great success with tracks which are almost totally comprised of samples, are becoming equally wary. "We're trying to move Altern 8 away from sampling because it's just too much grief," says partner Chris Peat. But those who don't have that option have also started taking precautu 

one, has been shouting proudly about the instrumental talents of its new rap-swing group Joe Public. There are sound economic reasons for this sudden switch. After all, what use is a hit if all the royalties are siphoned off to pay for samples? Acts such as Utah Saints or PM Dawn may have been happy to give away 100% of writing credits on the sample-based hits that launched them. But the precedent is a dangerous one for their 
Pete Waterman, a veteran at sampling negotiation, last month agreed to pay over 60% of royalties to MCA Music for the use of a Marshall Jefferson sample when signing the rave track Some Justice by Urban Shakedown. No career could survive on that basis. In sample clearance it is a sellers' market. Salsoul could not have picked a better time to clamp down. And it hat the law has finally 

US has sent letters to artists reminding them of their obligation on sample clearance. Meanwhile Salsoul chose the same moment to get tough by placing an ad in US trade paper Billboard threatening to "vigorously pursue" claims against samplers. So far the company reckons it has traced 120 uncleared samples of artists such as Loleatta Holloway and Skyy. Against the backdrop of this purge, labels such as 4th & B'way are not alone in encouraging acts such as Stereo MCs to use "live" samples played by themselves. Columbia, for 

case would establish ground rules that could be applied universally. Samplers would only be drawn into a game of hide and seek, using technological advances to mask samples and taking smaller and smaller snippets to evade detection. It is already happening. "People are beginning to chop up and change the beats so you could never prove what they are from," says Aaron Fuchs. Ian Craig Marsh, a founder member of The Human League, BEF and Heaven 17 who is currently releasing dance records under the name Forward Fifties, says he avoids paying the mechanical royalties on a sample by faking it right down to adding hiss and compression. It is a complicated process he calls "samplulation". And with the help of software such as Digi Design's Sound Tools — which allows samples to be customised on screen — the level of play is constantly raised. Lawyers, too, are inevitably willing accomplices in the ducking and diving that is costing record companies and copyright owners more time and money each year. "In light of the Tuff City action I would simply suggest 

using a different song, one that can t be recognised," says Hope Carr, who can also reel off the names of those publishers always willing to do a cheap deal. They are the few who have come down from the moral high ground, putting the principles to one side in favour of doing deals. And they have 

been welcomed with open a: sample fixers longing for a new spirit of co-operation. Record companies like Salsoul woke up long ago to the value of sampling. "It is just another source of income," says Larrusso. Some have even embraced the changes to the extent that they tout tracks to rap labels for sampling. Minder Music's John Fogarty is one of this new breed. His is a name NY lawyers love to cite as one man they 
SAMPLERS SAY 'TO SU 

been clarified ..." declared its ad in Billboard with an air of finality. But in truth the Biz Markie case changed nothing. No case will ever be as simple and no record company is likely to leave itself so open to action by continuing to use a sample after having a licence refused, Gilbert O'Sullivan's victory resounded so clearly because he owned both the masters and the publishing rights of the song, stripping the case of the red tape that would clutter any other hearing. It is not a scenario other publishers could hope to repeat. Nor is the Tuff City claim about to spark the predicted frenzy of litigation. One reason is evident in Fuchs' proud boast; "There are not many people who know their catalogue as well as I know mine." In other words, stolen drum breaks are not that easy to spot. Even if it can be proved that the sample is from a specific work the qualitative test remains. In US copyright law the provision for "fail- use" seems to allow some leeway to samplers. In the UK it is "substantiality" that must be proved by the plaintiff. When classical label Hyperion went to the High Court to pursue a claim against East West Records and The Beloved it seemed to have a clear cut case. But even though it was accepted that The Beloved sampled an eight-note extract from Hyperion's recording, deputy judge Hugh Laddie QC was not satisfied that this constituted a "substantial" portion. On the basis of this outcome, it is hard to imagine a repeat of the Tuff City drum break case in the UK. Hyperion's solicitor Andrew Inglis, of Naban-o Nathanson, is disappointed the Beloved case never went on to a full hearing. He believes a test case to establish substantiality would remove the mystery currently making sample clearance so tricky for labels to negotiate. Music lawyer Alexis Grower, of McGrath & Co, adds; "If one of these cases came to court, life would be much easier for us all." It is unlikely, ht r, that a single 

— 

any legal right. As London lawyer Andrew Sharland, of Clintons, points out, "Good sampling is like making a kind of aural collage. You wouldn't expect Campbells to sue Andy Warhol." It was probably the prevailing climate of artistic freedom in the Sixties which meant the first musical samplers didn't have to worry about being sued. John lennon's experimental Beatles track Revolution 9 would be a litigious nightmare 
of plays, films, music and news reports. Early sampling was not a simple process, however. The Beatles, Pink Floyd and even Simon & Garfunkel spent hours searching out tape snippets of music, dialogue and sound effects before looping them, slowing them down, speeding them up, playing them backwards and sticking them all together. Their efforts were lauded for taking pop on to more Intellectual It Stockhausen. 

le dancefloor that people ing copyright conscious, le efforts of Grand Master & The Furious Five for having hits partially based on scratch mixing parts of other recordings. But while scratch mixing carried on unabated, wealthier artists were discovering the joys of digital sampling through the medium of the Fairlight Computer Musical Instrument An Australian invention imported into the UK by Peter Gabriel in the early Eighties, it cost an incredible £20,000, but 
forever. The Art Of Noise formed because sound engineer Gary Langan got hold of a Fairlight belonging to his boss, Buggle and producer Trevor Horn: "None of the stuff was in tune but it was creative," says Langan. Tim Cox of remixer/producer/composer team Three Man Island was equally inspired, 'The Fairlight immediately fired my Imagination because I could mess around with arrangements of instruments which I 
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can work with. And with deals like his placement of a Jimmy Castor sample with Marky Mark earning 75% of publishing income - around $42,000 _ no one could say he is not working for his writers. "Major publishers never really saw the opportunity that sampling presents." says Fogarty. For him, even the disapproval of the sampled artist can be worked around. "Obviously with obscene material there can be a problem. For instance, Profile wanted to use a Gap Band sample on a track called Mo Pussy by DJ Quik. That could have been a problem but in the end we agreed it for a significant proportion of writing royalties." Progressive publishers and sample specialists are beginning to establish an understanding. And as word spreads of the benefits of co-operation the case for standardised procedure is given a healthy boost. The issue is no longer whether or not to sample but how sampling can be policed within the industry to ensure rights owners are fairly paid. And at last there are signs of movement. MCPS commercial 
IS TO STIFLE CREATIVITY' 

couldn't play," he says. it there's ji Fairlight suffered the fate of many bring in a en over by cheaper 

manager Graham Churchill says: "We would like to take the initiative as the central licensing body to produce some standard procedure for clearance." At the same time the MPA is finalising details of its sampling panel of a producer, publisher and writer to adjudicate in disputes, though a central problem here is how it would enforce its decisions. John Fogarty has been a prime mover in the MPA initiative. As one of the publishers who seems to have benefited most from the the current confusion, making it work for his own writers, he may have been expected to favour the status quo. But he too is quick to see the benefits of allowing sampling to survive. As well as providing a new revenue source it has seen a renewed interest in his entire catalogue. Meanwhile, 

Japanese products. In PW brought out a children's synthesiser for around £175 with a built-in drum machine and a basic sampler. XTC used it for the expansive distorted guitar chords on their 1985 track, Another Satellite. 
opened up the market to the dance mixers was the Akai S series of samplers. Costing around £1,000 and linked to a home computer with compositional programmes such as Pro 24, a simple mixing desk, a couple of synthesisers and a tape machine, it was possible to build a basic sampling studio for under £5,000. Even if the artists couldn't play, the sequencer in the computer could play it instead. In fact, the £300 computer sequencing software is possibly a greater villain of the piece than the sampler. The breakthrough with sampling came from the sequencers' ability to play the sample into appropriate parts of the 

Initially sampling was not thought of as a method of stealing musical passages from other people. "When sampling started no- one conceived the idea of stolen vocal loops," says Ian Craig Marsh, who was a dominant part of UK electronic music in the Eighties, "It's a bit of a game trying to find samples that work from really obscure records." Daniel Miller, owner of Mute Records, even admits to having used the Hyperion Records sample long before Hyperion issued a writ against The Beloved and East West Records. "We did it because it came from an advert and was the longest sample we could make at the lime," he says. But he won't say which Mute artist used it. Three Man Island work mainly with vocalists such as Rozalla. So their use of samples is largely instrumental "We're just able to do things that wouldn't be economical and if we weren't allowed to do 

musical discipline and you're never going to recreate that with a sampler. But sampling has given us another kind of music." If musicians do have a complaint about sampling It Is not so much about what is used as how. Robert Plant says he is unconcerned about Led Zeppelin samples and has even done it himself, albeit in a tongue in cheek manner. 
Fairlight, allowed Utah Saints to sample 14 syllables of her Cloudbusting track for their hit Something Good. DJ Tim Garbutt says they only got the go-ahead "because we 

As Ian Craig Marsh points out, it's not the 
"I've got no objechon to people nicking bits 

artists such as Loleatta Holloway and Candi Staton can thank the Akai for late career revivals that have turned them into dancefloor megastars. Altern 8's Mark Archer believes they did Derek May a favour when they sampled his Rhythm Is Rhythm track for Evapor-8. "We paid him 25% and he hasn't made a record since 1988. He hates us, but he's now released the 1987 original." And Chrysalis put the success of PM Dawn's Set Adrift On A Memory Bliss to good use with the release of a Spandau Ballet hits package featuring the sampled True. Others believe there are still many who would have no interest in a common code. Why should publishers, for instance, give anything away to sample users as long as they occupy the high ground? "A standard formula for sampling clearance would be a bitter pill for the publishers to swallow," says James Harman of Theodore Goddard, a London legal firm specialising in sampling. And though he is a writer with publishing interests to protect, Waterman agrees that publishers could keep the two sides apart. "They sense they are in the driving seat. They are just going ever and ever higher asking for over 50% of songs that might just contain a small part of their work," he says. In the end it is the basic problem of cash that could kill the move towards standard practice, however. Any scale of payments would be ridiculously complicated and near impossible to regulate. "The difficulty with any standard code is that each sample has to be viewed subjectively," says Paddy Grafton-Greene of Theodore Goddard. There is no shortage of sticking points as the industry contemplates a standard code for sample clearance. But the benefits of co-operation should ensure it stays on the agenda. Besides, 

the days of bald and blatant sampling are over. As 4th & B'way label manager Julian Palmer says, "In rap now, sampling is far less hip than it 
Most would agree, however, that it is a technical advance that is here to stay. "Who would go back to horse drawn ploughs," says Waterman. Artistically, sampling is just another way of enriching the new with snippets of the old. All artists react to their culture. U2, for example, lace their current live set with flashbacks to pop's past from Abba's Dancing Queen to Bob Marley's Three Little Birds. No-one would accuse Bono of theft. The sampler has attracted a new generation of music makers and consumers. At a time of global 

a frame of mind to see the positive side. And it is incredible what an 
copyright owners' appreciation of the art of sampling. "I love Ride On Time myself," says Salsoul's Glen Larrusso. "It's a very creative production, I like it a lot." Now that sounds like 

A HISTORY OF DISPUTE 
1381: Grandmaster Flash & The Furious Five list six sampled tracks on sleeve of The Adventures Of Grandmaster Flash On The Wheels Of Steel... August 1982: Afrika Bambaata's seminal dance track Planet Rock borrows from Kraftwerk whose objections lead to hefty royalty settlement. Bambaata is to become one of the most sampled artists of the next 10 years ... 1986: Hold It Now, Hit It by The Beastie Boys samples Jimmy Castor's The Return Of Leroy Part 1. A court claim for $750,000 folds into confidential settlement... September 1987; M/A/R/R/S's Pump Up The Volume hits 
Waterman for use of a bass line from PWL's Roadblock. M/A/R/R/S and 4AD agree to donate portion of proceeds to charity ... November 1987; A Coldcut remix of Eric B & Rakim's Paid In Full samples unknown Israeli vocalist Ofra Haza. After long negotiations Island agrees to split proceeds 
clearance .. August 1989: Black Box top UK chart using a model miming to vocal sample from Loleatta Holloway's Love Sensation. Salsoul wins claim for portion of royalties ,.. February 1990: Beats International's number one hit Dub Be Good To Me is said to take a bass line from Guns Of Brixton by The Clash who are later paid in an out of court settlement.. 1990: Tommy Boy is landed with a law suit after De La Soul's Transmitting Live From Mars uses a I2-second extract from The Turtles' You Showed Me. Settlement dashes hopes of a test case ruling ... September 1991; Classical label Hyperion eventually settles with East 
summary judgement in the High Court in its claim against The Beloved's The Sun Rising, said to sample Its recording of a medieval chant... January 1991: Maggie's Last Party by VIM receives airplay on London's Kiss FM and is eventually injuncted after the Conservative Party objects to sampling of then PM Margaret Thatcher's voice ... 
is sampled on Blockbuster by Love Records' act Skin Up. The sample is withdrawn and title changed when Central TV objects to drug related reference ... December 1991: Gilbert O'Sullivan wins a Federal Court case against Cold Chillin' Records after Biz Markie's album I Need a Haircut uses a sample despite previous refusal of clearance. Judges orders withdrawal of all stacks ... April 1992: Tuff City Recordings owner Aaron Fuchs files against Sony/Def Jam claiming that a drum break used on LL Cool J's Round The Way Girl is sample from Impeach The President by The Honeydrippers. Fuchs and Sony later settle .. May 1992: Indie label Shut Up & Dance in last minute agreement with Marc Cohn over use of his melody on the single Raving I'm Raving. SUAD agree to limit output to 35,000 already pressed and donate proceeds to charity.,. Island Music and Rolling Stones publisher ABKOD close to agreement over Carter USM's After The Watershed single. Proposed settlement will prevent the band re-recording or re-releasing the album version of the song, which uses one line from the Stones' Ruby Tuesday... 
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The New Music Seminar 
The first British music convention in the first city of British music 

theCUY 
International Music Convention 

12-16 September 1992 
The Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza 

Manchester, England 

UK Office: In The City, PO Box 83, Manchester M60 1WB, England Tel: 44(0)61234 3044. Fax:44(0)61234 3055. 
US Representative: Debra Baum, Whirlwind Entertainment Group, 15025 Green Leaf Sherman Oak California CAQta^ Tel: 818 905 1777. Fax: 818 905 5234. 



CLASSIFIED 

APPOINTMENTS 

   _ sting company repre- senting such prestigious jazz and classical labels as Concord, ECM, GRP, Collins Classics, Delos and Factory Classics. Due to expansion and internal promotion we have the following positions to fill:— 
SALES-PERSON/JAZZ & CLASSICAL 

LONDON AREA 
This important 
of speciali md a 

of independent and multiple retail ac- counts to sell new release and back-catalogue products. The position provides a basic salary (ne- 
package and a company car. 
ASSISTANT PRESS OFFICER - JAZZ 
son to assist the jazz press officer in all areas. The successful applicant will be expected to eventually take full responsibility for specific labels. A keen interest in and knowledge of jazz and contempor- ary music is essential. Salary is negotiable accord- 
For an application form please write to: The Per- sonnel Officer, New Note, Unit 2, Orpington Trad- ing Estate, Sevenoaks Way, Orpington, Kent BR5 3SR or call 0689 877884. 

A£jf| ■•$- SUNDERLAND POLYTECHNIC -rmraSHTl- STUDENTS' UNION 
ENTERTAINMENTS MANAGER 

Royalties 
Assistant 

Application «ilh C.V. 
ELsinorc House, 77 Fuih 

DYNAMIC TOSO !!! LILITH DEL RAY, 

RECORD DEAL' 

B 
uying. 

For you it's a gift 
At Woolworths we profit from gifted people. Even in a recession our profits rose. Now, as we leave it, we continue to explore new markets and develop existing ones to maintain and build upon our leadership. Nowhere is there greater potential than in the Entertainment Gift sector. Where fashion and seasonal trends come and go with a rapidity that makes forecasting an art and a speedy creative response the difference between leading and following. 
Entertainments Gifts Buyer 

c.£30,ooo 
The most important gifts you can bring to this role then, are initiative, creativity and flair. A role for development, which provides virtually unlimited scope for creating new gift ranges and offers, drawing from both existing and externally sourced merchandise. A graduate, probably of 25-30, you will have enough marketing and buying experience to project manage from research to promotion-and an intuitive feel for this exciting and varied market, After input and agreement on all objective and strategic issues with the Head of Buying Entertainment, you will have a high degree of responsibility on all tactical running of the area. A generous remuneration package includes private medical cover and pension scheme and reflects the significance we attach to this role. Please post or fax your CV, stating current salary and quoting ref: C515 to our Consultant, Mike Beer or Penny Bailey, Juniper Woolf Nucleus, Gemini House, 180 Bermondsey Street, London SE1 3TQ. Alternatively, telephone for a further discussion on 071 357 7141. Fax: 071 407 6175. iSTlSlI 

WOOLWOiTOS B 

BUSINESS TO BUS!N ESS 
BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITY 
NO LOGO RECORDS 

Experienced TAPE-OP/ ASSISTANT ENGINEER 
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FOR SALE 
Redundant Stock of late-80s 
Rock/Pop 12" Singles plus 
US Soul/Jazz deletion LPs 
Tel: Chris at Music Madness on 071 708 0988 (during work hours) 

id 
m y i 9 c 

8NSTANT COUNTER SERVICE FULL COLOUR LASER PRINTED T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS 
@^E.@[FE wmm £12.95 Discounts (or quantity 

nslanl copy'ing"^^'"2'hoursTdaTfe&W and0loiour) 

NOT ANOTHER 
BROKEN RECORD! 

ST Swan 



ANALYSIS 

UK stores: big, bold and the best 
British record retailing know-how is conquering the world, writes Selina Webb _ . . . ^ . .   nlnvinir Innal staff and erivina Taking a retail formula Europe isn't as daredevil as flying a balloon across the At- lantic, but it's challenge enough for Richard Branson. The man at the helm of the Virgin Group would be the first to admit the global expan- sion of his Megastore chain hasn't all been plain sailing. "After the success of the Champs Elysees store we got a bit carried away; we've been brought down to earth with some of the others," he says. In fact the success of Vir- gin's Parisian Megastore, which opened in 1988, would be hard to match. According to Virgin Retail (Europe) MD Alastair Kerr, its turnover is three times that of the UK flagship store in London's Ox- ford Street. That only the Louvre has more visitors than the Mega- store is testament to the Vir- gin Retail policy. Its 11 outlets outside the UK and Ireland — which were 
2,500 sq m site in Vienna and will soon be supplemented by a further two in Barcelona and 

n. 

iling expennece for local shoppers 
re all design- provide a new experience for local shoppers. It is no lame boast. Virgin, HMV and WH Smith have all proved to the world that Brit- ish record retailing is differ- 

According to Kevin Haw- kins, director of corporate af- fairs at WH Smith which owns 160 record shops in the US North-east, the UK approach has the edge in terms of the quality of its management and its grip on distribution.  

"We invest heavily in dis- tribution systems for a par- ticular area and then can eas- ily bolt on smaller operations as we go," he explains. In the case of Virgin and HMV, the difference is more visible: both offer a big, bold and best approach. HMV now has 65 shops out- side the UK, the latest of which opened last Wednesday in Ikebukuro, Japan. Accord- ing to the group's chairman and chief executive Stuart McAllister, it's about time 

"power retailing" existed in the record market. But it isn't just a case of du- plicating the British shops abroad. "You must be sensi- tive to the local nuances," says McAllister. And Virgin's Alastair Kerr warns that there is no room for complacency, even within Eur- ope. "The people who have not succeeded are those who have assumed Europe is all the 

ploying local staff and giving the shops s strong national identity, but they're sticking to their brand names. WH Smith, on the other hand, won't be using "Our Price" when it re-names its US chain. "It needs something with more of an American flavour to it," says Kevin Hawkins. However they brand their shops, it's clear all three chains have been successful by plugging gaps in the market. Listening posts, in-store DJs and an "everything you want under one roof philosophy may not be a big deal in the UK but, with the exception of a handful of overseas chains such as Tower WoM in Ger- many and Fnac in France, they haven't been seen abroad. The competition is bound to get stiffer. "Our presence has certainly acted as a spur in the US," says Kevin Hawkins. But in the meantime, with Virgin looking to Eastern Eur- ope and the other chains both planning further expansion, the opportunities for British record retailing to prove its mettle are far from exhausted, 
APPOINTMENTS 

Product Manager 
Licensed Repertoire Division 

Sony Music's Licensed Repertoire Division has been established 
mainly to enter into foreign licensing agreements with UK and foreign 
independent labels. The agreements range from pure distribution 
deals forthe UKto full territorial licences, with the Division providing 
full marketing and promotion support. 
We are now seeking to employ an experienced Product Manager to 
manage the day to day marketing activities of the division, but with the desire to develop wider responsibilities in a challenging 
environment. 
Candidates should have an interest in the independent music scene, and because of the nature of the division, international experience 
would be an advantage. The ability to work in an unstructured 
environment to meet deadlines under pressure is essential, as is the creativity to solve problems in an innovative way. 
We offer a competitive salary, company car, private health insurance 
and the opportunity to join us at an exciting time of growth. 
Please send your CV with current salary details to Sharon Mulrooney, Personnel & Training Manager, Sony Music Entertainment, 17-19 Soho Square, London W1V 6HE, quoting reference LRD. 01. 

Sony Music Entertainment g 

Product Manager 
Columbia is a growing label with a roster of new and established 
acts including Manic Street Preachers, Prefab Sprout, Deacon 
Blue, Bruce Springsteen and Paul Young, which provide a 
challenge to our versatile marketing team. 
Due to an internal promotion, we are seeking to employ an experi- 
enced marketing person to manage a varied roster, including UK 
and US acts. Candidates should have experience of marketing in 
the music industry, and have a track record of creative and cost 
effective campaigns. You should be of graduate calibre, and be 
able to work under pressure in a team environment, taking 
direction where necessary. 
We offer a competitive salary, company car, private health 
insurance and the opportunity to join a professional team on the 
best label in the industry. 
Please send a CV and current salary details to Sharon 
Mulrooney, Personnel & Training Manager, Sony Music 
Entertainment, 17-19 Soho Square, London W1V 6HE, 
quoting reference Col. 01. 

COLUMBIA 
URGENTLY REQUIRED 

TELESALES PERSON TO SELL DANCE & CATALOGUE 
Call 081-902 6398 



DOOLEY'S DIARY 
Remember where you heard it: 

1^ Three cheers for Marshall Arts and 
Dire Straits. They stepped in and offered the use of the stage they will 
use tomorrow night (Tuesday) in Manchester so that Guns N' Roses 
could play their rescheduled gig yesterday (Sunday). . . When the fire 
alarm went off at the Island building 
the other week, the tastily-named Suzette Newman of Island trading 
refused to leave the building, 
preferring to run the risk of 
combustion rather than stop 
working. Could she be related to 
Dave Bates, we wonder? . . . Sony 
revealed a hitherto hidden dimension 
to its MiniDisc system at its presentation in Salzburg last week, 
with Alan Phillips declaring, "We 
are confident that MiniDisc is the 
musak format of the future" . . . After 
EMI's shindig in New York and 
PolyGram's gathering in Berlin, 
Warner's 80 worldwide managing 
directors have their own conference — 
the first for two yeai'S — in Boston 
this week ... With all the entries for 
the Mez-cury Music Prize now in, it's 
interesting to note that no less than 
10 of the albums are by 
contemporary classical composers 
and around 30% come from the 
independent sector, twice as many 
as might be expected from its market 
share . . . Congratulations to: former 
Our Price buying and marketing 
director Tony Bennett who has found 
himself a new job as marketing 
director of Thomas Cook and to 
Geffen PR Sue Brown, newly 

Britschool student Madeleine Guest. 17, gets to grips with the intricacies of magazine 

he Roof Gardens in London's Kensington High Street last Wednesday for a BPI reception to honour the 120 delegates in town for the IFPI council meeting, the first in London since 1974, The guest list ranged from EMI Music chief Jim Fifield and Sony's Bob Summer to BBC TV "yoof" specialist Janet Street-Porter and Kingfisher boss Geoff Mulcahy. Pictured (above, left to right) are BPI director general John Deacon. Bard secretary general Bob Lewis and BPI council chairman Maurice Oberstein, while (below) EMI president Rupert Perry shares a laugh and a joke with the MDs of Virgin Retail, Simon Burke, and MCA, Tony Powell. 

Z2 
engaged to promoter Phil Ross . . . 
The music-lovers of MCA are causing 
mayhem in London's Piccadilly after 
their move last week. Their new 
neighbours, the snooty bankers 
Rothschilds, have apparently 
already complained about the noise. 
"And we haven't even unpacked all 
the amps," remarked one insider . . . 
Those In The City types are coy about 
it, but whispers from Manchester 
suggest Circa, London, East West, 
PWL, Mute and Creation are all 
planning showcases for the September 
event. . . Tony Smith is to quit as 
A&R manager of Chrysalis, but 
there's no confirmation on his new job. 
Word reaches me he will need to be 
totally dedicated ... As the Virgin 
lay-offs began making an impact on 
the dole queues of London, I am asked 
to give the numbers of former head of press Sian Davies (081 993 3021), 

head of creative Elly Smith (081 995 
5874) and Juliette Joseph (081 658 
8471). . . Damont Audio moved to 
deny rumours that its HQ in Hayes 
was struck by lightning during last 
week's storms while copies of The 
Messiah on Kickin' Records were 
pz-essed. A flooded generator room 
did force the plant to close down 
however . . . It's all-change at Sony, 
with Doe Phillips promoted to 
international marketing manager for 
Columbia, Alfe Hollingsworth 
moving from London to become head 
of promotions for the Soho Square 
label and Bertie De Rougement 
appointed Sony Music Video 
marketing manager . . . Students from 
West Lothian College's music 
business course were celebrating last 
week as the single, Obvious, by Smile 
(on their Different Class label) 
reached number 45 in CIN's Scottish 
Chart. . . Island plugger Andy 
Taylor landed her poor mum in 
trouble by giving her one of the 
Disposable Heroes Of 
Hiphoprisy's "Let's Fuck" T-shirts. 
She was stopped by one of the boys 
in blue walking along Ruislip High 
Street and warned that wearing the 

PR man Alan Edwards is apparently now practising his talent for publicity on his five year old daoghter, going by this picture, featured in last week's Melody Maker. For the bee on the left performing during Mercury Rev's set at Finsbury Park last Saturday is none other than the apple of his eye. Ruby. "ICM rang me up and asked if I could get hold of a couple of kids for the gig. and I thought I couldn't do better than my own," he says. Unfortunately, Edwards missed the stage debut of Ruby and sister Josie, 8. He was away masterminding coverage of client David Bowie's marriage to Iman. 
garment was an offence . . . 
Congratulations to John Miles 
(brother of Radio One's Smiley Miley 
and manager of Timmy Mallett, 
David Jensen and Paul Burnett), who 
mai'i'ied Lyn Farrall in Bristol on 
Saturday  

Kiusic week 
^.1.^ Spotlight Public " ABC 

Incorporating Record Mirror rectory every January; £98 from Co: rrey CRI SUP. Tel: 08I-6-10-81I2. Ft 
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N % CLE D JTIOK 
- ST tt? & - 

Ruz Uec®»s 
EXCLUSIVELY FROM JULY 1 ST 1 ^^2 OIM ALL AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTS 
(INCLUDING THESE GREAT NEW SUMMER RELEASES) 

THREE 20 TRACK COMPILATIONS ON COMPACT DISC & CASSETTE (MID PRICE) 
DEALER PRICE £4.86 CD £2.97 CASSETTE 

YESTERDftY RELAND COUNTRY 

icons 

« 

CHARLIE LANDSBOROUGH SARAH JORY MARY DUFF SONGS FROM THE HEART NEW HORIZONS SILVER AND EOLO RITZ RC 521 ■ RITZ RCD 521 RITZ LC0067 • RITZCDOOS? RITZ LC 0066 ■ RITZ CD 0066 
THREE FOSTER & ALLEN BEST SELLING ALBUMS ON COMPACT DISC FOR THE FIRST TIME DEALER PRICE £4.16 

K 

ORDER NOW FROM PINNACLE ON (Ofe89) 8Z>1 44 — TELESALES 
OR SEE YOUR PINNACLE REPRESENTATIVE 


